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Research on One-Dimensional Two-Phase Flow
(Theory on Hydrodynamic Balance in Two-Fluid

Model and Its Application)
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Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken

(Received June 29, 1988)

In the Bart I of this report, the author describes about the fundamental form of the
hydrodynamic basic equations for a one-dimensional two-phase flow (two-fluid model). Most
of the discussions are concentrated on the treatment of phase change inertial force terms in the
equations of motion and the author's equations of motion which have a remarkable uniqueness
on the following three points in comparison with conventional equations of motion.
(1) To express force balance of unit mass two-phase fluid instead of that of unit volume

two-phase fluid.
(2) To pick up the unit existing mass and the unit flowing mass as the unit mass of two-phase

fluid.
(3) To apply the kinetic energy principle instead of the momentum low in the evaluation of

steady inertial force term.
In these three, the item (1) is for excluding a part of momentum change or kinetic

energy change due to mass change of the examined part of fluid, which is independent of
force. The item (2) is not to introduce a phenomenological physical model into the evaluation
of phase change inertial force term. And the item (3) is for correctly applying the momentum
law taking into account the difference of representative velocities between the main flow fluid
(vapor phase or liquid phase) and the phase change part of fluid. These three items are for
expressing the essence of force balance of two-phase flow most simply but they are not always
necessary to establish equations of motion for two-phase flow. Therefore, two independent
equations of motion based on these items can be transformed by mathematical treatment
into various forms which are not restricted directly by these items.

In the Part II of this report, characteristics of various kinds of high speed two-phase
flow are clarified theoretically by using the basic equations derived in the Part I. It is de-
monstrated that the steam-water two-phase critical flow with violent flashing and the air-
water two-phase critical flow without phase change can be described with fundamentally
the same basic equations. Furthermore, by comparing the experimental data from the two-
phase critical discharge test and the author's theoretical prediction, the two-phase discharge
coefficient, Q>, for large sharp-edged orifice is determined as the value which is not affected
by the experimental facility characteristics, etc.

Keywords: One-Dimensional, Two-Phase Flow, Basic Equation, Momentum Equation,
Slip, Phase Change, Critical Flow, Safety, LOCA, LWR
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一次元二相流に関する研究

(二流体モデルの力学的平衡に関する理論とその応用}

日本原子力研究所東海研究所原子炉安全工学部

安達公道

( 1988年6月29日受想)

要 旨

本舗文の第 11駆では.一次元二相続(二流体モデル)の流体力学的な高基礎方腹式の根本形式について述

べる，.繍の中心は運動の式の相変化慣性カl.Ãの取flkいにあるが.従来の運動の式I~較べて.以下の 3

Jilで普しい特徴を持つ.

11) 単位体積あたりのカの平衡の代りに. t~位質量むたりの1Jの平衡をl則及勺たこと.

(2) 単位質鑑倹査流体と Lて.存在鑑lill'および流鑑Mill'の 2帽慣の二相械体を取上げたζと.

13) 定常慣性カの評価I~. 運動置の法目IJの代りに運動エ串ルギのßlUIを適Hl L た ζ と.

ζ れらのうち.11) は検査流体の質畳変化I~伴う外力と無関係な運動置ないし運動エネルギの変化を運

動の式から排除するためである， 12) は相変化施体郎分11:作用する慣性力の評価I~現象舗的物理モデルを

導入Lないためである.また13)は主涜体(気相または液相)と相変化流体との速度の違いを運動鑑の法

則の適用 I~正しく反映させるためである.ζれら 3 つの項目は.二相流の力の平衡の本質を..も簡潔I~

表現するために工夫されたものであるが.ζのように考えな付れば二相流の運動の式が立たないという

訳ではない.それ故. ζれらの工夫によって立てた2個の互いに独立な運動の式を数学的に変形する乙

とによ勺て.二栢流の力の平衡に関する ζれら 3項目によらない各種の表現上のヴァリエイションを導

く乙とができる.

本論文の第 E部では.第 I 部で導出した考礎方程式群を用いて.各種の高速二個流の特性を理諭的I~

明らかにする、激しい減圧沸属を伴う蒸気一水二相臨界疏も.相変化がない空気 水二相臨界流も.Ii

本的には全く同じ基礎方程式群で表現できる ζとを示す.また.二相臨界流出実験を実施Lて.著者の

理論と比鮫する ζとにより.実験装置の特性等の影.を受けない大口径薄刃オリ 7ィスの二相流出係数

CDの値を明らかにする.
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PREFACE

Gas-liquid two-phase flow is handled in various industrial fields. In the field of nuclear
power engineering, much effort has been made to studv two-phase flow to meet the require-
ment from design of boiling water reactor (BWR). However, great attention was not paid to
the general form of hydrodynamical basic equations for two-phase flow because the variety
in studied two-phase flow conditions was usually limited for design purpose and, in addition,
only steady or quasi-steady phenomena were studied in most cases.

In the resent twenty years, however, reliable and accurate analysis codes for a loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) of a light water reactor (LWR) including a pressurized water reactor
(PWR) became strongly needed. Consequently, the form of hydrodynamical basic equations
for two-phase flow has attracted great attention of safety analysis people. As the result,
various types of basic equation set were proposed and applied in each code.

In LOCA analysis, very wide range transient or quasi-steady changes of pressure, tem-
perature, phase velocity, quality, etc. have to be treated consistently. Therefore, the basic
equation set to be used should correctly describe the balance of mass, force (momentum)
and energy. Of course, validity of a I OCA analysis code depends strongly not only on the
validity of basic equations but also on the selection of constitutive equations and numerical
method. Furthermore, deletion of some terms from basic equations could stabilize the
calculation and shorten the computing time without large quality reduction of the calculation
in a certain kinds of LOCA transient. However, importance of valid form of basic equation
set to correctly describe the balance of mass, force and energy is never cancelled with import-
ance of such practical approaches.

In Part I of the present report, general form of equations of continuity, equations of
motion and equations of energy for a gas-liquid two-phase flow will be discussed fron the
view point of balance of mass, force (momentum) and energy, respectively. Any assumptions
or physical insights from the view point other than balance of these quantities are excluded
from the proposed basic equations.

Major discussions will be made, for simplicity, about one-dimensional separated two-
phase flow (two-fluid model), but the final form will be generalized into local, time-averaged,
three-dimensional expression.

The investigation is strongly concentrated to the phase change intertial force terms of
equations of motion. It will be pointed out that the corresponding terms of conventional
equations of motion do not always represent the Newton's second law correctly. The conflict
of Newton's second law is resulted from the conflict of Newton's third law between main
gas or liquid phase and phase change part of fluid.

In Part II, on the other hand, analytical results on two-phase critical flow will be intro-
duced as an application of the basic equation set established in Part I. Two-phase critical
discharge flow has a steep pressure gradient along the flow axis. And a violent phase change
due to this large pressure drop governs the characteristics of flow. Therefore, it is a suitable
analytical object for verifying the validity of the author's basic equation set which has the
remarkable features with the phase change inertial force terms. In the analyses introduced
in this report, some additional assumptions corresponding to constitutive equations are
introduced for simplicity and, therefore, they cannot always be considered to describe two-
phase critical flow correctly. However, various unique characteristics of critical flow are
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described almost perfectly. This fact demonstrates the validity and the resultant wide appli-
cability of the author's basic equation set.

Some experimental analysis results on interfacial and wall frictional energy dissipations
for a vertical gas-liquid two-phase flow without phase change are also introduced in the last
chapter of Part II.

Major part of this report was transrated from Ref. (1) of Part I. Three-dimensional
basic equations, however, will be described in much more detail. In addition, the author's
opinion on virtual mass force due to relative acceleration between two phases also will be
discussed briefly in this report.
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1. Introduction

In a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) of a light water reactor (LWR), primary coolant
pressure changes from about 16MPa (in the case of pressurized water reactor) to near the
atmospheric pressure. Temperature of the coolant in the primary system varies from higher
than 600 K to lower than 400 K. Two-phase flow of much higher temperature than 600 K
can be realized in the heated-up core as a droplet flow of superheated steam and the saturated
water droplets. On the other hand, two-phase flow of steam and much colder subcooled water
than 400 K also can appear, e.g., around the emergency core cooling (ECC) water injection
ports. For fluid velocity, two-phase critical flow with very high linear velocities of some
hundreds or more than one thousands m/s appears at the breaks, on the other hand, counter-
current two-phase flow can be realized at the top of core and top of downcomer and even at
hot leg piping. In the reflux cooling mode of small break LOCA, superficial velocity of the
order of, in some cases, 0.01 m/s sould be treated,(2) Furthermore, for steam quality, every
condition between 0 and 1 (thermodynamically from less than 0 to larger than 1) can be
realized somewhere in the primary system.

Hydrodynamical basic equations for two-phase flow should, therefore, have very wide
applicability for consistently analyzing complex transient or quasi-steady changes of two-
phase flow eith such wide range changes of flow variables. However, two-phase basic equation
sets currently used for safety analysis are different to each other in fundamental form*3'"*14'
as shown in Table 1. As known from this table, one cannot find any established form of basic
equation set. Form of equations of motion is on a specially imperfect stage.

Hydrodynamical basic equations describe the balance of mass, force (momentum) and
energy and they should be easily established based on the mass conservation law, Newton's
second law and the first low of thermodynamics, respectively. However, there are many
disagreements even in the level of general form of basic equations as described above. The
reason is that the spatial and time relationships between each component of two-phase fluid
are very complex due to phase slip and, therefore, it is overlooked that some physical
knowledges which are common senses in the single-phase hydrodynamics are not valid for two-
phase flow.

In Part I of the present report, right form of the hydrodynamical basic equations will
be discussed by picking up a one-dimensional separate two-phase flow (two-fluid model)
as an example.

First, in Chapter 2, number of independent basic equations and selection of examined
part of fluid are discussed. The latter is specially important because of the deep connection
with the main theme of this report. Detailed discussion on this item will be made in Chapter
4, and only basic concept is given in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3, equations of continuity are introduced with some variations in expression
and, in addition, equivalent velocity of phase change part of fluid is discussed from the view
point of mass displacement. The equivalent velocity of phase change part of fluid is the most
important variable in this report and will be discussed in Chapter 4 from various points of
view.

Chapter 4 describes equations of motion and is the central chapter of this report. First,
the author establishes the equations of motion for steady two-phase flow and next he will
extend them to transient two-phase flow. The reason is that the most important thing for
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the readers is to get the image of the author's physical thought on hydrodynamicaJ balance
of two-phase flow, and for this purpose steady equations are more convenient.

Up to this stage, force balance is discussed for total two-phase flow. The author will,
next, derive the equations of motion for each phase by purely mathematical transformation.
Furthermore, various expressions of so-called momentum equations are also derived by
mathematical treatment. Validity of the author's theory will be examined from various view
angles through these discussions but more detailed discussions will be made on the differences
between the author's and the typical conventional momentum equations in the last section
of Chapter 4.

In Chapter 5, equations of energy are introduced with some variations in expression.
In addition, total energy conservation equation for total two-phase flow will be derived based
on the author's equations of motion and the first law of thermodynamics.

Chapter 6 discusses characteristics of interfacial frictional forces and wall frictional
forces in relation with basic equations and definition of those frictional forces.

At last, in Chapter 7, local, time-averaged, three-dimensional basic equations will be
introduced with more detailed explanations on each term of the equations.
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2. Number of Basic Equations and Selection

of Examined Part of Fluid

2.1 Number of Basic Equations

Gas and liquid phases of examined part of two-phase fluid have, in a two-fluid model,
respective values of mass, momentum and energy. Therefore, differential equations on balance
of those quantities should hold good under proper boundary conditions at the gas-liquid
interface and wall surface. That is, two equations of continuity, two equations of motion and
two equations of energy can be established as independent hydrodynamical basic equations.

Total six independent differential equations describing directly or indirectly the balance
of mass, force (momentum) and energy of gas and liquid phases are actually just equivalent
both physically and mathematically with the above described most typical combination of
basic equations for each phase. Therefore, form of the basic equation set is not unique.
However, number of independent basic equations is always six.

2.2 Selection of Examined Pert of Fluid

Balance of various physical quantities of a one-dimensional flow is usually described
for a elementary part of fluid between two cross sections perpendicular to the flow axis.
This method is quite convenient especially for describing balance of scalar quantities such
as mass and energy. And, therefore, it is used in the present report as well as in the conven-
tional theories in the literature.

This method, of course, can be used also for equation of motion but special care should
be paid in the case of two-phase flow. Because, there is a momentum change due to time or
spatial change of mass of the examined part of fluid which is independent of real acceleration
of mass as discussed in detail in the subsections 4.2.4 and 4.7.1. This problem is seen also in
single-phase flow but it does not cause any misevaluation of inertia! force in relation with
equation of continuity as described in the subsection 4.7.1.

In the present report, equations of motion are established first for unit mass of examined
part of two-phase fluid. No change of total mass of examined part of fluid appears in this
case even if mixing fraction of gas and liquid phases changes. Therefore, one can easily convert
change of momentum or kinetic energy of examined part of fluid with this method into
inertial force and equate it to the sum of all external forces.

On the other hand, one can pick up two kinds of unit mass two-phase fluid. One is
based on two-phase fluid which instantaneously exists between two cross sections with small
distance dz. Mass fraction of gas phase /? in this case is given as:

- Aaptdz . apt ,.,.
p A<tpedz+A{\ a)p,dz apg+ (1 a)p, yl>

Here, A, a, pe and PI are the average values in distance dz. Unit mass two-phase fluid with
gas mass fraction of £ is called unit mass of "existing two-phase fluid".

The other kind of unit mass two-phase fluid is based on two-phase fluid which flows
penetrating through a cross section in short time dt. Mass fraction of gas phase x in this
case is represented as:
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Adpjigdt

Here, A, a, Pg, PI, ug and u/ are the average values in time dt. When both dz and dt become
infinitigimal. each of these values becomes the local, instantaneous value and, therefore, they
have the same values in Eqs. (1) and (2). Ur.it mass two-phase fluid with gas mass fraction
of x is called unit mass of "flowing two-phase fluid".

Force balance equation for unit mass of existing two-phase fluid is named equation
of motion "based on existing mass" and similarly, that for unit mass of flowing two-phase
fluid as equation of motion "based on flowing mass".

/Jand x are independent to each other although they are connected together through
slip ratio ug/u,. Therefore, equations of motion based on existing mass and based on flowing
mass are independent to each other. So that, one can establish these two kinds of equation
of motion instead of equations of motion for each phase. Of course, it the former two equa-
tions of motioti are already established the latter two equations of motion should be derived
by a purely mathematical transformation. This will be demonstrated later in Section 4.4.
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3. Equations of Continuity

3.1 Equations of Continuity for Each Phase

Equations of continuity for each phase are the following two in the two-fluid model,

A -7TT (atpg) i — (AapgUg) Aw (3)

A§j\i\ a)Pl) < §Z\A(. 1 a)PlUl\ Aw (4)

Here, flow area A is assumed constant with respect to time. If one does not assume this, A in
the first terms should be included in the dirferentiuted variables.

Changes of densities of each phase can be expressed with compressibilities Ke (dp,/dP)
•'pg and K, (dpi dP)'p, which are affected by temperature changes. Therefore, Eqs. (3)

and (4) can be written as:

du,

Equations (S) and (6) are more convinient than Eqs. (3) and (4) in some problems.
These equations of continuity include phase change rate w fcr unit volume of channel

(Pi> is positive when evaporation), w can be obtained by using the balance relationship of heat
flow including latent heat at the interface between gas and liquid phases. That is, with re-
presenting the heat flow rates for unit volume of channel from insides of each phase to the
interface with Q,G and OR, respectively, one can obtain

3.2 Mass Conservation Equation for Total Two-Phast Flow

Ay summing up Eqs. (3) and (4), the mass conservation equation for total two-phase
flow can be obtained as:

/ 4 ^ - { a / 3 4 + ( l a ) P , \ + -^lA{apgUg+(l a)Piu,)10 ( 8 )

3.3 Equation of Phase Change (1)

By subtracting Eq. (4) from Fq. (3), equation of phase change rate w can be obtained

A -§f{apt- (1 -a)pi) + j£A{aPtut- (1 -a)p,u,} >2Aw (9)
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The author derived six equations, Eqs. (3), (4), (S), (6), (8) and (9), as equations of
continuity for one-dimensional two-phase flow in the two-fluid model. As described in Section
2.1, however, number of independent equations of continuity is two. Therefore, if such two
equations are given the rest equations of continuity should lose their independencies auto-
matically. Such perfect combinations of two equations of continuity are shown with symbol
"o" in Table 2.

Tabh 2 Combinations of two independent equations
of continuity

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(8)

(9)

(3)

\

o
X
o
o
o

(4)

o
\o
X
o
o

(5)

X
o
\o
o
o

(6)

o
X
o
\o
o

(8)

o
o
o
o
\
o

(9)

o
o
o
o
o
\

3.5 Equation of Phase Change (2)

At last, a very important equation on phase change rate w shall be introduced although
it is not an equation of continuity.

In Fig. 1, gas phase passed cross section © at a moment arrives after short time dt at
cross section l'-2' which is ugdt distant from cross section 0 . Similarly, liquid phase passed
cross section (T at the same moment arrives after time dt at cross section 3'-4' which is u,dt
distant from cross section T . Phase change part of fluid which passed cross section ® as
liquid phase and became gas phase during time dt arrives after time dt at some location on the
line T-Y depending on phase change timing. For example, fluid particle evaporated at the
beginning of time dt arrives at location 2' and fluid particle evaporated at the end of time
dt arrives at location 3'. The average arrival location of phase change part of fluid is apparently
given by cross section 2"-3'\ i.e., cross section © which is distant from cross section <D by
(1/2) (u,^u;)dt. Therefore, average velocity of phase change part of fluid urc is:

1 (10)
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r

gas

3"

3' 4*

liquid

Fig. 1 Eitimition of averaie velocity of phiie chance
part of fluid based on matt displacement analyiU.

It must be noted that uK is not the interfacial velocity between two phases but the

average or representative velocity of phase change part of fluid. «Pris one of the most import-

ant key variables in the author's theory.

Based on Eq. (10), phase change rate for unit length of channel Aw is expressed as:

(11)

Equation (11) is a definition equation of phase change rate w as function of total mass

flow rate W and change of quality x from the view point of mass displacement of phase

change part of fluid itself. The equation does not include the variables such as a. Pi and PI

which express mass fraction of gas and liquid phases of the main flow. Although it includes

us and «/, they are not for evaluation of the main flow phase velocities but for evaluation of

representative velocity of phase change part of fluid. These facts indicate that Eq. (11) is

independent of mass balance of the main flow gas and liquid phases, i.e., Eq. (11) is not

an equation of continuity for the main flow fluid.

However, Eq. (11) or essentially, Eq. (10) are very important because these equations

clearly indicate the fact that phase change part of fluid has a unique representative velocity

different from those for gas and liquid phases of the main flow. The importance of this fact

will be made clear through the discussions of Chapter 4.
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4. Equations of Motion

4.1 Steady Equations of Motion for Total Two-Phse Flow

4.1.1 Equation based on "existing mass"
Equation of motion based on existing mass is the equation on instantaneous force balance

for unit mass of existing two-phase fluid. To describe the force balance, one must start from
evaluation of various kinds of force acting on each component of unit mass of existing two-
phase fluid.

At first, let us evaluate the inertial force terms. In the present report, inertial forces
acting on each component of examined part of fluid are counted for the steady acceleration
term by applying the kinetic energy principle instead of the momentum principle which is
applied in the conventional theories. That is, inertial force acting on each component of
examined part of fluid is calculated by dividing kinetic energy change of the component by
traveled distance dz during the change. As kinetics for point of mass indicates, this is one
of the general principles of kinetics which holds good regardless of elapsed time for traveling
the distance dz. The momentum principle is never ignored by applying the kinetic energy
principle but, on the contrary, is correctly applied as described later. Application of the
kinetic energy principle, instead of the momentum principle, is one of the remarkable features
of the author's theory together with picking up the two kinds of "unit mass" of examined
part of fluid, i.e., one is "existing mass" and the other is "flowing mass".

In Fig. 2, each component of unit mass of existing two-phase fluid at cross section (p
will arrive at cross section Q> although the elapsed time is different among the components.

Fig. 2 One-dimensional two-fluid model.
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In steady flow, flows at cross section (p and © do not change with time, therefore, one
can evaluate the average inertial forces acting on each component one by one by dividing the
spatial changes of kinetic energy between cross sections (P and © by distance dz. If dz
becomes infinitegimal, the results give the local values of inertial forces for each component of
unit mass of existing two-phase fluid. By this method, inertial force for gas phase is evaluated
as:

(12)

Similarly, for liquid phase:

(13)

There is a change of ft between cross sections <T̂  and (J) due to phase change, and inertial
force acting on the phase change part of fluid is given similarly, as:

\ , ,.dB dj
2 * dz ' az

Here, uKin Eq. (14) agrees with that in Eq. (10). More detailed discussion on Eq. (14)
will be made in the subsection 4.2.2.

Sum of Eqs. (12) through (14) gives inertial force acts on unit mass of existing two-phase
fluid.

Here, it is necessary to give some explanation on the effect of replacement of substances
which compose the examined part of fluid. Due to phase slip, gas phase, liquid phase and
phase change part of fluid which passed cross section ® simultaneously never arrive at cross
section © at the same time. This means substance of examined part of fluid is partially
replaced between cross sections ® and ©. In the author's theory, since "unit mass" of
existing two-phase fluid is selected as examined part of fluid, total mass of examined part of
fluid never changes even if the substance is replaced. Replacement of substance without change
of total mass does not cause any inertial force if the new substance has the same velocity as
that of the old substance. Therefore, replacement of substance itself of examined part of fluid
and the resultant change in the corresponding relationship among substances of each com-
ponent of examined part of fluid do not affect the value of inertial force acting on the mass
center of examined part of fluid.

External forces to be balanced with the inertial forces given by Eqs. (12) through (14)
are pressure force, gravitational force, interfacial fractional force (drag force) and wall
frictional force. And they can be written, respectively, for unit mass of existing two-phase
fluid, as:

• )£J_ + LJ> \ dP
Ps Pi

gcosB (16)

-LFa,+
 LJ-FL, (17)

Pi Pi

0 r , Izir (18)
Pi Pi
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Here, interfacial frictional forces are internal forces for the total two-phase fluid and
by Newton's thrid law,

--Fc+ ^—^-FLC-Q (19)
Pg Pi

However, since the first and second terms of Eq. (17) are external forces for each phase,
Eq. (17) shall be remainJ for convenience in the later discussion.

In some conventional equations of motion, A and a or 1 a are included in the dif-
ferentiated variables of pressure force terms. However, the differentiated variable sould be
only P because form of the terms is simply based on the Green's theorem.

Next, FCL and FLC consist of various terms. The regular drag force which is the sum
of skin drag and form drag is assumed to be propertional to square of relative velocity
between two phases and the drag coefficient is given with experimental basis. Basset force
which represents the effect of relative acceleration between two phases on viscous drag and
boundary layer development should be considered in some case. Furthermore, lift force due
to rotation of dispersed phase (Magnus effect) and diffusion force due to concentration
gradient of dispersed phase are known to act on two-phase fluid. However, these two forces
are usually negligible.

Some convensional equations of motion for two-phase flow have so-called virtual mass
force terms. However, it seems quite doubtful to introduce virtual mass force into equations
of motion. Because, virtual mass force and its reaction force should be included potentially
in inertial force terms and pressure force terms for each phase, respectively, as described in
Appendix 1. Therefore, no virtual mass force terms shall be introduced in this report.

There is no external force which directly acts on phase change part of fluid although
finite inertial force given by Eq. (14) acts on the part. The reason is that even if there is
body force or surface force directly acts on the phase change part of fluid, since mass fraction
of the part dff to the total approaches to zero when dz approaches to zero, effect of such
force also approaches to zero. Inertial force given by Eq. (14) due to phase change accelera-
tion is actually balanced with a part of external forces given by Eqs. (IS) through (18) through
interaction with the gas or liquid phases of the main flow.

Because the sum of Eqs. (12) through (14) balances with the sum of Eqs. (IS) through
(18),

Here, the sixth term of Eq. (20) is zero because of Eq. (19).

4.1.2 Equation based on "flowing mast"
Equations of motion based on flowing mass is essentially the equation of instantaneous

force balance for unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid. However, the formulation is based
on the interaction among gas and liquid phases of the main flow and phase change part of
fluid during common elapsed time. This will be explained in detail in the subsection 4.2.3.

In Fig. 2, each component of unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid at cross section (!)
will arrive at cross section © although the elapsed time is different among the components.
In steady flow, flows at cross sections CD and ® do not change with time, therefore, one
can evaluate the average inertial forces acting on each component one by one by dividing
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the spatial changes of kinetic energy between cross sections ® and (?> by distance dz. If
dz becomes infinitesimal, the results give the local values of inertia! forces for each component
of unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid. By this method, inertial force is evaluated for gas
phase as:

1 diuS) du,

f f (21)
Similarly, for liquid phase:

f ^ ^ (22)

There is a change of * between cross sections (P and (? due to phase change, and
inertial force acting on the phase change part of fluid is given similarly, as:

2" ( " ' 2 " ' 2 ) r f f '{u> < " > ^ 1 7 <23>

Here, uK in Eq. (23) also agrees with that in Eq. (10). More detailed discussion on Eq.
(23) will be made in the subsection 4.2.2.

Sum of Eqs. (21) through (23) gives inertial force acts on unit mass of flowing two-
phase fluid.

External forces to be balanced with the inertial forces given by Eqs. (21) through (23)
are pressure force, gravitational force, interfacial factional force (drag force) and wall fric-
tional force. And they can be written, respectively, for unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid,
as:

-gcosd (25)

- F a t 1 1 ^ (26)
Pg Pi

JLFm + l=JLFur ( 2 7 )

Because the sum of Eqs. (21) through (23) balances with the sum of Eqs. (24) through
(27), steady equation of motion for unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid is written as:

Here, the sixth term of interfacial frictional force in Eq. (28) is not zero. This is a dif-
ferent point from the case of Eq. (20).

4.2 Additional Explanations

In Section 4.1, two equations of motion for steady one-dimensional two-phase flow
were derived. One is Eq. (20) based on existing two-phase fluid and the other is Eq. (28)
based on flowing two-phase fluid. There are physically no doubts in derivation process of
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these equations but form of the equations is quite different from that of equations of motion
in the literature (See Table 1.)- Therefore, explanation of the unique features and physical
meanings of the author's equations of motion is necessary for justifying the author's theory.

4.2.1 Starting from aquations for total two-phase flow

As described previously, two independent equations of motion for total two-phase flow
were established first, before the derivation of equations of motion for each phase, in the
present report. Equations of motion for each phase will be derived in Section 4.4 based on
the equations of motion for total two-phase flow.

The reason why such approach is possible is clearly that steam mass fraction jS in unit
mass of existing two-phase fluid is, as already described in Section 2.2, independent of steam
mass fraction of * in unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid because of phase slip. Therefore,
combination of ..,nations of motion for existing two-phase fluid and for flowing two-phase
fluid is equivalent both physically and mathematically with combination of equations of
motion for each phase.

If one established equations of motion for each phase first, a difficulty arises in evalua-
tion of inertial forces due to phase change acceleration and then some physical models (such
as velocities at the interface) on mechanism of phase change acceleration have to be assumed.
Because, equations of motion for each phase are essentially two equations of motion for
single-phase flow and effect of phase change acceleration is additionally evaluated by intro-
ducing some special terms. However, since there are no restriction conditions from the view
point of balance of physical values (momentum or kinetic energy) of total two-phase flow
including other phase, one must introduce some models instead of the restriction conditions
by physical insight (Actually speaking, mathematical expression of the restriction conditions
is no other than the equation of motion.). Such equations of motion for each phase including
special physical models on mechanism of phase change acceleration do not guarantee balance
of the physical values and, therefore, they cannot be called "balance equations" in strict
sense although they seem like balance equations.

In Eqs. (20) and (28), inertial force due to phase change acceleration is expressed very
simply in the balance relationship in kinetic energy (also in momentum as described in the
next subsection) of total two-phase flow. In addition, since two independent equations of
motion for total two-phase flow were established already, equations of motion for each phase
can be determined uniquely as described in Section 4.4. Therefore, there is no room to
introduce physical models on the mechanism of phase change acceleration.

4.2.2 Application of kinetic energy principle

In derivation of Eqs. (20) and (28), relationship between spatial differentiation of kinetic
energy and force was applied instead of relationship between time differentiation of momentum
and force. This method might seem contrary to the common understanding in hydrodynamics
for single-phase flow. However, this method is a direct application of definition of kinetic
energy : (kinetic energy change)=(force) X (traveled distance). Generality of this relationship
is equivalent to that of definition relationship of momentum : (momentum change) = (force)
X (elapsed time).

For steady flow, changes of each variable necessary to evaluate inertial force are given
for a short distance dz. In Euler type equation of motion for single-plus^ flow, steady inertial
force term has velocity u to convert the spatial change of momentum, p(du/dz), into time
change of momentum, oidu/dt). And the momentum principle can be applied correctly by
this conversion, i.e.,
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du du du

In two-phase flow, representative velocity is different among each component of the
examined part of fluid. Therefore, elapsed time to travel the commonly given distance dz is
also different one by one. Representative velocities for gas and liquid phases of main flow
are evidently us and m, respectively, and one can easily evaluate the effect of different elapsed
time of the main flow phases to travel the common distance dz by using the above described
method. In fact, one can confirm the fact that the elapsed times for gas phase, dtt, and for
liquid phase, dti, are du/ug and du/u,, respectively, by applying similar rearrangement as
Eq. (29) to the right hand sides of Eqs. (12) and (13) or (21) and (22).

However, representative velocity for phase change part of fluid is unknown because the
part is essentially not perfectly gas phase and on the same time it is not perfectly liquid phase.
Of course, average velocity uK of the part was already obtained as Eq. (10). Therefore, one
can make similar handling as the above discussion by using the UK value. In fact, this approach
gives correct result as known through the following discussion. However, Eq. (10) was derived
by examination of mass displacement and is not based on Newton's second law. So that it
is hesitated to take this approach without confirmation of internal consistency between mass
displacement and force balance.

Essentially speaking, the rerson whv representative velocity of phase change part of
fluid is necessary is to apply the momentum principle to evaluate the steady phase change
intertial force which is caused by spatial change of flow. That is, to calculate inertial forces
by using the momentum principle, elapsed time to travel the given distance dz should be
correctly estimated for each part of fluid, and, therefore, the representative velocities of the
parts should be known. If one applies the kinetic energy principle, he can calculate the inertial
forces regardless of the difference in elapsed time to travel the given distance dz among the
parts of fluid. In fact, in the case of single-phase flow, it is also possible to estimate the inertial
force term based on the kinetic energy principle. That is,

du 1 d(u)2 rin\
pu -;— - 75- p . (30)

dz 2 dz
This idea can easily be generalized to the case of three-dimensional single-phase flow as

described in Appendix 2.
Based on the above described consideration, the left hand sides of Eqs. (14) and (23)

were made for steady phase change inertial force terms with the kinetic energy principle. And
the results can be interpreted with the momentum principle as shown in the right hand sides
of the equations, giving the same expression of representative velocity of the phase change
part of fluid with Eq. (10).

Next, let us discuss microscopically the physical meaning of representative velocity of
phase change part of fluid. For simplicity of discussion, phase change acceleration process
shall be assumed as the finite acceleration from ut to u, of many small fluid particles with
mass ix. Let us also assume that each fluid particle is accelerated in time r with traveling dis-
tance 8 . As described later, those simplifications never spoil the generality of the discussion.
Then, time averaged force /r and spatially averaged force fi during phase change acceleration
are written as:
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f du .. ft
u I -77 at a I du ,

l d > J > ' (31)

dz 2 J*i2 ft(u

I dz I dz
Jt> JQ

28 (32)

L and ft, are equal to each other when each fluid particle is accelerated by constant
force. However, they are not equal to each other generally.

Phase change occurs at mass rate dfi dtK per unit mass of existing two-phase fluid*.
Number rate of fluid particles per unit mass of existing two-phase fluid is, therefore, (.dp/
dtK)i/i. Since each fluid particle is accelerated during time r, number of fluid particles which
are accelerated on the same time is (dp/dtPC)T/t>.. This number is generally so large that,
probability distribution of acceleration stage is considered flat. Therefore, average force
acting on each fluid particle is given by Eq. (31). Thus, total force acts on unit mass of existing
two-phase fluid is:

Frc ~f--L-r-ft(us «,)#- (33)
« ' re It at pc

Next, let us discuss the same problem from spatial point of view. Spatial change of
,$ appears* corresponding to phase change rate dff/dtK in unit mass of existing two-phase
fluid. Number of fluid particles existing in unit length of channelis(dM!dz){dfi'dz)!n, Here,
dMdz(- A{apg

J (1 a)pi)) is existing mass per unit length of channel. Since each fluid
particle is accelerated within distance S, number of spatial superposition of fluid partie'es
under phase change acceleration is (.dM/dz)(dp/dz)&/ti. This number is generally so large
that probability distribution of acceleration stage is considered flat. Therefore, average force
acting on each fluid particle is given by Eq. (32). Thus, total force acting on unit mass of
existing two-phase fluid is:

dM dp i . 1 1 , 2 2.d£ , .
F s/T<-u'-'")dt (34)

Since Eqs. (33) and (34) should be the same to each other,

dz _ 1 cic\

Eq. (35) gives the representative velocity of phase change part of fluid which was derived
with microscopic kinetic model of phase change acceleration. It is just the same as Eq. (10)
which was derived based on the consideration on mass displacement of phase change part of
fluid.

When / . fe in Eqs. (31) and (32), i.e., when each fluid particle is accelerated by constant
force, uK can be defined as:

upC= — - ^ - ( K , + « / ) (36)

That is, general representative velocity uK is equal to the average velocity of phase change

*In general case, dfi (dp/dt )dt + Ofi / dz)dz = {idfi /dt) + uK(Sfi ldz)\ dtrc= {(.dp/dt)/uK+(.3p/d2)l •
dz. In the case of steady flow, d$'dt = 0. Therefore, dp/dtK = nrc(dp/dz) or dp/dz=(.d/3/dtK)/*rv.
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fluid particles which are assumed to be accelerated by constant force. This means that
although each fluid particle is not always accelerated by constant force, the change of force
during phase change acceleration does not affect the final vJue of phase change inertial force,
because menial forces acting on all the fluid particles are averaged and rammed up.

For making the physical picture more clear, an additional explanation shall be provided.
Representative velocity uK is considered to be equal to the average velocity of chained fluid
particles of which one fluid particle which terminated the acceleration under constant force
at some moment at some place is connected to another fluid particle which begins the
acceleration at the same moment at the same place. It is like the velocity in a relay race instead
of that in a personal race. This is physically very reasonable because phase change part of
fluid is not the phase change part of fluid before initiation of phase change acceleration and
also is not the phase change part of fluid after termination of phase change acceleration.

Finally, it must be noted that H, r and S which represent the kinetic characteristics of
acceleration of each fluid particle are not included in the final results of Eqs. (33) through
(35), although they are included in Eqs. (31) and (32). This is because phase change inertial
force and representative velocity of phase change part of fluid are determined only by phase
change rate {d<j/dtrC or dp/de) and velocities before and after phase change (u ,andu, ) ,
regardless of microscopic mechanism of phase change acceleration. The fact that n, r and
5 are not included in Eqs. (33) through (35) also clearly indicates that the above discussion
started from introduction of those microscopic parameters is not limited by the physical
modeling.

Of course, the microscopic examination described above is only an additional explanation
of validity of the author's equation of motion, Eq. (20). Validity of the equation is not
guaranteed by the model investigation in this subsection but by the deriving procedure itself.

The above discussion can simply be applied to the equation of motion (28) for flowing
two-phase fluid if only fi is replaced with x. Difference from the case of existing two-phase
fluid is that phase change part of fluid dx is accelerated not by the instantaneously interacted
main flow phases but by the phases interacted during some elapsed time. This difference shall
be discussed in detail in the next section.

Finally, one of the problems related to the application of the kinetic energy principle
may be the energy dissipation. That is, there can generally be energy dissipation due to internal
forces among multiple points of mass in addition to work done by external forces because
of difference in velocity among the points of mass/15'

In the case of the most simple two points of iv.ass system moving on a straight line,
mechanism of energy dissipation is as follows. When internal forces, / ,2 and/j, ( = - / j ) , act
on each other between tv»o points of mass, m, and m2, and the velocities, Uiandu2, are dif-
ferent to each other, mechanical work per unit time —/, j«; which point of mass mx performs
is different to mechanical work Ai u2 which point of mass m, is performed. And the difference
is dissipated. Therefore, energy dissipation rate is given by:

-(/•»».+/2i»2)*0 (37)

As known from this examination, energy dissipation appears when mechanical works
per "unit time'' done by every point of mass are algebraically summed up. In the evaluation
of steady inertial force terms in this report, mechanical works per "unit distance" done by
each part of fluid are counted. In this case, energy dissipation is never calculated even if the
mechanical works per unit distance are summed up. This fact is equivalent to the following
relationship fot the two points of mass problem:

z)=0 (38)
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Equation (38) holds good regardless of whether energy dissipation exists or not. There-
fore, kinetic energy change per unit traveled distance can be equated to the sum of external
forces without any considerations on internal forces.

Relationship between phase change acceleration and energy dissipation should be
explained in more detail and it will be done in Chapter 5.

4.2.3 Coincidence between phase change part of f luid and main flow phases
In this subsection, let us examine the coincidental relationship between amount of

phase change part of fluid and amounts of main flow gas and liquid phases. The reason why
the coincidental relationship should be examined is as follows. All terms of Eq. (20) or (28)
except the phase change inertia! force term can easily be divided into forces which act on gas
phase and, therefore, are proportional to the amount of gas phase and forces which act on
liquid phases and, therefore, are proportional to the amount of liquid phase. Therefore, there
are no doubts in quantitative coincidental relationship among those forces. However, for
the phase change inertial force term, such coincidental relationship is unclear. Therefore,
even if evaluation of phase change inertial force is valid itself, there are still some doubts
whether one can validly equate the sum of all terms including phase change inertial force
term to zero. In other words, if quantitative relationships between d/3 and /? or 1 fi in Eq.
(20) and between dx and x or 1 - * in Eq. (28) are justified, validity of those equations will
naturally be guaranteed. In addition, detailed examination of this relationships is expected
to make clear the difference in physical meaning between equations of motion based on
existing fluid and based on flowing fluid.

At first, let us discuss about Eq. (20) for unit mass of existing two-phase fluid. As known
from the previous discussions in the subsections 4.1.1 and 4.2.2, phase change inertial force
term of Eq. (20) represents inertial force acting on phase change part of unit mass two-phase
fluid which instantly exists in distance dz. Amount of gas and liquid phases contributing
to the acceleration of the phase change part of fluid are, as illustrated in Fig. 3, /?and 1 -fi,
respectively. Because, the other part of fluid cannot interact with the phase change part of
fluid at the moment.

DM

0
liquid

1-0

Fig. 3 Correspondence among main Dow phase* «nd
phase change part of fluid in existing two-phase
fluid.
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However, situation of Eq. (28) for unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid is more com-
plicated, dx in the equation stands for phase changed mass in the section dz per unit mass of
flowing two-phase fluid. Phase change part of fluid travels distance dz, likely in a relay race,
within time dtPC (=dz/uPC=2dz/(uf-< ui)). This means that gas and liquid phases which
interacted with phase change part of fluid in the section dz "during time rf/«-" contribute to
the acceleration of the phase change part of fluid. In Fig. 4, gas phase which instantly existed
between cross sections © and @ with distance dz moves to between cross sections (5) and
® during time dtPC. Similarly, liquid phase which instantly existed between cross sections
© and © moves to between cross sections @ and (?\ Therefore, gas phase between cross
sections ® and ® and liquid phase between cross sections (T and <& contribute to the phase
change acceleration between cross sections (T and (T during time dtPC. However, some part
of the main flow phases cannot contribute to the phase change acceleration perfectly but only
partially, because it is in the outside of the section dz during so large portion of time dtK.
Spatial contribution coefficients deflned as the ratios of contributed distances to the total
distance dz are given in Fig. 4 with line 1-2-3-4 for gas phase and with line 5-6-7 for liquid
phase. Here, length 1-2' and length 5-6' are 1.0. Since the area a 1-2-3-4 is equal to the area
a l-2'-3-4' and the area ^5-6-7 is equal to the area a 5-6'-6"-7\ equivalent amount of gas
phase between cross sections <J- and 0'- and equivalent amount of liquid phase between
cross sections ® and <?) are considered to contribute to the phase change acceleration
between cross sections >T' and <T> during time <//,< at the spatial contribution coefficient of
1.0. That is, gas phase x and liquid phase 1 x of unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid con-
tribute to the acceleration of phase change part of fluid dx.

4'

2' 1

spatial
contribution

gas

i

liquid

7' 6"

spatial
contribution

Fif. • Correspondence among main flow phuet and phase
change P*rt of fluid in flowing two-phase fluid (1).
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Here, the spatial contribution coefficient is defined from phase, change part side of
two-phase fluid. From the main flow side, different observation is possible on contribution
fraction of each phase. For example, each part of gas phase contributes to the phase change
acceleration between cross sections (P and (X1 only for the time dte dz/ugout of the time
dtFC-2dzf{ug+u,)and it contributes to the phase change acceleration outside of the region
in the rest time. This means that when ug)u, time contribution coefflcient of gas phase
defined as dts/dtK (= («*+«/)/2u t) is less than 1.0, i.e., gas phase has a cutoff of contribu-
tion time. On the other hand, time contribution coefficient of liquid phase defined as dt, dtK

( = iut+ui)/2ui)is larger than 1.0, i.e., liquid phase has an extra contribution time.
Figure 5 illustrates the fact described above. In equation of motion based on flowing

fluid, time contribution coefficient of gas phase (length 1-2) is smaller than 1.0 but amount
of contributed gas phase (proportional to length I -4) is larger than the amount of existing
gas phase (proportional to length I -4'). Resultantly, phase change part of fluid between cross
sections (P and <?' is accelerated by the main flow gas phase at the net contribution coefficient
of 1.0. Note that the area • i-2-3-4 is equal to the area a l-2'-3'-4*. On the other hand,
time contribution coefficient of liquid phase (proportional to length 5-6) is larger than 1.0
but amount of contributed liquid phase (proportional to length 5-8) is smaller than the
amount of existing liquid phase (proportional to length 5-8'). Resultantly, phase change part
of fluid between cross sections (T) and ® is accelerated by the main flow liquid phase at
the net contribution coefflcient of 1.0. Again, note thet the area • 5-6-7-8 is equal to the
area a S-6'-7'-8'. Total force accelerating the phase change part of fluid between cross
sections ® and (? during time dtK is, of course, acted by the both gas and liquid phases
of main flow and, therefore, the reaction force is distributed to the main flow gas and liquid
phases.

Through the above discussions, it was clarified that amounts of gas and liquid phases
contributing to the acceleration of phase change part dx of unit mass of flowing two-phase
fluid in the section dz are x and I x, respectively. For existing two-phase fluid, on the other
hand, since time contribution coefficient is smaller than 1.0, existing amount of gas phase
between cross sections © and © cannot cover the acceleration of the all phase change part

2'

3"
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4
fliquid

{

7"

1.0
time
contribution

0.0 0.0 1.0
timt
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Fifr 5 Coiretpondence among main flow phases and phase
change part of fluid in flowint two-phaie fluid (2).
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of fluid between the two cross sections (cutoff of contribution time). Similarly, since time
contribution coefficient is larger than 1.0, existing amount of liquid phase between cross
sections ® and (?) accelerates more amount of phase change part of fluid than that between
cross sections (P and CD (extra contribution time). Therefore, the amount of phase change
part of fluid which acts the reaction forces on existing gas and liquid phases of the main flow
is different from that for the case of flowing two-phase fluid. The value is no other then 4/$.

These facts will be explained in more detail in the subsection 4.7.2.

4.2.4 Mass changt of examined part of fluid

In derivation of equations of motion in the present report, unit mass of two-phase fluid
was selected as examined part of fluid instead of unit volume of two-phase fluid, regardless
of whether it was of existing two-phase fluid or of flowing one. The reason is as follows.

If one selects the examined part of fluid as, e.g., two-phase fluid between two cross
sections of which volume is constant, there is generally a change of mass of the examined
part of fluid. The mass change results in change in momentum or kinetic energy of the
examined part of fluid. However, such change in momentum or kinetic energy should not
always be connected to inertial force acting on the examined part of fluid. Because, the
mass change is only an artificial one depending on selection of examined part of fluid and,
therefore, change in momentum or kinetic energy due to the mass change is not always the
result of real acceleration of mass.

However, to ignore all the change in momentum or kinetic energy due to man change
Is invalid, because there can be mass change with real acceleration of mass.

Then, how one should treat the effect of mass change? The answer is that the man
change which does not cause the change in momentum or kinetic energy per unit mass of
examined part of fluid should be excluded from inertial force estimation because it is not
accompanied by real acceleration of mass. Since any mass change can be considered to be
the sum of mass change which does not cause change in momentum or kinetic energy per unit
mass and pure change in momentum or kinetic energy without mass change, one can evaluate
the inertial force due to real acceleration of mass by subtracting the former from the total
change in momentum or kinetic energy. Let us discuss an example of two points of mass
problem with continuous change of mass. Real inertial force acts on the mass center of the
two points of mass is described based on the momentum principle or the kinetic energy
principle as:

Change of total mass is not discussed in usual multiple points of mass problem because
of conflict with the mass conservation law. However, in the field of hydrodynamics, since
there is mass in-flow or out-flow in examined part of fluid this should be carefully examined.
Specially in the case of two-phase flow with both phase change and phase slip, this will be
one of the key problems. More detailed discussions will be made in the subsection 4.7.1.

If there is no change of total mass,

dmx dmz __ dm
dt ~ dt ~ dt
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or

dmt _ dm2 dm ,.„

holds good. Then, Eqs. (39) and (40) become

, 1 d(u,2) 1 diut
2) 1 . , , , dm ,.,•.

/z~jm'-dT' + 2m'^r- + 2 U i Uz ' r f j ( 4 4 )

The reason why such simple expressions are possible is that there is no total mass change.
Unit mass of total two-phase fluid was picked up in the present report just for making similar
simple expressions to Eqs. (43) and (44) possible. This can be easily understood from the
form of the firsi through third terms of left hand side of Eqs. (20) and (28).

4.3 Transient Equation of Motion for Total Two-Phasa Flow

4.3.1 Equations baud on "axisting mass"
In the subsection 4.1.1, steady equation of motion (20) for existing two-phase fluid was

derived. Transient equation of motion can be obtained by adding transient inertia) force
terms to this equation. All informations related to the transient inertial forces are given for a
common short time dt. Therefore, the inertial forces can be evaluated by applying the
momentum principle, regardless of different traveled distances due to different representative
velocities of each component of two-phase fluid. By this method, Eq. (20) can be extended
to the transient two-phase flow situation as:

Here, the sixth term of left hand side of this equation is zero because of the Newton's
third law, Eq. (19).

4.32 Equation basad on "flowing mass"
Steady equation of motion (28) for flowing two-phase fluid derived in the subsection

4.1.2 can be extended to transient two-phase flow situation by the similar method described
above as:

- ">£• W «•>£

This is the transient equation of motion for unit flowing mass of total two-phase flow.
The sixth term of left hand side is not zero in this equation.
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4.4 Equations of Motion for Each Phase

In this section, equations of motion for each phase shall be derived based on (hose for
existing and flowing total two-phase fluids wh>ch were introduced as Eqs. (45) and (46) in the
previous section.

In both Eqs. (45) and (46), each term except phase change inertial force terms, the
second and third terms, can be divided into two parts: one is for gas phase and the other is
for liquid phase. However, the phase change part of fluid is included essentially in neither
gas phase nor liquid phase. Therefore, there is no criterion to distribute the phase change
inertial force terms to each phase. So, let us distribute them formally by introducing tentative
distribution coefficients o<, O*, Cx and C** for transient and steady terms of the equations
of motion based on existing mass and flowing mass, respectively. Then, Eqs. (45) and (46)
can be divided as:

FKI iFcw ° ( 4 7 >

V'» VF'» ° (48)

due du,, \ , J i : „ , , ,,dx x dP

f ' u t ) i ( ( u U)ai* T(u< • " ' )
a V Jt rz'

XBCOs9

(49)Fcw
Pe

dui OK/ \ , , x / v ox/ dui OK/

V at iU'l£
1 ^ + (1 *>* c ° s «1 ( >*c°s« ?•*

Pi OZ ,OI pi

( 5 0 )

Equation (47) divided by p and Eq. (49) divided by x should be identical because both
equations are for unit mass of gas phase. Unit mass of existing gas should be identical with unit
mass of flowing gas even if they are components of two-phase flow. Therefore, corresponding
terms of those equations should be the same to each other. Similarly, in Eq. (48) divided by
1 p and Eq. (50) divided by 1 x, corresponding terms should also be the same to each other.
From these facts,

Cjt dp Cxi dx , c | \

fi ~at T at * '
1 Cp, dp 1 C» 3x , , ~
I f It" I x at W

C/ii dfi Cx* dx
fi az ~ x dz ( 5 3 )

~ i - / » a i = " i - x a~z < 5 4 )

hold good.
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From Eqs. (51) through (54),

(56)
,9(1 *)l "J" "~

(57)
x(l 0) J3(.l x)

x(\ /») ^ ( 1 x) ( 5 8 )

are obtained. By substituting Eqs. (55) through (58), equations of motion, (47) through (SO),
for each phajc are completed.

Here, it must be noted that Cm O«, C»and C« are not limited within the range of 0
to I because they are only the tentatively introduced distribution coefficients. Examples of
these coefficients will be shown and discussed in Appendix 2 of Part II of this report.

It seems quite reasonable that phase change inertia! force terms of equations of motion
for each phase were derived without introduction of any physical models on phase change
acceleration, based only on purely hydrodynamical balance consideration and mathematical
treatment. To the contrary, equations of motion based on some physical models on mechanism
of phase change acceleration generally have an imperfectness in expression of hydrodynamical
balance relationship. This problem will be indicated in detail through the discussions in the
subsections 4.7.2 and 4.7.3.

4.5 Momentum Equations

In the previous discussions, the author's physical understanding on force balance of
two-phase flow was directly described and some vacations in expression were introduced.
In this section, the author's equations of motion will be transformed into the momentum
equation form. The result is different from the conventional momentum equations for two-
phase flow. Comparison between the author's momentum equations and conventional
momentum equations and physical justification of the author's theory will be made in Section
4.7.

Equauon that momentum production rate between two cross sections is equated to
the sum of all external forces acting on the part of fluid is called momentum equation in the
single-phase hydrodynamics. Momentum equation is essentially an equation for existing fluid
(of constant volume). However, it is quite unique because the inertia! force term is evaluated
with the method for flowing fluid. From this fact, momentum equation is sometimes very
useful for single-phase flow analysis in which unit existing mass and unit flowing mass are
just identical to each other. However, it is quite dangerous for two-phase flow analysis because
the two unit mass fluids are really independent in two-phase flow. Correct expression of
momentum equations for two-phase flow can be obtained based on the equations of motion
for each phase which were established in Section 4.4
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By multiplying Eq. (49) by W/ut and rearranging with xW - Aap,u, and Eq. (51),

+ Aa~g^ + Aapggcos0 -AaFa AaFcw-0

is obtained. Here, uK
 : (««-* «/)/2. Similarly, by multiplying Eq. (50) by W7«;and rearranging

with(i -xW=A(l a)p,u, and Eq. (52),

<t)p,}{ug

t / l ( l a)p,gcosO

A(\ a)FLc A(l <t)Fiw 0

is obtained. Equations (59) and (60) are momentum equations for each phase.
By summing up Eqs. (59) and (60), momentum equation for total two-phase flow is

derived as:

f * xW^Hf \ Ai\ « ) p , IJ-'- ) (I x)W

AFv, 0 (61)

Here, by using the Newton's third law:

aFeLi (1 oc)FLC 0 (62)

and definition equation of total wall frictional force:

ctFcw+il a)Fiwz-Fw (63)

the expression of Eq. (61) was simplified.
The meaning of the sixth term of Eq. (61) will be discussed in the subsection 4.7.2 but

the term includes correction coefficients of the effects of difference in representative velocity
between phase change part of fluid and main flow phases. The reason why such correction
coefficients appeared is that this term is evaluated with the method for flowing two-phase
fluid. If the term is evaluated with the method for existing two-phase fluid, as well as the first,
third, fifth and seventh through ninth terms, such kind correction coefficients naturally
disappear. This can easily be demonstrated by rearranging Eq. (61) with Eqs. (S3), (54) and

-AFW=O ( 6 4 )

The discussion in this section started from Eqs. (49) and (SO). The same result can be
obtained also from Eqs. (47) and (48) because these two couples of equations of motion are
just equivalent to each other.
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4.6 Indepsndency of aquations of motion

JAERI1313

Ten differential equations, Eqs. (45), (46), (47), (48), (49), (50), (59), (60), (61) and
(64), have been derived up to now as equations describing transient force balance of one-
dimensional gas-liquid two-phase flow. As described in Section 2.1, however, number of
independent equations of motion is only two. Therefore, if such two equations are pven,
the rest equations of motion should lose their independencies automatically. Such perfect
combinations of two independent equations of motion are shown with the symbol "o" in
Table 3.

Tabli 3 Combinations of two independent equations
of motion

(45) (48) (47) (48) (491 (50) (691 (60) (61) (64)

(45)\oooooooX X
(46)o\oo oooooo
(47)oo\o X oX ooo
(48)ooo\o XoXoo
(40)oo X OKO X ooo
(50)ooo X o\o X oo
(59)ooX oX o\OOO
(60)ooo X oX o\oo
(61) X ooooOOO\x
(64) X ooOOOOQX

4.7 Comparison with Conventional Equations

In the present section, unique features of the author's equations of motion shall be
explained by comparison with conventional equations of motion in two-fluid model.

4.7.1 Mass change of examined part of fluid
Most of conventional equations of motion for transient two-phase flow have the follow-

ing form, u is, however, different one by one reflecting idea of each researcher.

d(,Aap,ut) d(Aaptut
2) dP

dt

-Awu=O

d{A{l-a)p,u,}
dt

dz + Aac -T- + Aap,g cosS- AaFcL - AaFcwdz

- C - (65)

d{A(\-a)p,u,2\
dz

-A(\-a)Fw-A(l-a)FLw+Awit=0 - C - (66)

Here, " - C - " before the equation number indicates that the equation is conventional one.
These equations are force balance equations for a constant volume of two-phase fluid
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between two cross sections which are unit length distant each other. In such equations, as
described in the subsection 4.2.4, an invalidity will appear in force balance because of change
in momentum or kinetic energy due to mass change of the examined part of fluid which is
independent of real acceleration of mass. It will be shown below that Eqs. (65) and (66)
actually include such invalidity.

By summing up Eqs. (65) and (66) and rearranging with Eqs. (62) and (63), the follow-
ing equation is obtained.

d{Aaptut+A(l-a)ptu,) d{Aaptu,z+A(l-a)piUi') df
dt dz Adz

+ A{apt+(\-a)p,\g cosd-AFW=O _C_ (67)

Rearrange Eq. (67) by using xW-Aap,ut, (1 -x)W~A(l -<t)piu, , 0{apt+(.l -
=U «)p,,then,

~i + (.l~x)wi

| ^ | j (l a)p,)g cosfl

AFw--0 - C - (68)

The sixth and eighth terms of Eq. (68) do not exist in the author's momentum equa-
tion (61). Form of these terms is similar to that of the third term of Eq. (39), indicating that
these terms are corresponding to momentum change due to mass change which is independent
of real acceleration of mass. Therefore, these terms should be excluded from force balance
equations.

Actually speakirg, similar confusion can be seen even in momentum equation for single-
phase flow. However, it never causes any problems in evaluation of inertial force, in relation
with the equation of continuity. To point out this fact is very useful to clarify the uniqueness
of two-phase flow. In single-phase flow, equation of motion can be written in the form of:

Tbe momentum equation corresponding to Eq. (67) is:

Equation (70) can be written as:

at ot oz QZ

Equation (71) corresponds to Eq. (68). The second and fourth terms of Eq. (71) are
not included in Eq. (69). However, since there is equation of continuity, i.e.,

(72)

the sum of these terms is always zero although the each term has some value. Therefore, one
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can use Eq. (70) instead of Eq. (69). That is, Eq. (70) is valid in relation with equation of
continuity (72).

The reason why the momentum change independent of real acceleration of mass does
not cause any problems in single-phase flow is that the coefficients of the second and fourth
terms of Eq. (71) are both u. That is, unit existing mass and unit flowing mass have the
common momentum of u. On the other hand, in two-phase flow,

0ut+(\ fi)ui* xug+{l x)ui (73)

holds generally because of phase slip. Therefore, even if equation of continuity (8) is applied,
the sum of sixth and eighth terms of Eq. (68) is not zero generally, That <s, the mistake which
is allowed in single-phase flow is not allowed in two-phase flow. The reason is the most
important feature of two-phase flow, i.e., unit existing two-phase fluid with gas mass fraction
of 0 and unit flowing two-phase fluid with gas mass fraction of x are completely independent
of each other and, therefore, they have different momentum values, respectively.

4.7.2 Study phata changa inartial foroa tarmi of momantum aquations
Even if the sixth and eighth terms are deleted from Eq. (68) because they are independ-

ent of real acceleration of mass, Eq. (68) still does not agree with the author's momentum
equation (61). That is, Eq. (68) without the sixth and eighth terms is

AaPs

dp a)pi)gcos6 AFW 0

at)pi}(.ut «/)^y

- C - (74)

and the sixth term of this equation is different from the corresponding term of Eq. (61).
The coefficient Z,AuK'ut)i (I <:«)(««:/«/) in the sixth term of Eq. (61) converts

the phase change inertial force evaluated with the method based on flowing mass into the
value for the existing mass between two cross sections. As shown in Fig. 6, let us divide
formally the momentum production of W(ug ut)(dx/ds) due to steady phase change per

liquid

1 - x

4.
ii
i l l

Fi» 6 Correspondence among main flow phaiet and
phase change part of fluid in flowing two-phase
fluid (3).
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unit time per unit channel length into two parts: one part with fraction ;=, to the total is

caused by the main flow gas phase and the rest part with fraction I C» is caused by the

main flow liquid phase. The reaction forces, of course, act on the gas and liquid phases,

respectively. Since gas velocity u, and liquid velocity u, are different from representative

velocity « PC of phase change part of fluid, these reaction forces act on gas phase between

cross sections <T and ® and liquid phase between cross sections i and * as described in

the subsection 4.2.3. In the case of existing two-phase fluid, only the amount of phase change

inertial force to be added to the instantly contacting gas and liquid phases between cross

sections d and •?• should be counted. If all of W(u, u,)(.dx dz) is counted without any

corrections, balance of forces (Newton's third law) is evidently ignored. That is, one should

evaluate the phase change inertial forces taking into account the time contribution coefficients

described in the subsection 4.2.3. Multiplying phase change inertial force <Tr,H'(«, u,)

( d x / d s ) d u 3 to gas phase by time contribution coefficient dt, dtPC'- u,v u,) and phase

change inertial force (l c,t)W(ut u,)(dx dz) due to liquid phase by time contribution

coefficient dli/dtK{ uK/ut) and summing up the results, one can obtain(; w (« ,^ u,)<

(1 C « « M W « / ) W ( u , ui)(dx/dz). This is no other than the sixth term of Eq. (61). Since

the sixth term of Eq. (74) does not have the conversion coefficient including the time con-

tribution coefficients, force balance is not described correcly with this equation. This wrong

formulation of Eq. (74) was resulted from the mixing mode of existing fluid and flowing

fluid in one equation, i.e., the treatment without distinction between unit mass of existing

two-phase fluid and unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid broke the force balance relationship.

The fifth term of Eq. (61), transient phase change inertial force term, does not include

the similar time contribution coefficients although differences in representative velocity

between phase change part of fluid and main flow phases still exist as well as in steady phase

change inertial force term. The reason is that the term is constituted based on existing mass.

As seen in Eq. (64), even in steady phase change inertial force term, such conversion coefficient

disappears naturally if one evaluates the term based on existing mass. Various expressions

of transient and steady phase change inertial force terms are summarized in Tabte 4 .

Tabte 4 Various expressions of phase change inertial force terms in momentum equations
for total two-phase flow
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1 A{apt+ Cl a)pi), , , . dp
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steady term
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4.7.3 Rttaiomhip batwean inartial forct and kinttic anargy
Inertial force (to be balanced with sum of all external forces) acting on each component

of examined part of fluid multiplied by traveled distance gives kinetic energy change of the
part. This is the kinetic energy principle which holds good regardless of whether energy dis-
sipation exists or not as described in the subsection 4.2.2.

On the other hand, sum of kinetic energy changes occurring in every component of
fluid should be equal to the kinetic energy change of the total two-phase fluid. This is only
the logical truth, i.e., sum of parts is equal to the total.

Let us examine Eqs. (65) and (66) from the view point of these two principles. However,
if one trys to investigate this problem generally, he will experier ce a difficulty in analysis
of the transient terms because representative velocity of phase change part of fluid is unclear
for Eqs. (65) and (66). Therefore, let us limit the discussion for steady flow problem.

Equation (65) expresses force balance of gus phase with mass of Aap«. In steady flow,
the first term of Eq. (65) disappears and the seventh term becomes uWidx 'dz). The seventh
term represents the additional inertial force to the gas phase due to phase change. Therefore,
total inertial force acting on the gas phase is the sum of second and seventh terms. By multi-
plying the terms by traveled distance dz and dividing by Aapf, kinetic energy change across
section dz in unit mass of gas phase is obtained. By multiplying the result by x, one can get
kinetic energy change across section dz in the gas phase of unit mass of flowing two-phase
fluid. That is,

x-dz d{AaptUg) x-dz ~ dx
dz Actpg dz

Ug djActpgU/) Ht - d^

W dz az w W dz Z

=xitgdue+ug
2dx

xd(ui)+u(uu)dx - C - (75)

Here, steady flow condition d\V=0 was applied when the second expression of right hand
side was transformed into the third expression.

Similarly, kinetic energy change across section dz in the liquid phase of unit mass of
flowing two-phase fluid is:

^{l-x)d(u,2)+ui(u-u,)dx - C - (76)

By summing up Eqs. (75) and (76), kinetic energy change across section dz in unit
mass of flowing two-phase fluid is obtained as:

jxd(.u,z)+ut(.u,-u)dx+j(l-x)d(ui2)+ul(.u-u,')dx

=jd{xu/+a-x)u,*)+±-{ut*-2<ji,-u,)ii-ul
1)dx - C - (77)

Kinetic energy change across section dz of unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid should
essentially be the first term of Eq. (77) only and the second term is an excess.
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u in the second term of Eq. (77) is usually given by some physical model or insight on
phase change acceleration. However, no physical model can make the second term always
zero. That is, simple formal logic that sum of parts is equal to the total does not hold good
on kinetic energy change of flowing two-phase fluid.

For being the second term of Eq. (77) always zero,

«= - \ - (78)

should hold. That is, it should agree with uPC which the author showed as representative
velocity of phase change part of fluid. Thus, kinetic energy change of unit mass of flowing
two-phase fluid can be correctly described* only when u r eis used as «.

From the author's equations of motion (59) and (60),

1 , , ,, dxi r *

2

0(«,
dt

n?.

I
u

X

X

{

) « /

is obtained as kinetic energy change of unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid per unit channel
length for general transient two-phase flow. The second term of Eq. (79) is steady term. The
term multiplied by dz corresponds to Eq. (77) but does not include excess term like the
second term of right hand side of Eq. (77). In Eq. (79), representative velocities of each
component of two-phase fluid are included in denominators of each coefficient of ti.e
transient terms (in the first term). The reason is that the equation represents the spatial change
in kinetic energy. That is, difference in representative velocity should be taken into account
in estimation of the transient terms for each component with different traveling distance in
common short time dt. This fact is considered quite reasonable. From these examinations, Eq.
(79) is recognized to validly describe the spatial change of kinetic energy of unit mass of
flowing two-phase fluid.

1 This does not means that £qs. (65) and (66) are correct when Eq. (78) is used. Because, total phase change
inertial force acting on unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid is correctly expressed but the correct distribu-
tion to each phase is not guaranteed.
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5. Equations of Energy

5.1 Balance Equations of Thermal Energy

Balance of mechanical energy is described by equations of motion integrated with respect
to traveled distance, i.e., Bernoulli's equation in a wide sense. Therefore, it has been essentially
established already because equations of motion were already established in the previous
chapter. However, changes of states of gas and liquid phases and phase change rate are not
be able to be described unless balance of thermal energy is formulated. That is, purpose of
equations of energy is to describe changes of states of each phase and phase change rate.

Balance of thermal energy is expressed by the first law of thermodynamics. By applying
the low to gas and liquid phases of unit mass of existing two-phase fluid, the following
equations are obtained:

<tPg-pf ICAaUgFcL- U a)utF,.c) • ausFc.w\^ C<Q> Qn. 0 (80)

• U C,)Qt Q,,. 0 (81)

where,

(82)

(83)

Here, dhg'dP and dhi/dP are enthalpy changes per unit pressure change including effect of
temperature change for gas and liquid phases, respectively. Equations (80) and (81) are an
example couple of two independent equations of energy.

There are two different procedures to use these equations of energy. First is to calculate
Q,cand Qu with Eqs. (80) and (81) based on given dhg/dPand dh,/dPand then determine
wby using Eq. (7). This procedure is very convenient for saturated two-phase flow (two-
phase flow where thermodynamical non-equilibrium is sufficiently small) analysis. Constitutive
equations are, in this case, necessary to give Fa, FLC, C/» Few, FLW» Q« a n d C». Since Qw and
Qu. are usually not necessary to know but only w is necessary, it is convenient to sum up
Eqs. (80) and (81) at first and then apply Eq. (7). In such case, constitutive equations on
O and c« are not necessary.

The second procedure is to calculatedhg/dPand d*//dPbasedongiven<?«;and Q,tand
simulaneously determine w with Eq. (7). This procedure is used usually in two-temperature
model analysis. In this case, two constitutive equations on interfacial heat transfer are still
necessary to give Q,Gand Q,i*. Furthermore,since dhJdPand dh,IdPcannot be determined
without Ci and 0 and resultantly state variables such as pt and p, also cannot be calculated,
constitutive equations are required also for {< and <f«.

* Three constitutive equations are required actually for interfacial heat transfer coefficients of (as phase side
and liquid phase side and interfacial area. In such case, number of constitutive equations and number of
parameters are both increased to simplify the estimation. However, a general expression that two constitutive
equations are necessary to determine two unknown parameters shall be taken in this report.
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In the second procedure, constitutive equations for Q,c and Qu are used instead of,
e.g., the saturation relationships

Tt = T.M(P) (84)

T,--T,U(.P) (85)

in the first procedure (for the case of Qic and Q,L are required). But necessary number of
constitutive equations are the same.

Furthermore, for saturation two-phase flow, Eqs. (84) and (85) can be considered to be
the equations of energy because the purpose of equations of energy is to describe the change
of states of each phase. On such stand point, Eqs. (80) and (81) become constitutive equa-
tions to calculate phase change rete w.

One must be very careful to judge the acts of each basic equation and constitutive equa-
tion in a equation set for two-phase flow analysis.

5.2 Balance Equations for Total Energy

The sum of mechanical energy and thermal energy is called total energy. Mechanical
energy balance equation for gas phase of unit mass of existing two-phase fluid can be obtained
by multiplying equation of motion (47) for gas phase based on existing mass by gas velocity
Ug, i.e.,

dJLs dJLi\ < * dJ , ! s i)dJ , A df

'BuggcosO UgFcL UgFcw 0 (86)
Ps Ps

By dividing Eq. (86) by /?«g+ (1 B)ui and rearranging with * But: [Buf+ (1 B)ui)
and Eqs. (51) and (53), Eq. (49) can be derived.

Similarly, mechanical energy balance equation for liquid phase is obtained by multiplying
equation of motion (48) for liquid phase based on existing mass by liquid velocity a/, as:

- i—£«,f^-+(l B)u,g cosS- 1—2- u,FLC J—£-u,FLW=Q (87)
pi dz pi PI

Equation (87) can be transformed into Eq. (50) by dividing by/Su^ ( l - ^ ) « / and using
1-X---U 8 )u,/{pus+ (1 B)u,) and Eqs. (52)and (54).

From these facts, another meaning of equations of motion (49) and (50) based on flow-
ing mass is made clear. That is, since essence of a equation is not changed by dividing by
some term, equations of motion (49) and (50) for flowing two-phase fluid can be said as
the mechanical energy balance equations based on unit mass of existing two-phase fluid. This
looks a little bit strange but is actually quite reasonable. Because, velocities which represent
traveled distances per unit time of each phase in mechanical energy balance equations express,
in the case of equations of motion, the quantitative coincidental relationships among each
component of unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid which act forces to each other.

As described above, equation of motion (49) for gas phase based on flowing mass is the
mechanical energy balance equation for gas phase of unit mass of existing two-phase fluid
divided by^« s +(l - / 8)«/ . By multiplying this equation by total mass flow rate Wand rear-
ranging with the relationship ofW/{3ut+ (l-p)ui}=A{apt+a-<x)pl), mechanical energy
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balance equation for existing gas phase in unit channel length can be obtained. On the other
hand, thermal energy balance equation (80) for gas phase of unit volume of existing two-phase
fluid multiplied by flow area A gives thermal energy balance equation for existing gas phase
in unit channel length. By algebraically summing up these two equations, total energy balance
equation for gas phase of existing two-phase fluid in unit channel length can be obtained, i.e.,
after several transformations:

+A<tug-Q—t-xWg cosd-AaugFci • AaugFew + Aapt -JTT- 4 Aapgus~~- Aa -QJ

dP

xWg cosd-A[<xu,Fot-

Similarly, by algebraically summing up Eq. (SO) multiplied by IVand Eq. (81) multiplied
by A , total energy balance equation for liquid phase of existing two-phase fluid in unit channel
length can be obtained as:

-a) •

-Qu)=0 (89)

Equations (88) and (89) are balance equations of total energy for each phase.
In these equations, the first terms give kinetic energy changes of main flow gas and liquid

phases. The second and third terms describe the transient and steady kinetic energy changes
due to phase change, respectively. These terms can alsc be said as works done by the main flow
phases overcoming inertial force of phase change part of fluid. The fourth terms define
potential energy changes of the main flow phases. Potential energy terms for phase change
part of fluid do not exist because mass fraction of phase change put to the total approaches
to zero when dt or dz approaches to zero. The fifth terms represent the part of works done
by the main flow phases overcoming interfacial frictional forces, which are transfered to the
other phases as effective mechanical works. Sum of these terms is zero because they are not
the dissipation terms. Since all of works done to overcome wall frictional forces are completely
dissipated, the wall frictional terms corresponding to the fifth terms of Eqs. (88) and (89)
cannot be seen. The sums of sixth and eighth terms give the transient changes of sensible heat
and the seventh terms the steady changes of enthalpy. The dissipated energies due to interfacial
and wall frictional forces are included in these terms. The last terms are the external heatings
and interfacial heat removals, which are heat exchanges of each phase with the outside. These
expressions of each component of energy change are quite reasonable.
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5.3 Equation of Total Entrgy Comarvation

By summing up Eqs. (88) and (89), equation of conservation relationship of total energy
can be obtained for total two-phase flow, after rearranging with Eqs. (3), (4), (10) and (11),
as:

~ ) ' AQ.+ A{QK-K2n)

diuf) ,

From Eqs. (3), (4) and (7),

A{Q,G+Q,L)= A{.ht-h,)w

So, Eq. (90) can be rewritten as:

a)o,u,~} AQ,iA{QieiQn)

" AQ'+ MQ'c+Q"-)

+ ( 1 a)p,-jf ~ -QJ ) + A \ a u £

(90)

-oc)p,u, (ya,2+A,)}]+^cos(?-/lQ,= 0 (92)
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This equation is the total energy conservation equation for total two-phase flow. Only
the potential energy term is, however, treated in different way in this equation. Therefore,
let us try to include the potential energy term into the first and second terms for equal
expression. For this purpose: let us pick up the following quantity.

A =-, {apggzcosd ) • ;- (AapgUggzcond >• A , , I ' l rf'//;^etos«l
at OZ Ol

g z c o s f l • A -• ( c t p g i - g c o s 8 • A a p g , ' • g z c o s 8 • , * A r t p e u g :

• g c o s S • A a p g U t * • g z c o s O • A , { ( 1 a ) p , \ • g c o s f l • A > \ n \ p , ' z

• g z c o s d - ^ { A ( \ n ) p i U i \ • g c o s i ? • A ( I < i ) p i U i \ (93)

The sum of the first, third, fifth and seventh terms of Eq. (93) is zero because of mass
conservation equation (8). dz dt in the second and sixth terms is zero because the coordinate
axis is fixed. Therefore, only the fourth and eighth terms remain. And dz dz in these two
terms is, of course, one. So that,

A -gj (apggz cos0) • j-iAttpfUfgz cosO) < A sH\ <i)(>igs cost)\

- ^ (.4(1 a \o.'U,gz cosfll
OZ

rcos0- .4( l a)piUigcosd

-Wgcosd (94)

The last expression of Eq. (94) is no other than the third term of Eq. (92). Therefore,
Eq. (92) can be rewritten as:

' Cl a )p, y 2 « / 2 ' gz cos0 • hA p \

Ifz |_/^trf'5«''<l> 2
U* *%z c o s^ **/ * '̂ d ' i ° ' " ' ( n"i2' gz cos0

-h )}] AQ, 0 (95)

Equation (95) expresses most simply the conservation relationship of the sum of
mechanical energy (kinetic energy + potential energy) and thermal energy.

In this chapter, total energy conservation equation for total two-phase flow was derived
from the first low of thermodynamics on thennal energy balance and equations of motion
for each phase. Such derivation is of common sense in single-phase flow. However, significance
of the fact that similar fundamental consistency among the first law of thermodynamics,
equations of motion (Newton's second law) and total energy conservation law was actually
demonstrated for two-phase flow should be quite large. Because, it strongly indicates the
validity of the author's basic equation set for two-phase flow, especially of the equations of
motion.
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5.4 Independency of Equations of Energy

•tf

The author derived five equations, (80), (81), (88), (89) and (95), as equations of energy
for one-dimensional transient two-phase flow. In this case, as well as in equations of continuity
and equations of motion, number of independent equations is two. Therefore, if such two
equations are given the rest equations of energy should lose their independencies automatically.
Such perfect combinations of two equations of energy are shown with symbol "o" in Table 5.

In the case of two-phase flow, basic equation set is sometimes composed confusedly.
For example, excess equation of energy often cancels lack of equations of motion. And such
handling is not always wrong. Therefore, one should carefully judge how each balance equa-
tion acts in the basic equation set in relation with the other balance equations, constitutive
equations and analytical assumptions.

TaMi 5 Combinations of two independent equations
of energy

(30)

(81)

(88)

(89)

(95)

(80)

\

o
X
o
o

(81)

o
\
o
X
o

(88)

X
p\
o
o

(88)

o
X
o
\
o

(96)

o
o
o
o
\

(Note) Equations of motion and aquations
of continuity are assumed to have
been provided.
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6. Settled One-Dimensionai Two-Phase Flow

Discussions on hydrodynamic basic equations themselves for one-dimensional two-phase
flow have already been finished in the previous chapters. Since understanding on force balance
between each component of two-phase fluid was made clear, characteristics of interfacial and
wall frictional forces became able to discuss. Let us examine on this item in this chapter.

6.1 Definition of Frictional Force*

To define interfacial and wall frictional forces as the actual drag forces or shear forces
acting on the interface and on the wall is quite natural from the view point of physical
mechanism of the frictional forces and then is usually quite practical. According to such
definition, wall frictional force acts on gas phase is zero in, e.g., bubble flow or annular flow.

As discussed in detail in Appendix 3, however, a part of interfacial frictional force acts
on gas phase can be considered to be a part of wall frictional forces transmitted through liquid
phase even in the above mentioned flow regimes. In the most simple example case of horizontal
annular flow, the wall frictional force acts on the liquid film on the channel wall. The resultant
radial velocity gradient in the liquid film gives a velocity gradient and a shear stress at the
interface between liquid film and gas core. This interfacial shear stress has no difference from
that of usual single-phase shear stress due to wall friction. From liquid phase side, the sum of
interfacial shear force and wall shear force acts on it as the net wall frictional fore?, And from
gas phase side, a part of wail frictional force acts on it as interfacial shear force which is
transmitted through liquid phase, i.e., interfacial shear force in this case can be said to be a
kind of wall frictional force. In a general two-phase flow, the other interfacial shear force
(drag) acts on the interface in addition to such wall-friction-transmitted shear force as
described in the next section. Therefore, if one define wall frictional force as the net wall
frictional force described above instead of frictional force really acts on the wall surface,
interfacial frictional force should be defined as the additional interfacial shear force without
the wall-friction-transmitted shear force instead of real shear force acts on the interface.
Since Eqs. (62) and (63) hold good also under the new definition of interfacial and wall
frictional forces, all of the discussions on hydrodynamic balance equations in the present
report hold good regardless of difference in definition of frictional forces.

Such new definition of interfacial and wall frictional forces enable us to simply express
the corresponding relationships of those terms with the other terms of basic equations. In
this chapter, therefore, the new definition shall be used for discussing the corresponding
relationships.

6.2 Settlement of One-Dimensional Two-Phase Flow

As known from, e.g., Eqs. (47) and (48), inertia! force acting on each phase balances
with pressure force, gravitational force, interfacial frictional force and wall frictional force.
Inertial force acting on phase change part of fluid balances with the parts of pressure force,
etc., as additional term to inertial force term for the main flow phase.

In the above various kinds of forces, pressure force is given for unit volume of fluid as
-OP/dz)- Because pressure distribution in any cross section is assumed uniform in one-
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dimensional two-phase flow, pressure gradient is common for each phase. Therefore, the same
pressure forces act on gas and liquid phases if only the volumes are the same. Let us call the
fact as that pressure force is volume-proportional type.

Next, let us pick up the sum of gravitational force, interfacial frictional force and wall
frictional force for each phase, i.e.,

-Peg COS8+FGL+FCW (96)

-p,g cos6+FLC+ FLW (97)

The forces represented by Eqs. (96) and (97) are generally not volume-proportional type
but are supposed to have a tendency to approach to be volume-proportional type. Because,
since the sum of pressure force and the force (96) or (97) is balanced with inertial force acts
on each phase and pressure force is volume-proportional type, if the forces (96) and (97)
are not volume-proportional type inertial forces for each phase should also not be volume-
proportional type. That is, when the force (96) or (97) is algebraically too large in a phase
the acceleration will be too large and it will be too small in the opposite case. Such unbalanced
accelerations of two phases will cause different situation of u,, ui and a in the downstream and
will result in different values cf FCu F,,c, Few and Fi.w. Consequently, the forces (96) and (97)
will approach to volume-proportional type. Such sequential facts may easily be understood
if one imagines axial change of steady two-pyase flow without phase change where gas and
liquid velocities approach to the respective terminal value from any given upstream velocities.
This axial flow change process will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.4. If redistribution
of flow described above is completed perfectly, the forces (96) and (97) become volume-
proportional type. Then,

PggcosB-* FCL+FGW=-pig cos0 + FLC+FLW (98)

When Eq. (98) holds good, inertial forces which act on each phase become volume-
proportional type. Therefore, from Eqs. (47) and (48), °

T ^ l f 2 n ^ T | f (99)

And frcm Eqs. (49) and (50),

f £ y - > ! ; < 1 0 0 )

Of course, Eqs. (99) and (100) are the same to each other.
One-dimensional two-phase flow where Eqs. (98) through (100) hold good is named as

perfectly settled one-dimensional two-phase flow. On the other hand, if these equations do
not hold good, the flow is imperfectly settled one-dimensional two-phase flow.

6.3 Characteristics of Perfectly Stttted Two-Phas* Flow

FCL, FLC, Few and Fat which are defined with the previously described new method are
different from actually.acting frictional forces fGL, / „ , fcw and/, . , , respectively. However,
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FLC+Ftw=fU!+Aw ( 1 0 2 )

aFcL+(l-*)Fus--ctfci+(.l tf)Ac(--O) (103)

aFGW + (1 -or )FLW
:::ocfcw + {i a)fLW (104)

hold good. Therefore, in the basic equation set, any set of FCL , FLc, FCW and FLW is equivalent
to the set of / c i , fLC, faw and fLW.

Since Eq. (104) is not independent* from the set of Eqs. (101), (102) and (103), degree
of restriction is only three for the four parameters, FCi, FLC, FCw and FLw. This means that
one can introduce one more restriction condition. Therefore, let us assume that wall frictional
forces Faw and FLw are volume-proportional type. Then,

Few FLw'Fw (105)

From Eqs. (98) and (105),

pgg cosfl * FCL pig cost) t F,.c (106)

is obtained. That is, the sum of gravitational force and interfacial frictional force is considered
to be volume-proportional type. Then, from Eqs. (103) and (106),

Fa. (1 a)(pi pg)gcosO 007)

FLO a(pi ps)g cos9 (108)

Furthermore, Eq. (106) can be rewritten by using these equations as:

Pgg COS0 t FCL Pig COS0 * F,.a

{apgi (1 a)p,)grOs0 (109)

That is, the sum of gravitational force and interfacial frictional force gives gravitational head
of two-phase flow.

Pressure drop of two-phase flow is generally considered as the sum of gravitational head,
wall frictional pressure loss and accelerational pressure drop. However, each term becomes
volume-proportional type as pressure force only when the two-phase flow is perfectly settled
one.

6.4 Meaning of Settlement of Two-Phase Flow

In Section 6.2, perfectly settled one-dimensional two-phase flow was defined with a
general way. The physical meaning will be explained more clearly in this section by applying
an experiment in thought/16*

Let us consider, for simplicity, gas phase is distributed as bubbles in a continuous liquid
phase which is at rest in a vertical channel. The bubbles are assumed to be fixed with the
channel wall, as illustrated in Fig. 7, by wires without diameter and weight. Buoyancy force
and gravitational force acting on bubbles are transmitted to the wall through the elastic stress
of the wires. In this case, gravitational head is given by Pig as well known as namely the
communicating-vessel problem.

* By summing up Eq. (101) multiplied by a and Eq. (102) multiplied by 1 a, and uiint Eq. (103), Eq.
(104) can be derived.
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Fig. 7 Experiment in thought on gravitationil water
head in a vertical channel.

Next, let us cut the wires fixing the bubbles. Since the bubbles become unsupported by
the wires, they begine to rise due to the buoyancy force. The relative velocity between gas
and liquid phases increases untill the buoyancy force, drag force and gravitational force acting
on the bubbles balance together. The drag force partially transmits the gravitational force
acting on liquid phase to the bubbles. Consequently, gravitational head per unit vertical length
becomes the well known void-averaged value {apg+(.\ -a)pi\g. Since buoyancy force is
integrated pressure force with respect to the whole surface of bubbles, change of buoyancy
force, i.e., change of pressure gradient caused by cutting the wires is no other than the drag
force acts on continuous liquid phase due to phase slip. That is,

FLC pig Wpg* (1 <t)pi)g^a(p,-pf)g (110)

Equation (110) is just the same as Eq. (108) for a vertical channel (0 =0).
By applying the Newton's third law to Eq. (110),

FCL-- (1 aHpi Pt)g (111)

is obtained. This equation is the same as Eq. (107) for 8 = 0.
As clearly known through the above discussion, Eqs. (110) and (111) hold good only

after bubble rising velocity became the terminal velocity. When bubble rising velocity is not
the terminal velocity, the flow is not perfectly settled yet and Eqs. (110) and (111) do not
hold good. That is, the sum of gravitational force and drag force, in this case, does not
balanced with gravitational head term for the two-phase flow.
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7. Basic Equations for Three-Dimensional Two-Phase Flow

In this chapter, basic equations for three-dimensional two-phase flow shall be discussed.
For equations of motion, specially detailed explanation will be made. Since each variable on
two-phase flow has large time fluctuation, balance equations for time-averaged variables are
necessary to be established for practical purpose based on the local, instantaneous balance
relationships. This process produces several terms related to the fluctuational components
which cannot be seen in the local, instantaneous expressions. And variation rate of transient
to be described is limited by this time-averaging process.

Inherent error of two-fluid model for one-dimensional two-phase flow will be discussed
in the last section of this chapter.

7.1 Tima-Avaraging of Variable*

Since each variable on two-phase flow has large time fluctuation, balance equations
for time-averaged variables are required for practical purpose. Fluctuational components
are handled as follows.

(U2)

XY = (X+X')(Y + Y')= XY 1 XY' + X'Y-t X'Y' ~ XY 4 X'Y' (113)

XYz = cx+ x')(y +• r ) c z + r ) XYZ + XYZ+YZX'+ZXY1 + xvr+YZX'

+ZX'Y'+Z'Y'Zf

= XYZ + XY'Z' + YZ'X' + ZX'Y' + X'Y'Z' (114)

Here, " " indicates time^averaged value and "," indicates fluctuational component. Time-
average of the product of two or more time fluctuational components is generally not zero.

Averaging time should be chosen so as to get the averaged results which are independent
of the averaging time. Therefore, averaging time should be sufficiently longer than fluctuation
period. This fact means that phenomena with comparable or higher frequency of transient
than the fluctuational components cannot be described with such method.

7.2 Equations of Continuity

Local, instantaneous equations of continuity for three-dimensional two-phase flow are
given for gas and liquid phases, respectively, as:

§ t ^ (115)

§f £ = - u > (116)

Here,

(117)
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For time-averaged variables, Eqs. (115) and (116) can be written as:

+ ut,a' (118)

Ot 1 = 1 </2, 07 i-i O£i

Pia'ui,' - «/,<*'p/' «>/'«; , '} ai (119)

The third and fourth terms of Eqs. (118) and (119) are the fluctuational terms. If fluctua-
tional flow is incompressible, the third terms and the first and third terms of the fourth terms
of Eqs. (118) and (119) become zero.

Representing the fluctuational terms by M, for gas phase and M; for liquid phase re-
spectively, and eliminating the averaging symbol " " for simplicity, one can derive the
following expressions.

^(a*>,) i £ -Q^(.apgUf, )• Mg w (120)

-gt ( ( 1 a ) p t ) < S -^ { ( 1 f t ) p i U i , ) ' M , w ( 1 2 1 )

7.3 Equations of Motion

7.3.1 Equation of motion for single-phase flow
Let us start from the discussion on single-phase flow.
Instantaneous force balance on unit volume of single-phase fluid can be described by the

following equation(17):

dUl -t dp /.- , 2 d ( v du> \ v 5 { 9n, \

(.22)

Here, the fifth through seventh terms are viscous stress terms.
By applying Eqs. (112) through (114), Eq. (122) can be transformed as:

- du, ' _ du, dP — 2 d ( * du, \ > d

'du; * du, ^—

ai; \?, ir

T aiT I* £ iT/ ^ i 7 " ^

Here, the fifth through seventh terms are shear force terms due to average flow and the
eighth through fifteenth terms are those due to fluctuational components of flow. The thir-
teenth through fifteenth terms become zero when p. is constant. Furthermore, the eighth
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and the tenth through twelfth terms become zero when p is constant. This situation gives the
Navier-Stokes' equation.

Let us express the sum of the fifth through fifteenth terms of Eq. (123) with -FSl and
eliminate the averaging symbol " " for simplicity, then,

p^r+Pt,Ul^ + ^~FBl~Fs> = 0- ' - 1 . 2 . 3 (124)

Equation (124) can easily be transformed into the expression for unit mass of fluid as:

Here, /», is body force acting on unit mass of fluid.
The second term of Eq. (125) can be transformed into kinetic energy type expression,

Here, differentiation operator $ /$«, expresses steady change of a variable during unit
displacement in z, -axis direction, i.e..

Equation (126) also can be written as:

This expression is of perfect kinetic energy type.

7.3.2 Equations of motion for total two-phase flow
Even in the case of two-phase flow, inside of each phase is a single-phase fluid. Therefore,

Eq.(l 26) should hold good for each phase when phase change does not occur, i.e.,

Here, Feu, Fcsi, and FLC,, Fuiare frictional forces acted by the other phase in the examined
part of fluid and by the outside of the examined part of fluid for gas and liquid phases, re-
spectively. And these frictional forces are the parts of total frictional forces Fsg, and Fsi> for
gas and liquid phases, corresponding to the fifth term of Eq. (126). And the following equa-
tions hold good.

FCL,+FOS, = FS,,, 1 = 1 , 2 . 3 (131)

FLCl + FLsi=Fst,, i = l, 2, 3 (132)

<tFCu+<il-a)FLc,=O, t = l. 2, 3 (133)

aFcsi+(l-ct)Fui=aFsti+(l-ci)Fsii. i'=l. 2, 3 (134)
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For unit mass of existing two-phase fluid without change of P, force balance can be
written by using time-averaged 0, as follows:

at 2 rat 2 r $z, \pt

f Fm Fu:,)(Fcs, F
Pt P> I \ PI PI

(135)

Here, the seventh term of Eq. (135) is zero because of Eq. (133).
It must be noted that since each term of Eqs. (129) and (130) are time-averaged value,

the expression with time-averaged p in Eq. (135) becomes possible.
On the other hand, the problem is not DO simple when phase change occurs. Phase change

part of fluid penetrates through the velocity boundary layers in both sides of the interface
and is accelerated significantly. Inertial force due to this phase change acceleration is not
included in Eq. (135) because differentiation terms of ft do not exist in this equation.

Phase change inert'.al force can be written in the local, instantaneous expression., as
follows:

(«*-«•«> Jf +J<«i.l-«i.I)f£. 1 = 1.2.3 (136)

Here,

I iuei+uu)/2
{ 1 3 7 )

Time-average of Eq. (136) is given by

Here,

, £, «„•+»„• dz,

,- t-'Ugi+un dzj j=x\ut,+Un)+(jip'+ui,') dzj

i J + p') "I

i= l . 2, 3 (140)

The third through ninth terms of Eq. (138) are inertial force due to fluctuation of phase
change. By adding Eq. (138) to Eq. (135), equation of motion for unit mass of existing two-
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phase fluid with phase change is obtained as:

- —-Ftn,) ( — Fas,- —^FLS.) 0. i l . 2 , 3 (141)
PI / \ Pg PI I

Here, each parameter is time-averaged value although the averaging symbols " " are
eliminated.

Feu, FLa, Fas, and FLS, in Eq. (141) are determined from Fsg, and Fsi, including the
third through ninth terms of Eq. (138) so as to satisfy Eqs. (131) through (134). The ninth
term of Eq. (141) is zero again because of Eq. (133).

For unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid with phase change, similar equation of motion
can be obtained, by exchanging 0 by x, as:

dug, 1 &{Ulll
2) du,, 1 $U,,2) dx,

' ' F ' 2 *• T e T ' ( 1 *•' I t ' 2 ° *•> - & 7 ~ ' ( a " W" a/

( 1 4 2 >

Here, the ninth term is not zero.
And x, is defined by

Fr.u . FLO FCS, and FiSi are common between Eqs. (141) and (142), respectively, because
each phase is originally single-phase fluid and, therefore, there is no difference between unit
existing mass and unit flowing mass. Difference between unit mass of existing two-phase
fluid and unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid comes from the difference in mixing fraction
of gas and liquid phases.

7.3.3 Equations of motion for each phase

By formally dividing Eqs. (141) and (142) into two parts for gas and liquid phases, re-
spectively, one can obtain the following four equations:

— f f - PhP - — Feu - — Fas, -"0, «••--1, 2, 3 (144)
Pg oz, pg pg

HI -O.) ^ ^ ^ f ( ,)fm Fa,
0. i = l, 2, 3 (145)
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da;,
(1- * . ) - ^ ~

^-^^ f l 5 1 - -0 , , 1, 2, 3 (147)

Since Eq. (144) divided by 0 and Eq. (146) divided by x, should be identical to each
other and Eq. (145) divided by 1 p and Eq. (147) divided by 1 x, should be identical to
each other, £>(., £>*., f a , and CM, are determined, similarly to the one-dimensional case, as
follows:

/?{(! 0) (1 x ) } ,• ,_ 2, 3 (148)

93/dl
fid x.HfiZja,

« - 1 . 2 . 3 (149)

, ) , ( ,
9 X , ; r - . ' 1.̂ .3 050)

i 1, 2, 3 (151)

Equations (144) through (147) substituted Eqs. (148) through (151) are equations of
motion for each phase based on existing mass and based on flowing mass.

7.4 Equations of Energy

Local, instantaneous equations of energy for three-dimensional two-phase flow are
given for gas and liquid phases, respectively, as:

Da 3 3 3

-Q,c=O (152)

Dq, i 4,
Dt ' ,,, *" c " ,=i

- (1 -a) E «/, /•'«, + (l-Cc)Oc-Q/i=0 (153)
i = i

Here,
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J^!__ —Y|^+ E«, .—) (154)

Dt ~\ dp PlK at + ,h "" dz,) ( 1 5 5 )

Expressions with time-averaged variables are derived from Eqs. (152) and (153) as

follows:

— D^ - ' - » — , - £ — F - -n-
&Pg ~ru C' l ^ 2J U g\ r cii^' v.1 ~" of / Z* W/i r ici J—ct 2^ Ug, test "*" CtQt

Ul | J= 1 1 = 1 I o 1

i Feu'

• or S Fa, Ci' ui>' ~ H "s< Fa, Ci'«' - f / S or'
I = I I - I I - I

^

or Z C/' »fi' FCLI' - E «,. C/' of' ^cti ' " E ^cti C.-'«"««,'

I-I 1*1 I-I

3 3 . 3

+ E u,,FLa,Ct a' +Hi S d ' «i>' FLG,' - ( l - e c ) E Ct u<t Ficx'
1=1 I = I t = i

3 3 , 3

+ E Kf> C/' o;' f i d ' + E ftci C/' or' K/,' + E Ci' a' «/•' FLa'
I = I 1=1 1=1

- & E »#' ̂ "csi' ~ E "p ef' Fcii' ~ E Fcsi or' »|,'
1 = 1 i ^ i 1 = 1

1 = 1
' Fes,'-i C Q.'=0 (156)

— (.1 — cc)

3

+tfEF(

1 = 1

3

+<t E o1

i = i

3

+ i.r/c
i = i

3

V;
1=1

<>/

1

)E
i = l

«;-F

UfiOf

r'«p"

F c t ,

r," FC;

« •

' " '

• F ,

+

' +

Li "

Hl-l

Sl,'-(i

3

E «„ /
3

^ - '

-d-0

3

-OE
I = I

rctr C/' tf'

r • d - IT

•)(!-«)

rt -

>«,
1
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E
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3

-1
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1 - f / ) E Ui, at' FLC' + ( 1 - C ; ) E FLCCCUI,'
I - I 1-1

_ 3 3 3

I-or) E u,,Ci' Fici' + a-ci) E FiaC'ui,'- E tii.FiaC <

i -<7) E «•«/,' /Tc7 + (i - <*) E f/1«;,' F t t , '
1

_ VE «*• C/1 a' A'to' - E ^ci C/1«' «/•' ~ E O'«' «/-' ^tc/
l1 = 1

-(1-ot) E ui,'FLs,'+ E ui,a'Fis,'+ E FLS,a'uu'

+ Za-u,,1 FLS,'-C.'Q.'=0 (157)

Here,

Dg, (dh\ l\/dP^' — dP\
Dt "KdP"' pt)\M hU« IT,) (158>

Dq£ (dhj iWdP'^dP , ' - dP- ' ,dP'

. _£«!___ Ui£ , v - ^f , if.' 4 v ^
F,(P,+ P,') f\dt ,?,"* dt dt h dz U

v f , if 4 v ^
,?,"* dt, dt h dz, U"

( 1 6 0 )

frfA/1 p / ' \ f d P * — d P dP' ^ dP

\1F+ ^{p,+pi)i\dl+hu" ai7+ a/ + £ a<. ""
,3 dp' » , a

With representing the fluctuation-induced terms by E, for gas phase and Ei for liquid
phase, respectively, and eliminating the averaging symbols " " for simplicity, one can
obtain the following equations from Eqs. (156) and (157).

DO 3 3 3

-ap,-frf--z,{a E ut,FCL, + (l-a)'Zu,,Fl.c,) a E
L>1 i

(162)

- (1 -a)p, ^ - - (1 -C/)b E »r Feu + (1 -a) E «/. f«. 1
Ul 1 |

i = i
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7.S Inherent Errors of One-Dimensional Approximation

One-dimensional basic equations described in Chapters 3 throuth S have inherent errors
although they are practically very useful. The errors come from two different causes. One
is neglection of fluctuations! terms. That is, equations of continuity (3) and (4) do not have
fluctuational terms corresponding to Mt in Eq. (120) and Mi in Eq. (121). Also, equations
of energy (80) and (81) do not have the terms corresponding to £ , in Eq. (162) and E, in Eq.
(163). Furthermore, FGL, FLC, Few and Fut in equations of motion introduced in Chapter 4
are not including fluctuation-induced forces which are included in FCL,, FLC,, Fes, and Fm in
Eqs. (141), (142) and (144) through (147) in Chapter 7. Such approximations in one-dimen-
sional basic equations in this report will give some inherent errors of two-phase flow analysis.

Another cause of inherent errors of one-dimensional basic equations is distribution of
variables in channel cross section. When the author derived one-dimensional equations of
motion (45) and (46), u,, m and P were assumed to be common between unit mass of existing
two-phase fluid and unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid. However, if one derives these equa-
tions based on Eqs. (140) and (141), these variables should be averaged with respect to the
existing two-phase mass and flowing two-phase mass, respectively, and the two kinds of
averaged values are generally different to each other. Especially, in u, and ui the difference
is considered relatively large.

However, if the errors are sufficiently small for practical purpose, one-dimensional
approximation of basic equations in this report is still useful. Usefulness of the one-dimensional
basic equations should, of course, be judged through applications to various two-phase flow
problems.

On the other hand, strict three-dimensional basic equations are not always suitable
because of the complication and lack of enough experimental information on detailed struc-
ture of two-phase flow. Computing time required is also big problem. Therefore, selection
of basic equations should be carefully made.
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8. Conclusion

In the present report, the author examined equations of continuity, equations of motion
and equations of energy for one-dimensional two-phase flow (two-fluid model) from the view
point of describing balance of each physical quantity as strictly as possible, and derived various
types of those balance equations. The main discussion item is how to treate the inertiai force
terms of equations of motion due to phase change acceleration. Invalidity of conventional
treatment of the terms was pointed out, which was simple extension of the single-phase
hydrodynamics. The conventional treatment cannot describe force balance correctly because
of conflict of Newton's second law.

Discussion on this item in the present report is summarized as follows:
(1) Phase change part of fluid has a representative velocity of (a, i u, )/2 during phase change

acceleration, which is different from both gas phase velocity «, and liquid phase velocity
u/of the main flow. This fact was discussed with the following three independent pro-
cedures.

i. Evaluation of the average displacement velocity of phase change part of fluid
(Section 3.5)

ii. Application of the kinetic energy principle to the total two-phase flow and trans-
formation into the momentum principle type expression (Section 4.1, Subsection
4.2.2)

iii. Microscopic examination on phase change acceleration process (Subsection 4.2.2)
(2) Difference in representative velocity between the main flow phases and phase change

part of fluid was automatically taken into account and, therefore, tune and spatial
corresponding relationships among each part of fluid were handled correctly (Subsection
4.2.3) by applying the kinetic energy principle to the steady inertiai force terms (Sections
4.1, 4.3). In other words, Newton's third law was strictly applied. It was demonstrated
that correct application of Newton's third law is indispensable for correct application of
Newton's second law.

(3) Two independent equations of motion were established (Sections 4.1, 4.3) for total
two-phase fiov. based on the independency between unit mass of existing two-phase
fluid and unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid (Section 2.2) because of phase slip. From
those two equations, equations of motion for each phase were derived by only a purely
mathematics] treatment without introduction of any physical models on the mechanism
of phase change acceleration (Section 4.4).

(4) Momentum change or kinetic energy change due to mass change of examined part of fluid
was pointed out, which was independent of real acceleration of mass and, therefore, had
no relation with inertiai force (Subsection 4.2.4). Equations of motion were established
for "unit mass" of two-phase fluid for preventing from this problem (Sections 4.1,4.3).

(5) Equations of motion established were transformed purely mathematically into usual
momentum equation type expressions (Section 4.5). By comparing the results with
typical conventional momentum equations, kinetic contradictions in the conventional
expressions were indicated (Section 4.7).

(6) As the result of these considerations, the kinetic treatment became very strict and the
inconsistency between inertiai force terms of equations of motion and kinetic energy
terms of equations of energy was eliminated although it is often seen in conventional
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basic equation sets (Subsection 4.7.3). Also, conservation equation of total energy was
derived based on the equations of motion and the first law of thermodynamics, indicating
the validity of the author's basic equations especially of the equations of motion (Section
5.3).
Each problem described above is considered physically very simple and valid itself but

usually appears in a combined manner. In addition, not on!y when one treates a single-phase
flow or non-slip two-phase flow with only one representative velocity but also even when he
treates two-phase flow with phase slip these problems are never realized if there is no phase
change. This fact seems to make it so difficult to find out these problems.

Major advantages to use the author's basic equation set are considered to be:
(1) Highly accurate two-phase flow analysis is possible since balance of mass, force and

energy are correctly described.
(2) Calculational instability due to incorrect balances of mass, force and energy can be

avoided.
(3) Correct basic equations help us to find how to solve two-phase flow problem.

Out of these three, item (1) will be impotant especially when contribution of phase
change inertial force is large. In Part II of this report, two-phase critical flow shall be discussed
as an example of such cases.

Next, for item (2), not only the total value of phase change inertial force but also the
distribution to each phase is correctly evaluated in the author's equations of motion, based
on Newton's second and third laws. That is, the distribution fractions are automatically
controled by Eqs. (SS) through (58). This means that the feed-back characteristics through
the phase change inertial force is quite different from conventional equations of motion.
A part of calculational instability is expected to be reduced by this. This is one of the most
important examination items in the future.

Next, Chapter 6 of Part I is considered to be an example of item (3). More examples
will be introduced in Part II.

Finally, three-dimensional basec equation set was introduced in Chapter 7. Such general
expressions are not always practical at present because of lack of enough experimental infor-
mation on detailed structure of two-phase flow. However, basic understanding on two-phase
flow phenomena is deepened through such examinations.
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9. Nomenclature

Simbols used in Part I of the present report are listed below. The same simbols are
commonly used also in Appendices 1 through 3.

A = flow area
E = energy diffusion due to fluctuation
e = energy per unit mass (Appendix 2)
F = force per unit volume of fluid
/ = force; force acted by interface or wall per unit volume of

fluid; force acts on unit mass of fluid
g = gravitational acceleration
h = specific enthalpy
K »compressibility
M = mass diffusion due to fluctuation
m -mass
P = pressure
Q = heat transfer rate per unit volume of channel
q = sensible heat per unit mass of fluid
r - displacement (Appendix 2)
S = interfacial area per unit volume of channel
T = temperature
' = time
u = velocity
W = mass flow rate
w = phase change rate per unit volume of channel
* = gas mass flow rate fraction (quality)
2 = position
a = gas volume fraction (void fraction)
P =gas mass fraction
3 = displacement during phase change acceleration
C = distribution fraction to gas phase
^ = mass of phase change particle
0 = inclination of channel from vertical upward direction
p = density
r = time for phase change acceleration

Subscripts:
g : gas phase
/ : liquid phase
PC '• phase change part of fluid
GL : to gas phase from liquid phase
LC : to liquid phase from gas phase
GW : to gas phase from wall
LW • to liquid phase from wall
W :wall
IG : to interface from gas phase
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IL : to interface from liquid phase
/ : interface
GS : to gas phase from surface of examined part of fluid
LS : to liquid phase from surface of examined part of fluid
5 : contact area per unit volume of channel (Appendix 3)
B : body force
K '• kinetic energy (Appendix 2)
VM: virtual mass effect (Appendix 1)
e : external
xt • time variation of x
xz : spatial variation of x
pt : time variation of £
ftz : spatial variation of ft
sat : saturation

r : time average during time r
S : spatial average in distance 5
, , : axis number of coordinate ( i , ; = 1, 2, 3)
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Appendix 1 Virtical Mass Force

When an object moves in a continuous fluid with a relative acceleration, a certain reaction
force called virtual mass force (VMF) acts on the object. VMF is essentially the inertia] force
acts on the surrounding fluid which is accelerated by the object. That is, the external should
act force on the object not only for accelerating the object itself but also for accelerating the
surrounding fluid. VMF is transmitted to the object through the pressure distribution on the
surface of the object.

Since VMF is an inertia! force, all work done by the external overcoming VMF is con-
verted to kinetic energy of the surrounding fluid, i.e., no energy dissipation occurs due to
VMF. Therefore, even the perfect fluid without viscosity can realize VMF.

People often say the continuous phase of a two-phase flow acts VMF on the dispersed
phase when there is a relative acceleration between two phases. In fact, flow of the continuous
phase around the dispersed phase is supposed quite similar to the flow of the surrounding fluid
in a usual VMF problem. However, VMF should not be introduced in equations of motion
for two-phase flow. The reason is as follows.

In a usual VMF problem, VMF is balanced with a part of force acted by the external
which is different from both the object and the surrounding fluid. From the view point of
energy flow, kinetic energy increase of the surrounding fluid due to VMF acceleration should
be given by the external. On the other hand, in the case of two-phase flow, the dispersed phase
is accelerated by the surrounding continuous phase through pressure force. Although additional
force to accelerate the continuous phase is necessary to relatively accelerate the dispersed
phase, the force is given also by the continuous phase as a part of pressure force. Therefore,
VMF effect should be already included in the usual relationship between pressure force and
inertial force. From the view point of energy flow, kinetic energy increase of the continuous
phase due to VMF effect is provided by spending pressure energy of the continuous phase
itself. By this reason, VMF causes no energy dissipation.

If one introduces additional terms due to VMF into equations of motion for two-phase
flow, invalid energy dissipation should appear as described below.

Let us represent VMF's per unit volume of gas and liquid phases with FVM, « and Fw, i,
respectively. Then, from Newton's third law,

aFvH, t+(l-a)FvM., = Q (Al-1)

Sum of the work which the gas phase does per unit volume of channel per unit time
overcoming VMF and the work which the liquid phase is done by VMF effect per unit volume
of channel per unit time is given by

J£=aa«Fv«.f+Cl-a)a,n«,/ (Al-2)

When u,¥-ut, AE of Eq. (Al-2) is never equal to zero because of Eq. (Al-1). That is, energy
dissipation exists. This fact is inconsistent with the essence of VMF.

As well known through the above discussions, if one introduces additional terms due
to VMF into equations of motion for two-phase flow, the VMF effect is taken into account
duplicatedly and an invalid energy dissipation appears.
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Appendix 2 Kinetic Energy Type Expression of Inertial Force Term

for Single-Phase Flow

Transient and steady inertial force terms in equation of motion for single-phase flow are
usually explained based on the momentum principle : (force) = (momentum change)/(elapsed
time). However, this explanation can be translated into the explanation due to the kinetic
energy principle : (force) = (kinetic energy change)/(traveled distance).

General expression of equation of motion for single-phase flow is written for z., z: and
z3 axis directions as follows:

M f ? £ f t (A2-3)
Equation (A2-1) can be rearranged into form of kinetic energy change per unit volume

of fluid during unit displacement in z, axis direction, i.e.,

In this equation, coefficient l/u, in the fust term converts the unsteady change of
pu,z/2, which is a component of kinetic energy per unit volume of fluid with respect tO3i
axis, into the change per unit displacement in z, axis direction. Similarly, coefficients u2/u, in
the third term and u3/u, in the fourth term convert the steady changes of put

2/2 in gt or
£a axis direction into the changes per unit displacement in z, axis direction, respectively,
therefore, total change of pu,2 '2 during displacement dz, in z, axis direction is written as:

Therefore, Eq. (A2-4) can be written for displacement a'z, in z, axis direction as:

^F,rfz, = |-.«rf(«i2) (A2-6)

Similarly, from Eqs. (A2-2) and (A2-3),

2FdS=

pdiu*) (A2-8)

Since kinetic energy per unit mass of fluid is
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e*=y(wi +«22 + a3 ) (A2-9)

S
summation of Eqs. (A2-6) through (A2-8) can be written as:

-pdeK (A2-10)

Equation (A2-10) is no other than the expression with the kinetic energy principle :
(force) X (traveled distance) = (kinetic energy change). That is, equations of motion for single-
phase flow, Eqs. (A2-1) through (A2-3) for each direction, also can be said to be based on the
kinetic energy principle.

The author's theory on two-phase flow based on the kinetic energy principle is, thus, not
a heretic one but is established on the same basis of point-of-mass kinetics as in the theory of
usual single-phase hydrodynamics.
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Appendix 3 Definition of Frictional Force Terms

Interfacial frictional forces fCL and fLC which really act at the interface between two
phases and wall frictional forces few and Aw which really act at the wall surface are given
for unit volumes of gas and liquid phases, respectively, by using the average shear stress com-
ponents in the flow direction TCL=-TLC, TCW and zLW and the average contact areas per unit
volume of channel SCL=SLC, Sew and S « ; as follows:

cL— ?CL Sc (A3-1)

l-a

fcW~ _. tGW ScW

JLVI —
1

1 a
*LW S LW

(A3-2)

(A3-3)

(A34)

The notation is illustrated in Fig. A3-1. Such definition of interfacial and wall frictional
forces shall be called as "Definition I" in this report. The following two equations hold good
generally.

a/ct+U -a)fLG=TCLScS -LCSLC^O (A3-5)

dfcw+ (1 "(t)fLW-^aw Sew + TLW SLW -fw (A3-6)

U,

gas
oA

Jr Mt
liquid

Fig. A3-1 Definition of shear forces.
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Here, Eq. (A3-5) expresses Newton's third law and Eq. (A3-6) is definition equation of wall
frictional force fw. According to this definition, fCw for annular two-phase flow should be
zero because of SW^O.

Let us examine, e.g., annular two-phase flow in a horizontal pipe. Since velocity of the
central gas core is higher than velocity of the peripheral liquid film, interfacial frictional
forces fee and Ac due to phase slip exist. However, the phase slip in this case is just in
equivalent sense to velocity distribution in a cross section of single-phase flow. That is, fcl. and
Ac are no other than wall shear forces transmitted through the liquid film to the interface.
Therefore, net frictional forces due to existence of wall should be:

Few fc: (A3-7)

Fi» fiwi fie (A3-8)

On the other hand, net interfacial frictional forces are:

FUL fc, foi 0 (A3-9)

FIG AC AC 0 (A3-10)

because /,-.,. and Ac have already been included in wall frictional forces Few and F,.w.
This is only the result for annular two-phase flow (or similar flow regime with wetted

wall) in a horizontal pipe. In more general case, wall frictional forces transmitted to the
interface, fd and /,.,-!, are not the whole of fa. and Ac. Therefore,

Few few 'fa! (A3-11)

/•,,. /,;,. fBC (A3-12)

F,.w Aw'Ac (A3-13)

F,.c Ac A.c (A3-14)

Here, fc<: and Ac are a couple of shear forces, therefore, by Newton's third law,

afcL ^ (I a)Ac 0 (A3-15)

should hold good. Definition of interfacial and wall frictional forces expressed by Eqs.
(A3-11) through (A3-14) shall be called as "Definition II" in this report.

By applying Eqs. (A3-5), (A3-6) and (A3-15) to Eqs. (A3-11) through (A3-1 n

CCFCL'U a)FLC--0 (A3-16)

aFcw+(i a)Fiw'Fw-fw (A3-17)

are obtained for Definition II. These equations are of the same form to Eqs. (A3-5) and
(A3-6).

On the other hand, from Eqs. (A3-11) through (A3-14),

FcL+Fcw-fcL ''few (A3-18)

F,c+ FLW =AG+AW (A3-19)

hold good. Since FCL, FLC, Few and FLw appears in the basic equation set always in form of
Eqs. (A3-16) through (A3-19). Definitions I and II are just equivalent to each other.

Relationship between Definitions I and II is, from the view point of basic equation
set, not unique because Eq. (A3-17) can be derived from Eqs. (A3-16), (A3-18)and(A3-19).
That is, since there are only three restriction conditions for determining four parameters of
FGL etc. from four parameters of fCL, etc., there is one excess degree of freedom. This fact
is easily understood in the case of equations of motion because F c i , etc. appear purely in
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form of Eqs. (A3-16) through (A3-19). However, in the case of equations of energy, FCL,
etc. appear in more complicated form. Therefore, the excess one degree of freedom shall be
proven below.

In the equations of energy (Eqs. (80) and (81) in the text of Part I), frictional energy
dissipation terms based on Definition I are, for gas and liquid phases:

- lc iaugfcL <- (1 -a)uifLC) + au,fc«] (A3-20)

- [ ( 1 - C.){ctul/cL+{l-a)ui/LC} + (.l-a)u,/lw] (A3-21)

On the other hand, in Definition II they are:

CL+ (1 - a)u,FLc)+dutFc*] (A3-22)

] (A3-23)

Equations (A3-22) and (A3-23) can be transformed, by using Eqs. (A3-11) through
(A3-14), into:

(1 -aiuiha) -C\aui,fcL + (1 a)u,hc (1

- (au,fcw+ oLu,fcL ) (A3-24)

[(1 -C;M<*K»/ci.+ U «)«/ /«) "(I

- (U • a)u,flwi U aluific) (A3-2S)

By adding together the latter terms of the first terms of Eqs. (A3-24) and (A3-25),
one can obtain:

CAaUgfcL + (1 -CC)UI/LC ) + (1 -Ci){aM,fcL + (1 -d)u:fLC')

=au,fcl' + (.l-a)u,fic (A3-26)

By adding together the latter terms of the second terms of Eqs. (A3-24) and (A3-25),

-{aug/ai' + a-a)ui/ic'} (A3-27)

As known from Eqs. (A3-26) and (A3-27), total energy dissipation is the same between
Definitions I and II although the ratio of interfacial frictional energy dissipation and wall
frictional energy dissipation is different. Therefore, if one selects C/ so as to make Eq. (A3-22)
equal to Eq. (A3-20), then Eq. (A3-23) automatically becomes equal to Eq. (A3-21). This fact
is valid for any given combination of fci! and ha which are connected together by Eq. (A3-
15). Therefore, one can determine O and complete the set of FCL,FIC, Few and FLw for any
given combination of /« ' and fU. This means that there is one excess degree of freedom
about the set of Fa, FL-, Few and Fw. The fact is the reason why the additional condition
described by Eq. (105) can be applied to the perfectly settled two-phase flow in the text of
Parti.



Part I I

RESEARCH ON HIGH-SPEED TWO-PHASE FLOW
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1. Introduction

In Part I of the present report, hydrodynamical basic equation set was completed for
one-dimensional separated two-phase flow (two-fluid model) by strictly describing balance of
mass, fores (momentum) and energy without introducing any physical models on microscopic
mechanism of phase change acceleration. In Part II, analytical results on high speed two-
pase flows including two-phase critical flow shall be introduced as an application.

The author's basic equation set is characterized with handling of phase change inertial
force terms. Since very large phase change occurs in a high speed two-phase flow within a
short channel length, in other words within a short elapsed time, flow characteristics is essen-
tially governed by phase change acceleration. On the other hand, frictional forces may be
less important than the case of low speed two-phase flow. Therefore, high speed two-phase
flow is one of the most suitable analytical object to verify the author's basic equation set.
From such point of view, axial change of high speed two-phase flow from subcritical flow
via critical flow to supercritical flow is analyzed in Chapter 2 of Part II for the most simple
case without interfacial and wall frictions and without thermal non-equilibrium. And the
results shall be compared with experimental knowledges in the literature.

When there is no wall friction, axial change of flow is caused by change of flow area and
critical flow occurs at the throat of a converging-diverging nozzle where no axial change of
flow area exists. In this case, axial pressure gradient is generally infinite. On the other hand,
;n a constant-flow-area channel axial change of flow is primarily caused by wall friction and
acceleration pressure drop follows it. Critical flow occurs at the point where the ratio of
frictional pressure drop to the total or accelerational pressure drop becomes zero. Actually,
it realizes at the exit of constant-flow-area channel and pressure gradient becomes minus
infinity. In such way, effect of wall friction on change of flow is different between conv-
erging-diverging nozzle and constant-flow-area channel, resulting in large difference in
approaching process to the critical flow. Critical discharge flow through a constant-flow-
area channel will be analized in Chapter 3 taking wall friction into account to demonstrate
that the author's basic equation set can correctly predict such difference in approaching
process to the critical flow.

Next, the author's basic equation set should be possible to describe two-component
two-phase flow without phase change such as air-water two phase flow if only phase change
rate is fixed at zero. To confirm the predictability of such flow is very useful to judge validity
of the form of the author's basic equation set. From such point of view, analytical result on
two-component two-phase critical flow is introduced in Chapter 4.

Establishment of perfect set of balance equations gives us a general rule for analyzing
two-phase flow. Since balance relationship is correctly described, disagreement between
analysis and experiment directly indicates invalid assumptions or errors of constitutive equa-
tions. In Chapter S, the effect of thermal non-equilibrium on two-phase critical discharge flow
through a converging-diverging nozzle is studied by comparing theoretical and experimental
results as such an example.

Futhermore, in Diapter 6, two-phase critical discharge characteristics of large sharp-
edged orifice will be discussed from similar point of view. This study was performed as a part
of ROSA-I Program*1 > at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) and gave us very
useful information for thermal-hydraulic analysis on loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) of
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light water reactor (LWR).
Finally, in Chapter 7, an experimental analysis on wall frictional and interfacial frictional

energy dissipations in a vertical air-water two-phase flow will be introduced. This study is
not on two-phase critical flow but is very interesting because usefulness of perfectly settled
assumption for one-dimensional two-phase flow is demonstrated.

These results indicate respectively the validity and wide applicability of the author's
hydrodynamic basic equations for one-dimensional separated two-phase flow (two-fluid
model). Rightness of the basic concept of the author's basic equations is proven and the
large potential usability is demonstrated through these studies.
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2. Saturated Two-Phase Critical Flow without Friction121

2.1 Introduction

Correct prediction of the discharge flow rate of reactor coolant from the breaks during
postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) of a light water reactor (LWR) gives very import-
ant base for right prediction of thermal-hydraulic behaviors in the primary coolant system
including core and those in reactor containment and for correct estimation of release of
radioactive fission products to the environment.

It is well known that discharge flow rate from the breaks is governed by two-phase
critical flow. Many theoretical analyses*3*"*12' were already published on two-phase critical
flow and the agreement with experimental results seems not so poor. Howe\~r, most of them
are applied one or two critical flow conditions without proof, which are expected to hold
good at the critical flow point only, to determine the local flow situation at the point. There-
fore, it is impossible to understand the entire process of change of flow from subcritical flow
via critical flow to supercritical flow by using such kinds of critical flow theories.

Basic equations used in those critical flow theories are supposed not always perfect.
Perfectness of basic equation set can be judged by applying to various approaching process
to the critical flow.

In the present report, axial change of two-phase flow is analyzed for various type
approachings to the critical flow. Especially, in this chapter, saturated critical two-phase flow
without friction will be analyzed as the most basic case.

Fundamental assumptions used in this chapter are the following seven:
(1) one-dimensional two-phase flow (two-fluid model)
(2) steady two-phase flow
(3) adiabatic two-phase flow
(4) gravitational force negligible
(5) interfacial frictional force negligible
(6) wall frictional force negligible
(7) saturated two-phase flow

2.2 Basic Equations

Basic equation set introduced in Part I of the present report is the most general one
for one-dimensional separate two-phase flow. Let us simplify the basic equations by using the
above assumptions (2) through (7) for convenience to critical flow analysis. In the simplifica-
tion, typical combination of each equation introduced in Part I will be replaced with the
equivalent set of more convenient equations for calculation.

2.2.1 Equations of motion
Equations of motion for one-dimensional two-phase flow are Eqs. (45) and (46) of Part I

for unit mass of existing two-phase fluid and unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid, respectively,
i.e.,
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{>&*«%)'«•»&>••%)}«•• -'if

F^ V » ) 0 (I)
pg Pi I

5"' du<

1 x

f f + J ^ )Pg Pi I \ pg pi
0 (2)

By the assumption (2), Eq. (1) can be transformed into an ordinary differentia! equation
without transient terms. And by the assumptions (4), the gravitational force term is eliminated.
Then,

d u , ,, a. d u , I , 2 , d J ( B \ 3 \ d l >\ 3\dl>

'7, Id,

\ pe pi I dz \ pepe pi I dz \ pe pi

Here, in transformation from the first expression of Eq. (3) to the second expression,
Newton's third law:

J-Fa.+ —LFLC^ (4)
Pg PI

and definition of wall factional force:

rcw • Fiw- T"M \— " I + )Fw (5)
Pg PI apg+(l~a)p, \ pg p, I

are used. The first expression of this equation is simple sum of the wall factional forces for
each phase but the third expression can be applied to the total two-phase flow only. In the
case of Eq. (105) of Part I holds good, the third expression can be divided into the terms for
each phase.

Similarly, from Eq. (2),

d{xu/+(l ~x)u,2\ I x_ \_x \dP / x 1 x \
\ P g PI Idz \ P S

F G I " p, FLC)

(6)

2 dz \ P g PI Idz \ P S
F G I " p,

— F C W + ^
pg pi

Here, Eq. (6) cannot be simplified by using Eqs. (4) and (5).
Equations (3) and (6) are the two independent equations of motion in this analysis.

Let us transform these equations for convenience as follows. At first, pressure gradient in the
second term of Eq. (3) shall be divided into two terms: one corresponds to the first term
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expressing inertial forces and the other corresponds to the third term representing wall
frictional forces. Then, Eq. (3) can be rewitten by using the fraction f w of wall factional
pressure drop to the total pressure drop as follows:

By integrating Eq. (7) with respect to z,

5-1/9 a / 4 (l - / ? ) « , M+ f (1 -(*)( — +-—)dP=0 (8)

When f w =0 because of the assumtion (6),

- ^ + *-^)dP.-Q (9)
Ps PI '

Similarly, let us divide the pressure gradient in the second term of Eq. (6) into two
terms: one corresponds to the first term expressing inertial forces and the other corresponds
to the third and fourth terms representing inerfacial and wall frictional forces, respectively.
Then, Eq. (6) can be rewritten by using the fractionn f, of total frictional pressure drop
to the total pressure drop as follows:

x)«,M ( J L
2 az \ ps

By integrating Eq. (10) with respect to z,

{*«2+U )*}+f (l

\ ps pi I az

- 0 (II)

When f r =0 because of the assumptions (5) and (6),

)Ul
2\+f ( ^ + J - ^ - W - 0 (12)

J p o V Py P.' /

Equations (10) through (12) correspond to Eqs. (7) through (9) for unit mass of existing
two phase fluid, respectively. In the present analysis, however, these equations will be trans-
formed into the form of total energy conservation equation instead of direct use of them.
In the case, independence from the equations of energy will be important problem. Therefore,
this transformation will be performed after describing equations of energy and equations of
continuity.

2.2.2 Equations of onergy
Equations of energy for one-dimensional separate two-phase flow are Eqs. (80) and

(81) of Part I, i.e.,

-Q,c=0 (13)

(14)
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Here,

Dq,

-5?-
Dq, _fdh, 1 \ / 9 ? 3P

By assumption (2), Eqs. (13) and (14) can be transformed into ordinary differential
equations without transient terms, for Q, =0 because of the assumption (3), as follows:

Q,c (17)

\~dP 7 7 / ( 1 a)f"u'~dl - ( I C/JfaujFw.' (1 a)u,F,.r.\

Ft» J-0/i

Since equations of energy are essentially for describing change of state for each phase,
if the following equations are used based on the assumption (7), Eqs. (17) and (IS) become
not necessary for describing change of state, i.e.,

Tg~T,tl(.P) (19)

T,TS<II(P) (20)

This situation corresponds to infinite interfacial heat transfer coefficient for each phase.
Although Eqs. (17) and (18) lose the meaning as equations of energy by using Eqs. (19)

and (20), they are still necessary to determine Q,c and Qu and calculate w by using Eq. (17)
of Part I, i.e.,

(21)

Therefore, let us use Eqs. (19) and (20) as equations of energy and Eqs. (17) and (18) shall
be used with including in equations of continuity.

2.2.3 Equations of continuity
Let us pick up the mass conservation equation (8) of Part I for total two-phase flow as

one of the two independent equations of motion, i.e.,

A^Kapg+il a)p,\+ ^VAWpgU^ V*. «)o,«,|]-0 (22)

This equation becomes an ordinary differential equation by removing the transient
term based on the assumption (2). And it is simplified by using the definition of mass velocity

G ;otPfMj+(l-of)iO/«/ (23)

The result is:

d(AG) = 0 (24)

or

AG^AcGc-^ const. (25)

Here, Ac and Gc are flow area and mass velocity at the critical flow point, respectively.
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Another one of the two independent equations of continuity is selected as follows:

A-QJ-{apg-(\.-a)p,}+ -^LA{<tpgug-(.l-<i)p,Ui)] = 2Aw (26)

This equation is Eq. (9) of Part I.
Eliminating the transient term based on the assumption (2) and using the definition

equation of quality

x~ apeue+(l a)p,u, ( 2 7>

one can get the following ordinary differentiation equation:

~ [ A G { x (1 x ) ) l j ^ ( A C ( 2 x 1 ) ) 2Aw (28)

By applyign Eq. (24),

crfi w ( 2 9 )

On the other hand, by summing up Eqs. (17) and (18),

~dp
{( dhe 1 \ / dk, 1 \ \dP

- QIG + Q,L (30)

Equation (30) can be transformed, by using Eqs. (21) and (29), into

1 Udhg 1 \ , (dhi 1 V, , \dP

a)tti FLC'i + {a«gFGw+(.l-a)u, FLW)~i
hg h,)G

[_((d>h J_\ +(dhl J_)r1^xA
df

hg hi<\dP pg I \dP pi ) > dz

1 / / X „ , 1 X „ \ , / X c , 1 - J r

7— i( FGL H F t e )
+ ( Fair H r «

g" «/ l.\ /3y pi I \ Pg Pi
dx (31)
dz

As known from Eq. (10), pressure drop £T(dP/dz)is due to interfacial and wall frictions
and pressure drop (.l-(T){dP/dg) is due to acceleration. Therefore, let us transform Eq.
(31) into

1 -fT f/rfA. 1 \ ^ rfA/ 1 \ ^ dP
~ ~T~ . i l , n | X + I , _. J\l X ){ .

hg-hi \\dP pg) \aP pi I ) az

pi

Pg Pi I V P j P(

dx
~d~z (32)
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Then, the first term of the left hand side gives quality change due to accelerational pressure
drop and the sum of second and third terms gives quality change due to interfacial and wall
fritional pressure drops. So, let us divide dx into {dx )„ and {dx )f corresponding to the above
two parts of pressure drop, then

ss Si

nt hi l \ pt pi ) \ (>s

x)dsA

x)ds,} (33)

^/ , (1 x)dh,\ (3-*)

Here, in the transformations from the second expression to the third expression of Eq. (33)
and also from the third expression to the fourth expression, Eqs. (19) and (20) are used. And
the frictional force terms and the terms f r u o,)dPand fr{(l x) pi}dPare canceled to each
other, resulting the last expression of Eq. (34).

Equations (33) and (34) indicate that pressure changes Cl <T, )dP and (TdPait isentropic
and isenthalpic, respectively.

Total change in x is expressed as:

dx=(.dx\+{dx)f

xdsg+(l x)ds, xdh,+ {\ x)dh,

~ , , - * , ( 1 ' f r > * , -* / f r <35>

In integral form,

-x)ds,

Especially, when f T = 0,

) ) — si

sg-si

In this report, Eq. (36) or (37) will be used as an equation of continuity, as well as
Eq. (25).

2.2.4 Transformation of aquation of motion bat^ on flowing man
Equation of motion (6) for unit mass of flowing two-phase fluid shall be used after

transformation to energy equation type instead of applying directly in the form of Eq. (11).
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Since the third and fourth terms of Eq. (6) give factional heat generation, the equation can be
written as:

•i-rf {*«,»+(1 x)ui*) + (— + — W
* ^ Ps Pi '

From the general relation in thermodynamics,

(I x)sA

dlxhgt (1 x)hi) ,39j

Therefore, Eq. (38) can be rewritten as:

1 Jt

In integral form,

2 {x

x ) u , ' ) - d l x h , < ( 1 x ) h i ) 0 (40)

( 1 x ) u i ' \ • \ x h e - ( 1 x ) h , ) I x o A f o - U * o > A , 0 ( ( 4 | )

Equation (41) holds good regardless of energy dissipation.
Equation (40) is Eq. (95) in Part I excluded the transient terms, gravitational terms and

external heating term and is essentially the conservation equation of the sum of kinetic energy
and thermal energy. However, in this analysis, Eqs. (19) and (20) are already established.
These equations describe the thermal energy changes of each phase for the case of infinite
interfacial heat transfer coefficients but do not give any restrictions about the kinetic energy
changes. Thereforce, Eq. (40) is independent from Eqs. (19) and (20). Information due to
Eq. (40) in addition to Eqs. (19) and (20) is on kinetic energy change, and therefore, Eq. (40)
actually acts in the basic equation set as an equation of motion. So that the integral form (41)
shall be used in this analysis as the equation of motion for unit mass of flowing two-phase
fluid.

2.3 Critical Discharge from High Pressure Reservoir

Let us analyze the critical discharge two-phase flow from the infinite high pressure
reservoir through a frictionless channel with axially variable cross section to the infinite low
pressure space as illustrated in Fijj. 1, by using Eqs. (9), (41), (19), (20), (25) and (37). As
described in the section 2.1, the most simple case without interfacial and wall frictions and
also without thermal non-equilibrium shall be discussed. This critical discharge flow is quite
simple but gives a firm basis to analize more complicated two-phase critical discharge phe-
nomena. In addition, many practical problems related to two-phase critical flow can be solved
under such simple assumptions as described later with the result of numerical calculation.

The high pressure reservoir conditions are assumed to be kept as

/> = />„, *=--*„, »,=«,=0 (42)

By introducing R~ug/ui, ugcan be obtained from Eq. (41)as
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high pressure

reservoir
low pressure

space

[P=0]

Fig. 1 Change of two-phase flow in a converging-

diverging channel.

On the other hand,

ttl R

,9 is expressed with x and/?, as:

x)R

Therefore,

On the other hand, from Eq. (9),

j{ (1 pKttg* «/2) + a/]

So that,

Pg Pi

Pg PI

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

Similarly, from Eq. (9),

p0\ps Pi

So that,

O; /

(49)

(50)
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By substituting Eqs. (48) and (50), Eq. (46) is rewritten as:

79

1-x
pg Pi (51)

Two-phase critical discharge flow from the high pressure reservoir can be analyzed by
using these equations as follows. At first, quality % after small pressure drop from the reservoir
pressure is calculated for the given reservoir conditions (42) with Eq. (37). Next, ug, «, and
/jare calculated for the guessed value of R with Eqs. (43), (44) and (45), respectively.
Corrected value of i? is calculated with Eq. (51) by substituting these values. The calculation
with Eqs. (43), (44) and (51) is iterated until R is converged. By using the resultant values
of x and R, a is calculated with

a-
XPI

(52)

Furthermore, C is calculated with Eq. (23). In these calculations, pg, pi, h8 and hi are de-
termined as functions of pressure in the channel with Eqs. (19) and (20). Flow diagL--ii of
these calculations are shown in Fig. 2.

END

Fig. 2 Flow chart for calculation of two-phase critical
discharge flow through a converging-diverging
channel.
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After determination of x, a, tig, u,,R, G etc. as functions of P by repeating the similar
calculations, the critical pressure Pc and critical mass velocity Gc are determined with

dG
dP = 0

<"(!•

(53)

which represents the critical flow condition: G becomes the maximum with respect to P.
The reason why Eq. (53) is used as the critical flow condition is that the critical flow is
realized at the minimum flow area position (throat of the nozzle) under frictionless condi-
tion as explained in Appendix 1, where mass velocity is the maximum. Mass velocity at any
cross section can be determined with Eq. (25). Since relationships between G and P and
between P and any other variables are already uniquely determined for the given Po and xc,,
all variables can be uniquely determined with respect to A.

G shows a convex characteristic with respect to P as illustrated in Fig. 3. The maximum
point gives the critical flow. In the right side region with negative gradient, the smaller flow
area ths lower pressure, representing subcritical flow. In the left side region with positive
gradient, on the other hand, the larger flow area the lower pressure, representing supercritical
flow. Therefore, two-phase flow from subcritical via the critical to supercritical can be
consistently analyzed with the method described previously.

critical flow

pressure P

Fin. 3 G-P curve for two-phise critical discharge flow.

2.4 Calculation Results

Some numerical calculations were made on steam-water two-phase critical discharge by
using the analytical method introduced in the previous section. The results are described
below.
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Shown in Fig. 4 are gas phase velocity, liquid phase velocity and total mass velocity
with respect to pressure in the channel, for reservoir pressure of 60 kg-f/cm2 abs. and reservoir
quality of 0.10. Quality, void fraction and slip ratio for the same calculation are also shown
with respect to pressure in Fig. 5. As known from these figures, although gas and liquid phase
velocities monotonously increase with decrease of pressure, mass velocity has the maximum
point, indicating the critical flow phenomenon. Quality increases monotonously with decrease
of pressure in this calculation but conversely decreases when reservoir quality is higher than
about 0.5. Void fraction decreases in the initial acceleration process due to significantly large
increase in slip ratio but increases after that because of increase in gas volume flow rate,
indicating the concave characteristic resultantly. Such characteristic of void fraction can be
seen in all reservoir conditions except for the case of which reservoir pressure is higher than
30 kg-f/cm2 abs. and the reservoir quality is very close to zero.

X103

1.0

Po-60.0kg.f/cm2«bi.
x0 -0.10

0.0
fw-0.0

X10*
3

10 20 30 40 50 80
pritsura P (kg4/cm2abt.)

Fit. 4 Chanje of flow variable* in two-phase critical
diKharte flow through a converjlnt-diverfint
channel (1).
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Po
x60.0kg.f/cmzabs.

0.10

10 20 30 40 50

pressure P (kg.f/cm2abs.)

80

Fig. 5 Change of flow variables in two-phase critical
discharge flow through a converging-diverging
channel (2).

Figure 6 shows the relationship between pressure and mass velocity (G— P curve) along
channel axis at various reservoir quality for reservoir pressure of 60kg-f/cm2 abs. The
maximum points of each curve correspond to the two-phase critical flow. The critical pressure
slightly decreases and the critical mass velocity decreases remarkably with increase in reservoir
quality. The critical pressure is generally 0.5 ~0.8 times reservoir pressure as seen in this
figure and it is almost consistent with Moody's theory(4). Since the critical pressure for regular
single-phase gas critical flow is about 0.5 times reservoir pressure, the two-phase critical
pressure is generally higher than the single-phase critical pressure. This means hydrodynamic
effect of compressibility is larger in two-phase flow than in single-phase flow.

Shown in Fig. 7 is relationship between the critical pressure and the critical mass velocity
with the critical quality as a parameter. This result is not so much different from the results
by Fauske(3), Moody(4), Qgasawara*5)"*7* and Kattow>(9). Prediction of the critical mass
velocity is not so much different generally among two-phase critical flow theories except
very spatial theories such as the homogeneous two-phase flow model.
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Fig. 6 Relationship between pressure and mass velocity
changes in a converging-diverging channel.

103 10*

critical man velocity Ge {kg.m/m2s)

Fig. 7 Relationship among critical prenure, critical
quality and critical mass velocity.
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The critical mass velocity is shown in Fig. 8 with respect to reservoir pressure and quality.
Since reservoir conditions are given usually instead of the local conditions at the critical flow
point, this figure is practically very useful. However, Fig. 8 gives only the maximum critical
mass velocity for the given reservoir conditions, neglecting the effect of acceleration process
such as friction and thermal non-equilibrium. Therefore, physical generality is lower than
Fig. 7.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between pressure and slip ratio along channel axis for
varous reservoir quality for reservoir pressure of 60 kg-f/cm2 abs. The chain line indicates the
critical flow. The critical slip ratio is affected not only by the critical pressure but also by the
critical quality in the author's theory as described later.
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Fig. 8 Relationship between reservoir conditions and
critical mass velocity.

Fig. 9 Relationship between prewire and tlip ratio
chances in i converfinf-diverfinj channel.

2.5 Discussions

Validity of the calculation results introduced in the previous section will be discussed
below.

Compared in Fig. 10 are the calculated critical mass velocities with the author's theory
and the measured critical mass velocities by Fauske(l3), Falletti(l4), Moy ( l s\ and Oruz(l6).
Data range compared is 0.7 ~ 25 kg-f/cm1 abs. in the critical pressure and 0.01 ~0.91 in
the critical quality. Agreement between the analysis and the experiments is very good.

However, theoretical prediction in the literature of the critical mass velocity is generally
not so poor. Important are' possibility of consistent analysis from subcritical flow via the
critical flow to supercritical flow with physically clear method and the resultant possibility
to validly predict the effect of acceleration process on the critical flow.
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10* 10*

thaoratical critical matt velocity (kg.m/m*t)

Fig. 10 Comparison between analytical and experi-
mental critical mass velocities.

In the author's theory described in this chapter, pressure gradient at the critical flow
point is not the maximum finite (in Fauske's theory) or negative infinite (in Ogasawara's
theory) but undeterrninate, i.e.,

dP aG 'dz 0
Tz ' TcTdF^'O -indeterminate (54)

This is due to the approaching processes to the critical flow, i.e., the flow is accelerated
in this calculation by axial change of flow area and approaches to the critical flow. In such
approaching, pressure gradient at the critical flow point is undeterminate even in single-phase
flow as described in detail in Appendix 1.

Critical flow itself has no any restrictions about the pressure gradient at the critical flow
point. It becomes negative infinite or finite depending only on difference in the approaching
process. Since frictionless approach due to axial change of flow area was discussed in this
chapter, the pressure gradient became undeterminate. If different type approach is examined,
the different conclusion will be led because the author's theory has very wide applicability.
An example of such cases shall be introduced in the next chapter.

Another feature of the author's critical flow theory is the critical slip ratio. Shown in
Fig. 11 is the relationship between the critical quality and the critical slip ratio for reservoir
pressure of 60 kg-f/cm2 abs. Here, the critical pressure is given by the author's theory and
slightly decreases with the critical quality. Therefore, a small slope can be seen with respect
to the critical quality even in the theories of Fauske and Moody in which the critical slip ratio
is function of the critical pressure only.

As clearly seen in this figure, all theories except the author's one show the monotonously
increasing characteristics. Only in the author's theory the critical slip ratio decreases with
the critical quality. In the author's theory, phase change inertial forces act on each phase so
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Fig. 11 Comparison among vinous theoretical critical slip ratios.

as to prevent from tremendous increase in slip ratio as described in Appendix 2. However,
such effect is limited in a short initial stage of acceleration in a low quality case. On the other
hand, in a high quality case, the effect can be seen until after the critical How occurrence.
This seems the reason why the author's theory shows the monotonously decreasing character-
istic. This different characteristic of the author's theory- from the others' is considered due
to the different form of equations of motion.

2.6 Conclusions

Hydroydnamical basic equations for one-dimensional separated two-phase flow established
in Part I of the present report were applied, ir. this chapter, to the saturated two-phase critical
discharge phenomenon without friction. The results were compared with the experimental
data and analytical results reported in the literature and the validity was evaluated. Major
conclusions obtained are as follows:
(1) General basic equations are simplified and transformed into the critical flow analysis

method to calculate the change of flow from subcritical flow via the critical flow to
supercritical flow based on the seven fundamental assumptions introduced in the section
2.1.

(2) This analytical method gives good prediction about the critical mass velocity, the critical
pressure, etc.

(3) The maximum critical mass velocity is given as function of reservoir pressure and quality
by applying the analytical method and the seven fundamental assumptions.

(4) In this analysis, pressure gradient at the critical flow point is undeterminate. This is
due to the approaching manner to the critical flow, i.e., the frictionless two-phase critical
discharge flow accelerated by axial change of flow area has undeterminate pressure gra-
dient at the critical flow point.

(5) The critical slip ratio monotonously decreases with the critical quality for the given
reservoir pressure.

(6) Void fraction once decreases along flow axis and then increases except the case of which
reservoir pressure is higher than 30 kg-f/cm2 abs. and the reservoir pressure is very close
to zero.
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3. Saturated Two-Phase Critical Flow in a
Constant-Flow-Area Channel'171

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, saturated two-phase critical discharge flow in a constant-flow-area

channel is examined, which is considered the most popular case practically. In a variable-

flow-area channel, change of frictionless flow can be thought, but in a constant-flow-area

channel discussion ignoring friction is meaningless because the flow changes essentially due to

wall friction. Consequently, the approaching to the critical flow is different from the case

without friction. Therefore, to clarify two-phase critical flow in a constant-flow-aree channel

is no other than to clarify the effect of wall friction on two-phase critical flow phenomenon.

The major discussion item in this chapter is whether or not the author's basic equations

on one-dimensional two-phase flow introduced in Part I can reasonably predict such critical

flow phenomenon with fritiction.

3.2 Calculation Method

In this chapter, the assumption (6) out of the seven fundamental assumptions introduced

in Section 2.1 is eliminated. For the assumption (S), detailed discussion will be made later.

By this elimination, basic equations used in this chapter become Eqs. (8), (41), (19),

(20), (25) and (36). Difference from the analysis in the previous chapter is that Eqs. (8) and

(36) are used instead of Eqs. (9) and (37), respectively.

From this change, only Eq. (51) is changed as

Pi

PI

because of change of integrated functions in Eqs. (47) ~ (50).

By making iteration calculations of Eqs. (36), (43), (44), (45) and (55) with using Eqs.

(19) and (20), change of frictional two-phase flow with respect to pressure change along the

flow axis can be analyzed.

Here, for simplicity, the flow is assumed to be perfectly settled. Then, from Eq. (105)

in Part I,

Fc«=FLW=Fw (56)

And, for horizontal channel without gravitational effect,

/v , = F,_=0 CS71

because of Eqs. (107) and (108) in Part I*.
As known from the comparison between Eqs. (3) and (7),

* Equation (57) does not mean no interfacial frictional forces but means no more interfacial fricliona] forces
than the wall frictional forces transmitted to the interface.
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(58)

On the other hand, from the comparison between Eqs. (6) and (10) under the condition
of Eqs. (56) and (57),

dP

Thus, in the perfectly settled one-dimensional two-phase flow,

(59)

(60)

That is, in the perfectly settled horizontal two-phase flow, interfacial frictional forces can
be expressed with Eq. (57) and, in such case, Eq. (60) holds good, if only wall frictional
force is defined with Definition II in Appendix 3 of Part I.

3.3 Flow change with Respect to Pressure

Flow change in a constant-flow-area channel, of which upstream end is connected to
infinitely large high pressure reservoir and the downstrean end to infinitely large low pressure
space as shown in Fig. 12, is investigated below. Here, pressure and quality in the high pressure
reservoir are assumed to be kept at constants, respectively.

high pressure
reservoir

P - P o
X = X O

entrance

contraction—*- Gc

exit

low pressure
space

tP-O]

p
X
U 9

"S

"Pc
"X,.

«U«c
- U £ c

etc.

Fig. 12 Two-phase critical discharge through a con-
stant-flow-area channel.

Before introducing the condition of constant flow area, G-P curve calculations similar
to those in the previous chapter are made with <f as a parameter. The result is shown inFig. 13.
Here, the reservoir pressure and quality are 60kg-f/cm2 abs. and 0.10, respectively, and c is
parameterically changed from 0 to 0.9.

In a constant-flow-area channel, flow is characterized by
G=Gc=const.

That is, the trace should be a horizontal straight line on Fig. 13, e.g., straight line c(or b)-d
for G = 2.0xl0*kg-m/m2s. In the contraction region toward the channel inlet, the flow
changes along the line a-b of f = 0 and the point b corresponds to the channel inlet if friction
in the contraction region is negligible. If the friction is not negligible, the flow changes along
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Fifl. 13 Effect of f on G-P curve.

the thick line a-c and the point c corresponds to the channel inlet. The point d represents
the critical flow and flow left side of this point is impossible in the constant-flow-area channel
(Detailed discussion will be made later.). The straight line c(or b)-d crosses over many constant
f lines, suggesting change of local value of c in the channel.

Based on the results shown in Fig. 13, relationship between integrated total pressure drop

r = - f dP^P, P (62)

and integrated frictional pressure drop

rTFF=- f dPTFF- (/>„ P)( (63)

is determined as shown in Fig. 14. The thick line a-c-d and point b in this figure correspond
to those in Fig. 13.

The right side of the maximum point of each line indicate the negative friction character-
istics which cannot be realized. Therefore, flow cannot go across the maximum point from
left to right and the maximum point can be realized only at the channel exit.

The maximum point of each line corresponds to the two-phase critical flow. This is
explained in more detail below.

Subcritical discharge flow is expressed by, e.g., the line 1-2 (channel exit) on the r-rTrr
plane as shown in Fig. 15. If back pressure is decreased with holding the reservoir conditions,
mass velocity increases and the flow situation moves to the lower curves such as the line
T-2' (channel exit). Trace of the change of channel exit flow 2-2'-2" meets to the maximum
rrppline 3-4 at the point -2". Since the line 3-4 has monotonously increasing characteristic,
it is impossible to move to the lower curve by decreasing of channel exit pressure*. Therefore,

* If the line 3-4 his monotonously decreasing characteristic, channel exit flow can move to lower curve along
the line.
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Fig. 14 Characteristics of frictional pressure drop in a
constant-flow-area channel.
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Fig. 15 Occurrence of critical flow at the exit of
constant-flow-area channel.
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mass velocity of the line 1 "-2" gives the maximum mass velocity for the given reservoir condi-
tions, i.e., it is no other than the critical mass velocity. Horizontal axis of the point 2" gives
the critical pressure.

Through these discussions, the maximum I'TPF line of Fig. 14 is considered the critical
flow line. The corresponding curve shown in Fig. 13 with dashed line gives the relationship
between the critical pressure and the critical mass velocity for the given reservoir conditions.
The maximum critical mass velocity corresponds to the frictionless case described in the
previous chapter and the minimum critical velocity of zero (the origin of Fig. 13) corresponds
to the discharge flow through a capilbry. Figure 16 shows the relationship between the critical
pressure and the critical mass velocity for 60 kg-f/cm2 abs. reservoir pressure with reservoir
quality as a parameter.

•S 3
(M

2

8

0 10 20 30 40 50

critical pressure Pc (kg.f/cm2abs.)

Fig. 16 Relationship between critical pressure and
critical mass velocity for various reservoir
conditions.

The relationships between pressure and the other variables in the channel have been
already determined generally for given constant f by using the calculation method described
in the previous section. Therefore, one can determine the relationships for constant-flow-area
channel by selecting the solutions satisfying Eq. (61). On the other hand, local f, fP, «ni
be determined with respect to P by using

(64)

Figs. 17 and 18 were obtaind with such method for reservoir pressure of 60kg-f/cm2

abs., reservoir quality of 0.1 and the critical mass velocity Gc of 0.7 times critical mass velocity
Gc0 without wall friction. Frictional loss in the flow contraction region was neglected.

Mass velocity is constant along the flow axis because of constant flow area channel.
Gas and liquid velocities monotonously increase with decreasing pressure and the critical
flow realizes.

When reservoir quality x<> is small, quality x increases monotonously with decreasing
pressure as seen in this example but in large x0, x decreases monotonously (x,at the boundary
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Fig. 17 Change of flow variables in two-phase critical discharge
flow through a constant-flow-area channel (1).
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Fig. 18 Change of flow variables in two-phase criticcl discharge
flow through a constant-flow-area channel (2).
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between the increasing region and the decreasing region is affected by mass velocity Cc-)-
Although slip ratio increases significantly with decreasing pressure, void fraction in this
example increases monotonously in the constant-flow-area channel. However, when Gc Co is
small, a once decreases and then increases in the channel, showing the minimum a point.
This characteristic is remarkable when reservoir pressure is low. In such case, liquid velocity
u;also once decreases and increases after that. This phenomenon is due to movement of the
minimum a point from the flow contraction region to the channel.

Local frictional pressure drop fraction (P is zero in the high pressure reservoir in this
calculation because of neglecting frictional pressure loss in the flow contraction region.
However, in the constant-flow-area channel, cV decreases with decreasing pressure within
0 < fp< 1. As already described in the explanation of Fig. 14, the maximum rTPF point,
i.e., fp = 0, gives the critical flow. That is, frictional effect locally disappears in the critical
flow at the channel exit. This corresponds to the limiting situation without forced change of
flow which was pointed out by Katto(l8). Appendix 1 will describe this point in more detail.

3.4 Axial Change of Each Variable

In this section, general method to correlate pressure change, with axial location is
described. If this is possible, axial distribution of all variables of flow can be predicted.

Two-phase frictional pressure drop is expressed, from the classic Martinelli-Lockhart's*1**
research, in the form of

S f AP-x) <65>
Here, two-phase multiplier JPTrF Po in Eq. (65) is defined as, e.g., the ratio of the two-phase
frictional pressure drop to the pressure drop for single-phase water flow with the same mass
velocity. JP0 is expressed by

AD 1 ^ Pi ^ 0 /££\

D ~2—

and single-phase pressure loss coefficient ). can be estimated by, e.g., Blasius' equation*10*.
Therefore, by using <f,. from Eq. (64), pressure drop dp corresponding to distance

dz is given as

Each variable in Eq. (67) can be expressed, by using the result of the previous section,
as function of pressure only for the given combination of Po, *oand Cc. Therefore, numerical
integration of Eq. (67) can give the relationship between z and P.

This method can be applied even if correlation of two-phase frictional pressure loss is
different from Eq. (65). In addition, it must be noted that the result of analysis in this section
is directly affected by the two-phase frictional pressure loss correlation used, on the other
hand, the discussion until the previous section is more general because only the basic equations
are used.

Shown in Fig. 19 is an example of the results obtained with Martinelli-Nelson's(Il) two-
phase multiplier. Frictiohal pressure loss in the flow contraction region is neglected in this
calculation (If it is not negligible, the curves should be shifted to left by some distance.).
From this figure, it is known that the length of a 100 mm diameter circular pipe in which
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Fig. 19 Example calculation of axial changes of flow variables for two-
phase critical discharge through a constant-flow-area channel.

the critical mass velocity is 19,800 kg-m/m2s (0.7 times that for without friction case) for
reservoir pressure of 60kg-f/cma abs. and reservoir quality of 0.1 is 17.66 m. In this figure,
pressure P decreases monotonously and quality x, void fraction a, gas phase velocity u*and
liquid phase velocity ui increase monotonously and each valiable has an infinite gradient at
the channel exit, i.e., the critical flow point. In fact, the infinite gradients of each variable
can be theoretically derived as described in the next section.

As already pointed out in the previous section, when reservoir quality is sufficiently high,
quality x decreases monotonously. And when reservoir pressure is low, void fraction once
decreases and increases after that, showing the minimum point. Even if in high Po, such
behavior is seen in small GC'GCO. In such case, liquid phase velocity u, also shows the minimum
point.

3.5 Discussions

To verify the validity of the author's theory on two-phase critical discharge flow in a
constant flow area channel, comparison of the analysis results with Ogasawara's<22) saturated
water discharging experimental results was made.

9.0mm$Xl,3O0mmL circular pipe was used in the Ogasawara's experiment. The
reservoir pressure was lower than 30 kg-f/cm2 abs. and the reservoir quality was assumed to
be zero although no data were available.
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Compared in Fig. 20 is the calculated and the measured critical pressures. Satisfactory
agreement is obtained although the calculated critical pressure is about 8% lower in the
maximum than the measured one. Since the experimental value was determined with linear
extrapolation from upstream side, the critical pressure should be overestimated. Taking this
fact into account, the critical pressure should be overestimated. Taking this fact into account,
the author's theory tan be considered to more accurately agree with the experimental data
than Fig. 20.

Calculated axial pressure distribution with Martinelli-Nelson's two-phase multiplier is
compared with the measured one in Fig. 21. Since frictional pressure loss in the flow contrac-
tion region was unknown, the calculation was made at first neglecting the pressure loss and
then the resultant curve was shifted to left so as to meet the upstream most data point.

The calculated channel length for realizing the critical flow agrees well with the experi-
mental pipe length (= 1,300 mm) but the pressure distributions are evidently different to
each other. That is, calculated pressure is lower in most length of the channel but it becomes
opposite near the exit because of very steep pressure drop in the experiment.

According to Baroczy(H) Martinelli-Nelson's two-phase multiplier overestimates the
fiictional pressure loss of high mass velocity two-phase flow. However, Baroczy's two-phase
multiplier seems to have inconsistency in the mass velocity effect. Therefore, Yamazaki's**4)
correlation

1
D (68)

is applied, i.e., frictional pressure loss for single-phase water flow with the same liquid velocity
is considered to be the two-phase frictional pressure loss. The result of comparison between
the calculated and measured pressure distributions is shown in Fig. 22. The characteristic of
the inlet side of the channel is much improved but very steep pressure drop near the channel
exit still cannot be reproduced.

-r 15

a.

Exp.: Ogasawara12*
D-9.0 mm0
L* 1300 mm

5 10 IS
calculatad critical pranur* Pc (kg.f/cm*abs.)

Fig. 20 Comparison between analytical and experimental
critical pressures for a. constant-flow-uea channel.
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Fig. 22 Comparison between analytical and experimen-
tal axial pressure changes for a constant-flow-
area channel (2).
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The discrepancy between the analysis and the experiment near the channel exit is
considered to be caused by the significantly large depressurization rate of the fluid. Shown
in Fig. 23 are estimated depressurization rates of gas and liquid phases, respectively, with
respect to axial location in the test pipe for reservoir pressure of 30 kg-f/cm2 abs. Here, these
values were calculated with the experimental pressure distribution in the pipe and analytical
phase velocities corresponding to each pressure. Liquid and gas phases already have more
than 100kg-f/cm3/s and l.OOOkg-f/cm'/s depressurization rates, respectively, at 900mm
downstream from the channel inlet. Under such very rapid depressurization, the following
three situations are expected.
(1) Change of frictional pressure loss characteristic
(2) Thermal non-equilibrium between two phases
(3) Non-settled two-phase flow
All of them are very im portant study items in the future but the item (1) should be investigated
at first. Because the part of the study in this chapter irrelative to the pressure loss correlation
gives reasonable agreement with experimental data as shown in Fig. 20.

10B

10

D»9.Omm0
L" 1300 mm
Po-30 kg.f/cm2abs.

0.5 1.0
position z (m)

Jt

Fig. 23 Estimated axial change of depressurization rates
in a two-phase critical discharge experiment
with constant-flow-area channel.
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Next, the negative infinite pressure gradient at the channel exit can be seen also in single-
phase critical discharge flow as described in Appendix 1. For the two-phase critical flow,
local relationship at the exit of constant-flow-area channel is considered as follows.

—£*• — finite (69)

and from Fig. 14,

(70)

til

Therefore,

dp dPrpp/dz - finite _
dz ' dPrrrldP " +0 * ' l )

Since dx/dP, du,/dP, du,/dP, daldP, etc. are negative or positive finite, respectively,
dx/dz, due/dz, dui/dz, da/dz, etc. are positive or negative infinite.

The reason why (dP /dz)«- °°, etc. hold good in constant flow area channel is that
the flow changes essentially due to wall friction. The critical flow occurrence at the channel
exit is due to the same reason. Difference from the result of the previous chapter is caused
by different approaching manner to the critical flow.

Finally, when Gc/Gcn is small (This occurs when LID of channel is large.), void frac-
tion a and liquid phase velocity u; once decrease and then increase, showing the minimum
points of otandu;, respectively, as described in the sections 3.3 and3.4.Sudo(2!),etal. pointed
out the similar void fraction distribution based on the low pressure air-water two-phase critical
flow experiment. They explained this phenomenon as that since boundary between air and
water acts like a converging-diverging nozzle, the critical flow of air occurs at the minimum
void fraction point. Therefore, the air flow at the channel exit should be supersonic. However,
from the author's point of view, the initial decrease in void fraction is only the result of more
significant effect of phase slip increasing than the effect of gas phase volume flow rate increas-
ing. The minimum void fraction point does not correspond to any hydrodynamic singular
point such like the throat of converging-diverging nozzle. In fact, calculated gas phase velocity
at the minimum void fraction point is irrelative to the acoustic velocity and no special phe-
nomena suggesting the chocked flow of gas phase can be seen at the point. Boundary between
the two phases is considered quite different from sclid wall surface.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, the calculation method of two-phase critical flow established in the
previous chapter was applied to the critical discharge flow through a constant-flow-area channel
and the effect of wall friction on critical flow phenomena was made clear. The analytical
result was compared with the Ogasawara's experimental data to verify the validity of the
analysis. Conclusions through the studies are as follows:
(1) The effect of wall friction is reasonably treated in the analytical method to consistently

predict change of two-phase flow from subcritical flow via the critical flow to supercritical
flow, which has been established in the previous chapter. Calculation method to analyze
two-phase discharge flow through a constant-flow-area channel was completed as an
application.
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(2) It was demonstrated that relationship between the critical pressure and the critical mass
velocity in a constant-flow-area channel can be predicted reasonably with this method
for the given reservoir conditions.

(3) In a constant-flow-area channel, the critical flow realizes at the channel exit and the
gradients of P, x, us, ui, a, etc. become infinite at the critical flow point. This is not
always the general features of the two-phase critical flow but due to the approaching
manner to the critical flow, i.e., the flow is, in this case, changed essentially by the wall
friction.

(4) In a large LID constant-flow^area channel with signficant effect of wall friction, void
fraction once decreases and then increases. This characteristic is more remarkable when
reservoir pressure is low.

(5) Axial distribution of pressure was not always predicted perfectly. The possible reason is
the large depressurization rate of fluid near the critical flow point. Especially, wall
frictional pressure loss correlation should be improved.
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4. Two-Phase Critical Flow without Phase Change'26'

4.1 Introduction

Hydrydynamic basic equations for one-dimensional separated two-phase flow established
in Part I of this report h; ve the remarkable uniquencess with treatment of the phase change
inertial force. The uniquencess can be seen especially in the steady phase change inertial force
terms.

The validity of the author's basic equations was demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3 of Part
il by applying them to the two-phase critical flow phenomenon which is governed strongly by
the terms. If air-water (two-components) two-phase critical flow without phase change is
analyzed and the difference in characteristics from the steam-water (one-component) two-
phase critical flow is reasonably explained, validity of the author's basic equations will be
confirmed more firmly.

Even in two-components two-phase flow, the fundamental structures of the author's
basic equations, such as simultaneously using the two equations of motion for total two-phase
flow based on existing mass and based on flowing mass and applying the kinetic energy law
to the steady inertial force terms are preserved. Therefore, analysis of two-components two-
phase critical flow is quite useful and interesting procedure to prove the validity of the basic
equations.

In this chapter, analysis of two-components two-phase critical flow is tried by eliminating
phase change terms from the analytical method for two-phase critical flow established in
Chapter 2.

4.2 Calculation Method

In the critical discharge of two-phase fluid with negligible phase change such as air-water
mixure at the room temperature, Eq. (37) in Chapter 2 becomes

dx=0 or *=const. (72)

The effect of constant quality appears directly in Eq. (43) and indirectly in Eq. (41)
through existing mass fraction of gas phase /$. Therefore, characteristics of two-companents
two-phase critical flow are quite different from those of regular one-component two-phase
critical flow.

In this analysis, change of state of each phase is predicted by replacing the assumption
(7) out of seven fundamental assumptions introduced in Chapter 2 with:
(7') thermally equiliblium between two phases and totally isentropic two-phase flow

This assumption is equivalent to assume no thermal resistance between two phases. The
opposite limiting case of the infinite thermal resistance was also tried:
(7") adiabatic change of each phase

It gaves slightly larger critical mass velocity and very slightly lower critical pressure than
in the case of assumption (7') but the characteristics were almost the same. Therefore, the
results from the assumption (7') only will be described.

From the assumption (7'), the following two equations are used instead of Eqs. (19)
and (20), i.e.,
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Tg=T,

dsg dTs

dT dP

(73)

(74)

Total calculation scheme is the same as described in Chapter 2. That is, at first the state
values for each phase after small change in pressure are determined by using Eqs. (73) and
(74). Since x is given as the boundary condition, Eq. (72), ug, u, and ft can be calculated for
the guess value of R with using Eqs. (43), (44) and (45), respectively. By substituting them
to Eq. (SI), one can obtain the corrected value of R. Similar calculation is repeated until
guess value and corrected value of R agree to each other.

4.3 Calculation Results and Discussions

Shown in Fig. 24 is an example of calculated relationship between pressure and mass
velocity of air-water mixture which discharges from high pressure reservoir via an axially
variable cross-section channel to low pressure space. Reservoir pressure and temperature are
3 kg-f/cm* abs. and 20°C, respectively, and quality is paramctericly changed from 0.0 to
0.99. Figure 25 shows similar result for steam-water mixture for reference. Reservoir pressure
is also 3 kg-f/cm1 abs. and reservoir temperature is the saturated value, 132.9°C. Parameter
xo is steam quality in the reservoir and, therefore, quality is different at each section of the
channel in this case.

11 2 3

prMtur* P <kg.f/ctti2abs.)

Fig. 24 G-P curves in two-component two-phase
critical discharge.
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Fig. 25 G-P curves in one-component two-phase
critical discharge.

By comparison between the two figures, difference in two-phase critical discharge
characteristics caused by with or without phase change becomes very clear. In one-component
two-phase flow with phase change, G—P curve becomes distant more and more from the
curve for single-phase steam flow but never approaches to the curve for single-phase water
flow even if x0 approaches to 0.0. Because, even if r0=0.0, the fluid has a very large com-
pressibility due to flashing in this calculation with assuming thermal equilibrium (Actual
critical discharge steam-water two-phase flow does not always show the very compressible
characteristics because of possible thermal non-equilibrium. Such example will be introduced
in Chapter 6.).

On the other hand, in two-components two-phase flow without phase change, G—P
curve continuoiisly changes from that for single-phase air flow to that for single-phase water
flow with decreasing x from 1.0 to 0.0. The reason is that since there is no increase in com-
pressibility due to phase change the equivalent compressibility of two-phase fluid is the simple
average of compressibilities of each phase. Thus, the same author's basic equations can
describe both one-component and two-component two-phase critical flows correctly, if
only phase change rate and the consequent state changes of each phase are reasonably
estimated. This fact suggests the validity and wide applicability of the author's basic equation
set.

Let us examine the two-phase critical flow characteristics in more detail. The ratio
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PdP^ of the critical pressure to the reservoir pressure is considered to indicate generally the
degree of compressibility effect on flow*. In the case of Fig. 25 with phase change, Pc/P0

of two-phase critical flow is much larger than the case of air single-phase critical flow (Pc/P0=
0.528<27) when < = 1.40) and Pc/Po increases with decreasing of x0. In this example, / V P o *
1.66/3.0 = 0.553 at x, =0.99 and Pc/P» «2.4/3.0 =0.8 at x0 =0.01. These values are not
affected so much by reservoir pressure Po. Thus, two-phase critical discharge phenomenon
with phase change is affected by compressibility most strongly when x0=0.0.

On the other hand, in the case of Fig. 24 without phase change, Pc/Po becomes the
maximum at x0«=0.5 and the value is only 1.73/3.0 = 0.593. When x decreases from 0.5,
Pc/Po decreases and approaches to the case of single-phase water flow. At x =0.0, the flow
becomes incompressible, i.e., p c /P 0 =0.0. When x increases from 0.5, Pc'Po also decreases
and approaches to the case of single-phase air flow. At *=0.99, /VPo 8 8 1.59/3.0=0.53 in
this example.

The critical mass velocity Cc is also quite different depending on with or without phase
change, corresponding to the Pc/Po characteristics described above. That is, Gc for without
phase change case is much larger than that for with phase change case and the value increases
significantly toward the mass velocity of single-phase water discharge flow when x approaches
0.0. Gc for with phase change case is, on the other hand, supressed by the large compressibility
and the value is limited at about 0.3 times that for single-phase water discharge flow even
xa approaches 0.0.

This difference in two-phase critical flow characteristics between the with and without
phase change cases is physically very reasonable. And the author's basic equation set can
predict both cases, indicating the perfectness as the balance equations. The difference is well
predicted by correctly describing the phase slip with equation of motion (4) based on existing
mass and equation of motion (6) based on flowing mass. For example, Fig. 26 compares the
critical pressure ratios obtained by Akagawa's(M) theory** and author's theory. In Akagawa's
theory, the critical pressure ratio does not approach smoothly to the value (0.0) for single-
phase water discharge flow when quality approaches zero, although the same total energy
conservation equation as Eq. (41) is used. The reason is that phase slip is ignored in the theory.

0.9, , , , ,
3 kg.f/cm2abs.

singto-phn*
airflow

NT3 10"2 10"1 1
quality x (-)

Fig. 26 Comparison in critical pressure n t i o between
Akigtwa's and the author's theories.

* Pc.'Pts is also affected much by wall friction. In this chapter, however, wall friction is ignored.
• • The Akagawa's line in Fig. 26 is calculated by the author with the first equation of Eq. (8.32) and Eq.

(8.39) of Ref. (28).
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Next, the author's theory shall be compared with the experimental data reported by
Smith, et al.(M). In the air-water upward two-phase critical flow experiment, converging-
diverging test channels with annulus cross section are used. The test channel consists of a pipe
with 32.39 mm (1.275") diameter and the double conical insertion. The minimum gap between
the pipe and the insertion is 1.59 mm (0.0625") or 3.18 mm (0.125"). Axial flow area distribu-
tion for the former is shown with solid line in Fig. 27.

3.01.0 2.0

axial position (inch)

Fig. 27 Axial change of test section now area at the
experiment by Smith, et al.

Shown in Fig. 28 is comparison of the critical mass velocity between the author's calcula-
tion and the experimental data. Numbers written by the data points indicate the quality and
"A" marks are the data points of which axial pressure distribution is given. According to this
figure, the author's prediction agrees well with the experimental data in high quality region
of x >0.5. However, the experimental value is about 20% lower than the predicted at x =0.28.
In the lower quality region, discrepancy between the theory and the experiment becomes
more significant a . ' the experimental data becomes only less than a half of the theoretical
value at *= 0.03.

To make clear the cause of this discrepancy, the relationship between mass velocity and
pressure in the channel is obtained for the data of x =0.28 as shown with dashed line in
Fig. 30 based on the axial pressure distribution give in Fig. 29. The analytical curve with the
author's theory is shown with solid line. The theoretical critical flow in this calculation is given
by the maximum point A of the solid line. On the other hand, Smith, et al. give the critical
flow point experimentally with the following three methods.
(1) Point where flow area is geometrically minimum (the point B of Fig. 30)

(2) Point where pressur ratio P '?„ is the same as the theoretical critical pressure ratio for

isentropic change of air (the point C)
(3) Point where the minimum pressure ratio appears in subcritical flow (the point D)
The critical pressures corresponding the above three cases are 1.8, 1.4 and 1.22 kg-f/cms

abs., respectively. The point of "Throat (experimental)" of Fig. 30 corresponds to the point C.
The point C is, as explained later, basically based on the idea that the interface between

gas and liquid phases is equivalent to the solid wall but this understanding is wrong. On the
other hand, the point D seems reasonable as described below.
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Fig. 30 Comparison between analytical and experimen-
tal G-P curves for two-component two-phase
critical flow.

As described in Appendix 1, single-phase subcritical flow in a converging-diverging nozzle
with friction has the minimum pressure point in downstream of the geometrical throat. The
minimum pressure point moves with decreasing back pressure under constant reservoir pressure
and approaches to the critical flow point. If the movement of the minimum pressure point
is not so large, the minimum pressure point for subcritical flow gives the location of the
critical flow. By applying similar idea to the two-phase flow, the point D is considered to be
the most reliable location of the critical flow point.

In fact, the effect of wall friction seems to be not negligible in the experiment of Smith,
et al. because of the very small flow channel gap of 1.59 mm. The discrepancies between the
analysis and experiment seen in Figs. 28 and 30, especially relationship between decreases in
the critical mass velocity and the critical pressure of the point D from the point A of Fig. 30,
can reasonably be understood with taking wall friction into account.

Smith et al. reported, after observation of liquid film pile-up in downstream side of the
throat and proposed to interpret their test results by the movement of the effective throat
location from the geometrical throat location. This interpretation is quite similar to the
explanation of Sudo, et al. of two-phase critical discharge through a constant-flow-area channel.
According to this idea, the flow channel gap is supposed to be decreased in the experiment of
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* = 0.28 by 0.25 mm as shown with hatching in Fig. 27 due to liquid film pile-up. This value
is not so unrealistic for this example but the case of * = 0.03 it is very difficult to explain
by the same idea. In addition, since water film piled-up in the downstream of the throat is
not considered to act like a solid wall as described in the section 3.5, two-phase critical flow
characteristics cannot be related directly with the water film pile-up phenomenon.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, analytical method on one component two-phase critical flow established
in Chapter 2 was applied to two-components two-phase critical flow without phase change
only by equating quality change to zero and the validity and applicability of the method was
examined. Validity of estimation of the effect of phase change inertial force on critical flow
phenomena of the author's theory can be made clear and fundamental structure of the
author's basic equations such as simultaneously using the two equations of motion for total
two-phase flow based on existing mass and based on flowing mass can be verified through
those examination. Major conclusions are as follows:
(1) Analytical method on one-component two-phase critical flow established in Chapter 2

can be applied to two-components two-phase critical flow without phase change if only
quality change is equated to zero.

(2) Characteristics of two-components two-phase critica! discharge flow approaches those
of incompressible single-phase water discharge flow with approaching of x to zero. That
is, the critical pressure approaches zero and the critical mass velocity approaches the mass
velocity of single-phase water discharge flow. These facts are quite contrastive to the
characteristics of one-component two-phase critical discharge flow with very strong
fluid compressibility effect even in low reservoir quality very close to zero.

(3) The author's analysis neglecting the effect of wall friction can predict well the high
quality data of the air-water two-phase critical flow experiment of Smith et al. However,
it is necessary to take into account the effect of wall friction to predict correctly the
critical pressure and mass velocity of the low quality experiments.
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5. Two-Phase Critical Discharge Experiment
with a Converging-Diverging Nozzle(30)

5.1 Introduction

Through the discussion up to now, validity of basic equations for one-dimensional
separated two-phase flow established in Part I of this report is considered to be proven essen-
tially. There are two significances with the establishment of correct basic equation set. The
one is that one can perform accurate and reliable two-phase flow analysis. The other is that
the basic equation set orientates how to solve two-phase flow problems. Some explanations
will be given below about the second point.

To solve two-phase flow problems analytically, not only basic equations but also various
constitutive equations (experimental correlations) are necessary. Kinds and number of necessary
constitutive equations are determined by the structure of basic equations. Sometimes, various
assumptions are introduced to simplify the problems. Validities of such constitutive equations
and assumptions are judged by comparing the analytical results with experimental data.
However, if the basic equations are not absolutely reliable, such judgement is impossible.
Thus, correct basic equations give us the firm start point and the basis for final judgement.

Some examples to use the author's basic equations from such point of view will be
introduced in Chapters S through 7. In this chapter, at first, the effect of thermal non-
equilibrium between two phases on two-phase critical flow is evaluated by comparing the
analytical results neglecting the non-equilibrium phenomena with the data from the two-phase
critical discharge experiment.

By using a converging-diverging test nozzle with sufficiently gentle axial flow area change,
in which no flow separation is anticipated, not only axial distributions of pressure and tem-
perature but also axial change of mass velocity can be treasured. Therefore, one can follow
experimentally the change of flow in detail from subcritical flow via the critical flow to
supercritical flow. In this case, since the major cause of flow change is axial variation of flow
area, analysis neglecting the effect of wall friction is considered correct enough. This is quite
different situation from the case of constant-flow-area channel.

Many experimental studies on two-phase critical discharge flow were reported in the past
for sharp-edged orifice*31 >-<37>, or similar shape discharge mouth*36**38**39* or pipe*3*-*7*-
(i3)-(i6),(3i),(4o) However, only experiment by Brown*41* was reported for converging-diverging
nozzle. Most of his experiments are for subcooled water discharge and data for saturated two-
phase discharge flow are only few cases.

In two-phase critical dischai^e flow through a short converging-diverging nozzle, thermally
non-equilibrium flow is supposed to realize because of the very rapid expansion and depres-
surization of the two-phase fluid. In the case of critical discharge of high temperature subcooled
water or very low quality two-phase fluid through a sharp-edged orifice or similar shape
discharge mouth, thermally non-equilibrium phenomenon appears due to steam generation
delay. Similar kind of non-equilibrium was reported also for long pipe**1*1*42*. The non-
equilibrium realizes in a short converging-diverging nozzle*41*, too. In the author's experiment
introduced in this chapter, another kind of thermally non-equilibrium phenomenon was found
in two-phase critical dhscharge flow except for very low quality cases.
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5.2 Experimental Facility and Procedure
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5.2.1 Experimental facility
Shown in Fig. 31 are configuration and major dimensions of the experimental facility

used. A stainless steel, vertical cylindrical pressure vessel with inner diameter of 290 mm and
axial length of 5,000 mm (max. 40kg-f/cm2g., 250°C) contains an AC electric heater (direct
heating) of 70 kW in the maximum. The electric heater is placed on the bottom of the pressure
vessel in order to heat up the water in the pressure vessel uniformly.

A discharge nozzle with inner diameter of 50 mm is provided at the 950 mm elevation
from the pressure vessel bottom and the test nozzle and the discharge system including a
quick-opening valve are connected to it. Since the discharge nozzle elevation is 200 mm higher
than the top of the electric heater, two-phase discharge flow is not interfered by the heater.
A 75 mm long vortex eliminating device with a cross-shaped cross section is set in the discharge
nozzle for preventing from natural vortex in the nozzle.

Two chromel-alumel thermo-couples for fluid temperature measurement, one pressure
transducer for system pressure measurement, two level glasses for residual water mass calibura-
tion and various instruments for operation are attached to the pressure vessel.

thwmo-,- prwiur*
ooupl* V ndicator

prtttur* """"
tnmducw D -

stuidard
Itvtl

thermo-couplt

DP tramducar

to out-door pool

Fig. 31 Experimental facility.

5.2.2 Test nozzle

The converging-diverging nozzle used in this experiment has axial length of 200 mm and
the minimum inner diameter of )0mm (at 75 mm from the entrance). The axial variations
in inner diameter and cross sectional area are shown in Fig. 32. Pressure measurement holes
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(1.0 mm0) and thermo-couple penetration holes (2.0 mm0) are provided at the axial locations
(p through (§} shown in the figure. The pressure measurement holes are made perpendicularly
to the nozzle inner surface so as to be in right angle to the stream line. On the other hand,
thermo-couple penetration holes are made perpendicularly to the nozzle axis to identify
the axial location of the sensing parts correctly.

Axial distribution of static pressure in the test nozzle is measured with strain-gauge type
pressure transducers. However, static pressures ?! the measurement locations (P through (D
are measured as differential pressure from the pressure vessel pressure by using strain-gauge
type differential pressure transducers because more correct measurement of small pressure
drop can be made with this method. On the other hand, axial distribution of fluid temperature
is measured with unground type chromel-alumel thermo-couples with diameter of 1.0 mm.
The sensing parts are placed at 5 mm inside from the nozzle inner surface. For the thermo-
couple at the th oat, the location is just at the center of the channel cross section.

20

10

®
50 100 150

position Z (mm) •
200

throat exit

Fig. 32 Axial changes of diameter and flow area of the test nozzle.

5.2.3 Experimental procedure
In advance of initiation of test, the quick opening valve is close and deinoized water

(specific electric resistance >10* Ocm) is filled upto the set level. On this stage, caliburation of
residual water mass measurement system including strain-amplifier and visicorder is performed
with the level glasses. After closing the feed water line valve, the pressure vessel is pressurized
by heating-up the water with the electric heater. When the pressure vessel conditions become
the set values (lower than 30 kg-f/cm2g., 234.6CC), electric heating is terminated and the high
temperature, high pressure fluid in the pressure vessel is discharged through the test nozzle
to the out-door pool by opening the quick-opening valve. The quick-opening valve is an air-
pressure actuation type piston valve and the time from perfect close to full open is 40 ms.

Duration time of discharge is different depending on initial condition but it is in the
range of 2 through 5 min. Pressure and residual water mass in the pressure vessel and axial
distributions oi static pressure and fluid temperature in the test nozzle are recorded during the
duration with the visicorder. Discharge mass tlow rate is calculated by differentiating the
residual water mass data and mass velocity at each cross section can be obtained by dividing
the discharge mass flow rate by the cross-sectional area.
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5.2.4 Calculation metltod of quality

Steam quality of discharge two-phase flow from the pressure vessel toward the test
nozzle is difficult to measure. Therefore, it was indirectly evaluated based on the data of
pressure and residual water mass transients in the pressure vessel by using the following calcula-
tion method. Let us call the indirect measurement method of discharge two-phase flow quality
as "depressurization rate method".

Fundamental assumptions for this method are:
(1) Thermal equilibrium in the pressure vessel
(2) No heat exchange through the vessel wall
(3) Negligible kinetic energy of fluid in the pressure vessel
(4) Negligible kinetic snergy of discharge two-phase flow at the test nozzle entrance

The assumption (1) is proven on data. The assumption (4) is considered reasonable
because the flow area it the test nozzle entrance is 25 times that at the throat and almost
no depressurization-expinsion occurs as far as the test nozzle entrance. By this assumption,
quality of discharge two-ptiase flow is calculated with respect to the high pressure reservoir
condition. Since cross stctional area of the pressure vessel is 34 times that at the test nozzle
entrance, the assumption (3) holds good more accurately than the assumption (4). Strictly
speaking, the assumption (2) does not hold good correctly but rough estimation showed that
the effect on quality calculation would be small enough.

From mass balance,

% = -w.+ ^
 (75)

fr = -W.-*** (76)
From volume balance.

ws^+wJ^ + iv,-vK^=v,Wg+vKW, (77)

From energy balance,

»i _ktWt_kuWi + vg (78)

From these equations, steam quality *o of discharge two-phase flow is obtained as:

Wg _Wt
x"~w,+w, ~ w~

,ihs, dhj, , . \ \ 1 dPt

Here, from the assumption (1), all state values in Eq. (79) are given for the saturated
condition.

One can calculate the steam quality *0 of discharge two-phase flow with Eq. (79) based
on the data of pressure vessel pi«ssure and residual water mass in the pressure vessel and their
differentiations with respect to time, i.e., depressurization rate and discharge mass flow rate.
The depressurization rate method described above has a Urge advantage especially in low
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quality region because of very high sensitivity on quality.

5.3 Experimental Results

5.3.1 Discharge process
In order to make clear how the data introduced in the following subsections were

obtained, overall discharge process shall be described briefly in this subsection.
Shown in Fig. 33 are examples of transients after the discharge initiation in pressure

vessel pressure, residual amount of water (collapsed level), and mass flow rate and quality of
discharge two-phase flow. Until 82 s after discharge initiation, when collapsed level arrives at
0.5 mm above the center line of the discharge nozzle, quality of discharge two-phase flow is
very small. Therefore, discharge mass velocity is large and depressurization rate is small. After
that, however, quality increases rapidly, mass velocity decreases significantly and depressuriza-
tion rate becomes very large. Such behaviors are qualitatively common among every experiment
and repeatability of test is sufficiently good.

As known from the above examples, change of thermal-hydraulic situation in the pressure
vessel and test nozzle is sufficiently slow. Therefore one can consider the phenomenon is
quasi-steady.

0.6

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

timet (s)

Fig. 33 Example changes of variables during discharge.

5.3.2 Distribution of static pressure

Shown in Fig. 34 is an example of measured axial static pressure distribution in the test
nozzle. According to this figure, only very small pressure drop can be seen until 55 mm from
the test nozzle entrance. Almost all pressure drop appears in about SO mm around the throat,
especially in the downstream side. The pressure gradient at around the throat increases once
when the collapsed level arrives at near the discharge nozzle elevation and quality of discharge
two-phase flow increases rapidly, and then it decreases with reduction of differential pressure
across the throat due to depressurization of pressure vessel. On the other hand, pressure
recovery is seen in about 50 mm upstream the test nozzle exit, indicating the overexpansion
phenomenon.
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Fig. 34 Examples of axial static pressure change in a
converging-diverging nozzle.

5.3.3 G-P curve and critical mass velocity
Figure 35 shows the relationship between pressure and mass velocity in the test nozzle.

After the synthetic examination on various similar test results, the following two-phase critical
discharge characteristic were made clear for the used converging-diverging nozzle.

When quality of discharge two-phase flow is close to zero, relationship between pressure
and mass velocity near the test nozzle entrance is quite similar to that for single-phase water
flow. However, the curve turns away rapidly from the single-phase curve with approaching
the throat and mass velocity is limited by the relatively small critical value. This fact and the
axial static pressure distribution showing remarkable pressure drops from just downstream side
of the 55 mm measuring point (see Fig. 34.) suggest that the significant effect of sudden
vaporization around there.

Mass velocity downstream side of the throat shows concave characteristic with respect
to pressure when quality of discharge two-phase flow is less than 0.1. Such characteristic
cannot be seen when the qulity is larger than 0.15.

Next, let us examine the value of the critical mass velocity by comparing with the analysis
under the assumption of thermal equilibrium, which was introduced in Chapter 2. When
quality of discharge two-phase flow is very small (less than 0.01), the measured critical mass
velocity can be larger than the analytical value as shown in Fig. 36. However, in most case,
the former is smaller than the latter as shown in Fig. 37. The ratio of measured critical mass
velocity to the analytical value for various discharge conditions is plotted with respect to
quality of discharge two-phase flow in Fig. 38. Brown's data are also plotted in this figure.
The ratio of measured and theoretical critical mass velocities is almost independent of reservoir
pressure Po but is determined mainly be reservoir quality x0-
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Fig. 36 Comparison between analytical and experimen-
tal G-P curves (I).
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5.3.4 Distribution of fluid tamparature

In order to get information on degree of thermal non-equilibrium of fluid in the test
nozzle, fluid temperatures at the points 5 mm from the inner surface of the nozzle were
measured by vising chromel-alumel thermo-couples with 1.0 mm diameter. Two examples of
the result for the different reservoir conditions sire shown in Fig. 39. Since sensing parts of the
thermocouples are placed at S mm from inner surface of the nozzle, temperature of liquid
film on the wall is never detected even if the flow regime is annular.

The meaning of fluid temperature data measured with such method should be carefully
examined. Since heat capacity of the thermocouples is very small and temperature variation
at each measuring point is sufficiently slow in comparison with response time of the thermo-
couple, it is conisdered that thermal equilibrium is established between the sensing part of
thermocouple and the surrounding fluid.

As a limiting case, let us assume that the surface temperature of the sensing part goes
and backs very quickly between the steam temperature and water temperature, then time-
averaged value of steam and water temperatures should be detected as fluid temperature
because of heat capacity of the thermo-couple. Since time fractions of contactings with steam
and water are a and 1 - a , respectively, the measured fluid temperature should, in this case, be

T=aTe+(l-a)Tl (80)

Because, in most cases in this experiment, or is very large, measured temperature 7" is considered
close to steam temperature Tt.

As the second limiting case, let us assume very thin stagnant water film on the sensing
part of thermo-couple. Since subcooled temperature is detected in this experiment, such
situation is supposed possible. However, the water film gives only some response delay of
temperature measurement due to additional heat capacity and heat conduction time of the
stagnent water film and, therefore, no essential difference from the fust case is supposed.

As the third case, let us investigate the water film on the sensing part, which is always
renewed by evaporation and droplet capturing. In this case, latent heat for evaporation is
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provided by sensible heat of water, because there is no heat transmission in time average
between thermo-couple and water film as already discussed. Therefore, there must be tem-
perature distribution in the water film and resultant heat flow from inside of the water film to
the surface. Since temperature on the surface of water film should be equal to steam tem-
perature and water film is supposed very thin detected temperature by the thermo-couple is
considered close to steam temperature, although it may be slightly higher because of water
film temperature gradient. Based on the above three examinations, let us assume in the follow-
ing discussion that the thermo-couples detected the temperature nearly equal to steam
temperature in this experiment.
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Fig. 39 Examples of axial fluid temperature chance in a
converging-diverging nozzle.
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According to Fig. 39, fluid temperature T does not change so much until IS mm down-
stream from the test nozzle entrance. And then it significantly decreases into the very strong
supercooled state about S0°C lower than the local saturation temperature until 55 mm. After
that, it continuously decreases with decrease in the saturation temperature with keeping
almost constant supercooling. After arrival at 55 ~75 mm upstream form the test nozzle
exit, the fluid temperature shows a recovery and supercooling becomes slightly smaller.

Specially interest point of this axial distribution of fluid temperature is the remarkable
temperature decrease in the region between 15 and 35 mm. It must be noted that there is
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still no significant pressure drop in this region as shown in Fig. 34. The ratio of temperature
decrease to pressure decrease in this region is much larger than that for adiabatic expansion
without phase change of single-phase steam. This fact will be discussed in the next section.

Including the examples shown in Fig. 39, difference between fluid temperature and the
saturation temperature is almost constant in the region between SS and 145 mm from the
test nozzle entrance. Relationship between measured temperature and pressure in this region
for various discharge conditions is shown in Fig. 40. It is evident that about 50°C supercooling
in average is realized in this region regardless of discharge condition.
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Fig. 40 Relationship between pressure and fluid tem-
perature changes in a converging-diverging
nozzle.

5.4 Discussions

Various experimental facts introduced in the previous section indicate the thermal non-
equilibrium of two-phase critical discharge flow in a short converging-diverging nozzle.
Thermally non-equilibrium phenomenon of two-phase critical discharge flow caused by
evaporation delay is well known. That is, when high temperature subcooled water or the
saturated water discharges through a sharp-edged orifice, cylindrical mouth (short pipe),
diverging mouth, converging-diverging nozzle or long pipe, thermal non-equilibrium is realized
because evaporation can not follow the too rapid depressurization of fluid. In such case,
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discharge flow rate becomes larger than the equilibrium case and fluid temperature becomes
higher than the local saturation temperature. When quality of discharge two-phase flow is
almost zero, this kind of thermal non-equilibrium is confirmed in this experiment too, as
shown typically in Fig. 36.

On the other hand, in this experiment, the other kind thermal non-equilibrium is
observed with or without the above described non-equilibrium. The special feature is lower
fluid temperature than the local saturation temperature. This kind of thermal non-equilibrium
is supposed, as described later, to be caused by lack of interfacial area between two phases
when expansion rate is very high. Therefore, let us call it "thermal non-equilibrium due to
lack of interfacial area between two phases".

Solid line in Fig. 41 shows the relationship between pressure and fluid temperature in
the test nozzle under thermal non-equilibrium due to lack of interfacial area. Let us call the
regions 1-2, 3-4 and 4-5 as Regions A, B and C, respectively. In this example, transition region
2-3 exists between Regions A and B but such transition region is often unclear.

In Region A, corresponding to the region near the test nozzle entrance, remarkable
progress of supercooling is seen in spite of relatively small pressure drop. The reason is as
follows.

In this example, quality at the lest nozzle entrance is 0.082. Therefore, superheating of
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Fig. 41 Example of t temperature decreasins during
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liquid phase due to lack of boiling nuclei cannot occur. However, mixing of two phase is
supposed nof so good and resultantly interfacial area is relatively small because flow velocity
approaching the test nozzle entrance is very small. Such two-phase fluid is suddenly depres-
surized after comming into the test nozzle. Axial pressure gradient corresponding to Region
A is not so large but the depressurization rate of two-phase fluid is estimated to be larger than
at least 500kg-f/cm=/s. By this depressurization, evaporation occrs at the interface. And
phase change rate per unit interfacial area is supposed very high because of small interfacial
area. Since latent heat for the evaporation is provided by heat conduction from inside of
liquid phase, conduction limiting would occur. Therefore, very steep temperature gradient
would appear in the liquid phase side at the interface.

On the other hand, since there is high speed steam flow from interface toward inside of
steam phase, velocity of steam molecules impinging on liquid phase probablistically shifts
smaller, i.e., effectivd pressure acts on liquid phase is reduced. Therefore, interfacial tem-
perature can decrease to the saturation temperature corresponding to the reduced pressure.
Thus, steam with lower temperature than the saturation temperature corresponding to the
measured pressure is possible to be generated.

Steam temperature, in this case, is not limited by the adiabatic expansion curve of steam
because temperature of generated steam itself is low. The fact that temperature decreasing
rate in Region A of Fig. 41 is much larger than that for adiabatic expantion of steam without
phae change can be explained by the above described idea. '

On the other hand, generated steam abides as a gas by the thermodynamical laws. During
rapidly decreasing process of interfacial temperature, steam temperature at remote point
should be higher than interfacial temperature because steam at the point was generated when
interfacial temperature was higher and has been expanded adiabatically. Therefore, tem-
perature distribution near the interface is qualitatively supposed for Region A as illustrated in
Fig. 42(a).

liquid steam

(a) process A (b) process B

Fig. 42 Supposed temperature distribution near the
steam-water interface.

Temperature inside liquid phase is, in such situation, supposed higher than the saturation
temperature T1<rt. Superheat of liquid phase increases with decreasing of TSQl due to fluid
depressurization. And at last explosive steam generation (sudden boiling) occurs in the liquid
phase and flow regime will change into fine droplet flow. Boundary of Regions A and B
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(the transition region 2-3) of Fig. 41 is considered to indicate such sudden boiling. Since
interfacial area becomes very large after the sudden boiling, sensible heat of liquid phase is
rapidly released and much steam is generated. Resultantly, axial pressure gradient becomes
significantly larger and relationship between fluid temperature and pressure drastically changes.
These facts were already introduced in the previous section.

After the sudden boiling, since interfacial area is sufficiently large, interfacial temperature
will be almost the same as the saturation temperature. However, at remote point, lower
temperature steam will exist, which was generated before the sudden boiling. Therefore,
temperature distribution near the interface is qualitatively supposed for Region B as illus-
trated in Fig. 42{b). Indeed but, temperature distribution as shown in Fig. 42(a) can continue
some axial length because interfacial area is still insufficient.* Concave characteristic of mass
velocity shown in Fig. 35 might be resulted from such kind of lack of interfacial area.

In Region B, steam phase expands not adiabatically but receiving heat from liquid phase.
Therefore, gradient of T-P curve is smaller than that for adiabatic expansion of steam without
phase change, as seen in Fig. 41.

Next, Region C is considered to be the attenuation process of thermal non-equilibrium
by termination of depressurization or pressure recovery.

At last, let us investigate the effect of thermal non-equilibrium due to lack of interfacial
area between two phases on critical mass velocity.

Firstly, total amount of phase change rate in the test nozzle becomes larger due to the
non-equilibrium. Let us assume, for simplicity, that thermal non-equilibrium appears only in
the test nozzle and at the entrance and the exit of the test nozzle the fluid state is on the
equilibrium. Change of state in the test channel will be not purely isentropic but rather
isenthalpic because of the thermal non-equilibrium. Therefore, phase change mass is larger
for given pressure drop and increase in kinetic energy is smaller in comparison with the
equilibrium case. This is considered to reduce the discharge flow rate.

Secondly, phase change does not occur uniformly throughout the test nozzle but occur
mainly in Region B around the throat. The position of critical flow occurrence is the throat
or just downstream of the throat evidently included in Region B. Therefore, larger effective
compressibility of fluid due to larger phase change per unit pressure drop in Region B in
comparison with the equilibrium case will make the critical mass velocity smaller.

Thus, thermal non-equilibrium due to lack of interfacial area is considered to reduce
the critical mass velocity and Fig. 38 evidently indicates the fact. Some reduction of critical
mass velocity due to wall friction also should, of course, be seen in this experiment. There-
fore, quantitative evaluation of the effect of wall friction is necessary to investigate the effect
of thermal non-equilibrium due to lack of interfacial area in more detail.

5.5 Conclusion

The following conclusions were obtained after two-phase critical discharge experiment

through a converging-diverging nozzle, which was performed to clarify the effect of thermal

non-equilibrium on two-phase critical discharge flow phenomena.

(1) In addition to regular thermal non-equilibrium due to steam generation delay, different

kind of thermal non-equilibrium occured, which was supposed to be due to lack of

interfacial area between two phases.

* Interfacial area rapidly increases indeed due to the sudden boiling. On the other hand, axial pressure gradient
and linear velocity of fluid also increase. Therefore, depressurization rate of fluid drastically increases too.
Whether interfacial area is enough or not is the result of these two opposite effects.
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(2) Fluid temperature measured were lower than the local saturation temperature under
thermal non-equilibrium due to lack of interfacial area and the supercooling attained
up to 50°C.

(3) Thermal non-equilibrium due to lack of interfacial area reduced the critical mass velocity.
Resultantly, discharge flow rate was smaller than the theoretical value under perfect
phase equilibrium assumption except for almost zero reservoir quality case.

(4) Relationship between mass velocity and pressure showed concave characteristic in down-
stream of throat when reservoir quality was less than 0.10.
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6. Two-Phase Critical Discharge Experiment

with a Large Sharp-Edged Orifice'431

6.1 Introduction

Discharge flow rate W from the breaks in loss-of-coolant accident of a light water cooled
nuclear reactor can be represented for the saturated blowdown process as:

W CDAGc (81)

Here, Cc is critical mass velocity of the saturated two-phase flow and can be calculated with
respect to given reservoir pressure and quality under the seven fundamental assumptions
described in the section 2.1.

On the other hand, discharge coefficient C» represents the effect of flow contraction,
friction and phase non-equilibrium. In the case of sharp-edged orifice directly attached to the
pressure vessel it should be expressed generally as function of pressure and quality at the
high pressure reservoir and the orifice diameter.

Value of 0.6 through 0.8 is recommended for discharge coefficient C» through LOFT-
Semiscale experimental analysis(44) and also Tabk 1 is obtained by Sobajima(l>>(4S) in
ROSA-I Project at JAERI. In these experimental analyses, C»was determined based onC c

calculated with Moody's theory'4* and, in addition, Co was selected with a trial-and-crror
method so as to obtain good prediction of pressure, temperature and residual water mass
transients in much smaller scale test facility than actual reactor by using blowdown analysis
code such as RELAP-2 or -3.

Tibk 1 Co-value determined with RELAP-3 code
(ROSA-I)
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Instant value of CD cannot be obtained for reservoir pressure and quality at each time
point by such method. Therefore, functional relationship among the pressure, quality and
CD cannot be established. In addition, obtained Co value is directly affected by facility charac-
teristics and imperfectness of blowdown analysis codes used. So that, there is some doubt on
applicability of CD to reactor accident analysis.

In this chapter, Gc will be calculated with the two-phase critical flow theory introduced
in Chapter 2 for measured reservoir pressure and estimated reservoir quality with the depres-
surization rate method established in Chapter S. CD of large sharp-edged oriffice will be
determined experimentally by directly applying Eq. (81) for various reservoir pressure and
quality.

6.2 Test Facility

Detail of ROSA-1 Test Facility is given in Ref. (1). The major part is a stainless steel
vertical cylindrical vessel with inner diameter of S60 mm and inner axial length of 7080 mm
as shown in Fig. 43. Volume of the pressure vessel is about 1.9 m3. It can store high tem-
perature and high pressure water upto 310°C and lOOkg-f/cm'g. The water is discharged
from the top or bottom discharge nozzle with inner diameter of 350 mm by artificially breaking
the repture disc attached to the eigher discharge noazle. Sharp-edged orifice with dimension
shown in Fig. 44, which is set at just upstream of the rupture disc unit, gives break diameter.
Pressure and residual water mass transients in the pressure vessel during blowdown process
are detected with strain-gauge type pressure transducers, semi-conductor type pressure

orifio
P4 /rapnmditcunit

Fig. 43 Pressure vessel of ROSA-I test facility.
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Fig. 44 Test orifices for ROSA - I .

transducers or strain-gauge type differential pressure transducers and are recorded v/ith a data
acquisition system.

Many kinds of blowdown tests were performed in ROSA-I Project but only the data
from tests without vessel internals are referred in this chapter in order to obtain accurate
estimation of flow rate and quality of discharge two-phase flow.

6.3 Analytical Method

Discharge flow rate W from the break was obtained by differentiating residual water
mass data with differential pressure method with respect to time.

Reservoir quality was calculated by using depressurization rate method introduced in
the subsection 5.2.4. Critical mass velocity Gc was calculated for the reservoir quality and the
measured pressure vessel pressure with the theory introduced in Chapter 2 (See Fig. 8.) and
finally discharge coefficient CDwas calculated by Eq. (81).

To make blowJown behavior clear, normalized steam generation rate B and normalized
steam accumulation rate M in the pressure vessel were defined as follows:

B
W

JTJ: (*•
dhs dhK
dP w" dP W dt

dvs , dva \ 1 rfP0
w'-dF + w'7p)w-dT

(82)

(83)

6.4 Experimental Results and Discussions

6.4.1 Discharge process
Shown in Fig. 45 are typical transients of xa, B and M for bottom discharge. Here, initial

pres °<re vessel pressure is 70kg-f/cm3g and orifice diameter is 70mm. During about 10s
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Fig. 45 Examples of variable changes during bottom discharge.

after discharge initiation, normalized steam generation rate B is relatively small and it increases
thereafter. Reservoir quality x0 behaves almost similarly. That is, discharge flow changes, in
this example, from water dominant flow to steam dominant one between 10 and 11 s. This
transition occured due to pressure vessel water level lowering to around the discharge nozzle
elevation. In bottom discharge, water dominant discharge and steam dominant discharge are
generally separated clearly.

During water dominant discharge, x0 increases from about 0.0 at 1.5 s to about 0.05
at 6.5 s and then it decreases and becomes about 0.0 again at 9.7 s.

The reasons of the decrease in x, in the latter half of the process are change of state
values due to depressurization and reduction of B due to decrease in residual water mass.

Next, normalized steam accumulation rate M is positive and gradually decreases during
water dominant discharge and becomes negative large number after entering in steam dominant
discharge. That is, flow is maintained by steam expansion more than by steam generation in
steam dominant discharge.

Shown in Fig. 46 are typical transients of *0. Band M for top discharge. Here, initial
pressure vessel pressure is 100kg-f/cm2g. and orifice diameter is 50 mm. As known from
this figure, B and *0 both increases monotonuously with time and M decreases monotonously
from positive to negative in top discharge. Water dominant discharge and steam dominant
discharge are not separated clearly in top discharge.
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Fig. 46 Examples of variable changes during top discharge.

6.4.2 Discharge coefficient of sharp-edged orifice
Shown in Figs. 47 and 48 are changes of two-phase discharge coefficient Co with respect

to x0 for sharp-edged orifices with diameters of 25 mm and 70 mm, respectively. Similar
results for varous size sharp-edged orifices are summarized in Fig. 49. From these figure,
the following knowledges are led.
(1) Co is almost constant and independent of x0 except region of x very close to zero. This

value is smaller when orifice diameter is larger and effect of pressure is almost negligible
between 5 and lOOkg-f/cm'g.
When x0 is very close to zero, CB increases drastically with decrease in x and attains 1.5
in the case of 25 mm diameter orifice. Effect of P, seems very small but CB is slightly
larger when Po is lower.
6.4.2.1 Xo>O
As described previously, CDis almost constant and independent of x<, when xo>O. Some

examination will be made below on the value of CD.
The first possible reason of smaller C than 1.0 is the effect of flow contraction just

downstream of orifice. In the case of single-phase water flow, orifice coefficient C defined

by

(2)

is about 0.61 for a sharp-edged orifice. Therefore, if the same order flow contraction occurs
in two-phase flow too, CD«0.61 should hold good. Since two-phase fluid has very Urge
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Fig. 49 Summary of two-phase discharge coefficient of
sharp-edged orifice.

compressibility, CD>0.6l is supposed rather reasonable. However, measured Cuis, as clearly
shown in Fig. 49, CD<0.61 except for 25 mm diameter orifice, suggesting the effect of some
other phenomenon than flow contraction.

To make clear on this point, Co data for a round orifice is given in Fig. 50, for which
almost no flow contraction is expected. Here, initial pressure vessel pressure is 70 kg-f/cm2g.
and orifice diameter is 50 mm. The CD value is only about 0.1 larger than that for sharp-edged
orifice, i.e. effect of flow contraction on C» of sharp-edged orifice is supposed to be in the
order of — 0.1.

For the other cause of decreased CD from 1.0 than flow contraction, thermal non-
equilibrium due to lack of interfacial area between two phases can be raised, which was
pointed out in Chapter 5. That is, when two-phase fluid is very rapidly decompressed, super-
cooled steam is generated because of lacking interfacial area and then sudden boiling creates
much amount of steam. Due to this series of non-equilibrium phenomena, twc-phase critical
discharge flow is supposed to be decreased. Figure 51 shows an example of measured fluid
temperature Tb at just downstream of sharp-edged orifice in a bottom discharge experiment.
Here, initial pressure vessel pressure is 70kg-f/cmag. and orifice diameter is 70 mm. Large
supercooling of steam is seen throughout the discharge process in comparison with the satura-
tion temperature Tsa, obtained from pressure data at just downstream of the orifice. Especially,
in initial stage of the steam dominant discharge process with rapid decrease in pressure vessel
pressure P, about 50°C supercooling in the maximum is realized. Therefore, it is reasonably
supposed that decrease in critical mass velocity due to such remarkable thermal non-equilib-
rium possibly caused the small CB.

6.4.2.2 *o=0
As shown in Fig. 49, a large CB appears when x0 is very close to zero. The reason is, as

well known, lack of boiling nuclei. In such situation, discharge characteristic becomes similar
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to that for single-phase water flow because steam generation cannot follow the too rapid
decompression due to flowing through the orifice. Let us estimate C for discharge of the
single-phase saturation water of x0 = 0.0 without phase change based on Eq. (81). Then

Cm — 0.61 ~Pt) (85)

When Pb = 1 kg-f/cm2 abs., relationship between Po and Cm is calculated as shown in Fig. 52.
According to this figure, C oo > 1.0 holds good except .'br very low pressure case and C of 1.6 ~
1.7 can be reasonably realized for the range of present experimental condition. Co « 1.5 for
the 25 mm diameter orifice is, therefore, really reasonable. In addition, CB monotonously
decreases with Po for the region of P0>20kg-f/cm2abs. in Fig. 52. Th:s is considered to have
caused a weak negative effect of Po on Co value as previously described.

2.0

sharp-edged orifice
Pb"1kg_ t/cm2 abt.

0.5

0
50 100 150

reservoir pressure Po «Kg_f/cm2 abs.)

Fig. 52 Predicted two-phase discharge coefficient for
the saturation water (non-equilibrium model).

6.4.3 Comparison with RELAP code analysis
Co value determined by Sobajima based on ROSA-I test data by using a trial-and-error

method with RELAP-3 code are given in Table 1. Comparison of this table with Fig. 49 is
very interesting.

C for bottom discharge listed in Table 1 was selected so as to predict well the transients
of pressure, temperature, etc. mainly during water dominant discharge period. Therefore, the
CD value is corresponding to the average quality in water dominant discharge period, which
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is very small. On the other hand, C r, for top discharge is for relatively large quality range.
Taking such facts into account, C\, in Table 1 is quite reasonable in both effect of orifice

diameter and effect of pressure vessel pressure. However, the results listed in Table 1 is
affected not only by prediction ability of RELAP-3 code but also by ROSA-1 test itself.
For example, average quality in water dominant discharge period can be different depending
on facility even if initial pressure vessel and orifice diameter are common. Even for ROSA-I
test, the average quality is changeable if vessel internals are inserted. C» listed in Tabta 1 is
affected by such various things.

On the other hand, CD shown in Fig. 49 is determined for each instant with analytical
method introduced in Chapter 2 based on right basic equation set and clear fundamental
assumptions and measured values of P« and x,,. Therefore, it can be applied to any cases if
only the two-phase critical flow is realized at a sharp-edged orifice.

6.E Conclusions

In this chapter, two-phase discharge coefficient C,,, which is very important parameter
to well predict the discharge flow rate from the breakes in LOCA analysis for a light water
cooled nuclear reactor, was determined for a large sharp-edged orifice by applying the two-
phase critical flow theory introduced in Chapter 2 and the depressurization rate method for
measuring quality of discharge two-phase flow introduced in Chapter 5. The results are
summarized in Fig. 49. The following conclusi jns are obtained.
(1) The relationship between discharge coefficient C,, and reservoir quality x<> is devided into

two regions: region of xa>0 without effect of roand region of xo^O with strong effect
of x0.

(2) In the region of *o>O, Cois almost independent of both x and Po and is determined
mainly by orifice diameter D- The larger D gives the smaller CD- Cois 0.8 ~0.52 when
D is 25 — 125 mm, i.e., less than 1.0. Flow contraction effect on Cn is in the order of
only 0.1 and thermal non-equilibrium around orifice is supposed to be the major cause
of the smaller Co than 1.0.

(3) In the region of x0 ==0, CD drastically increases with decrease in x0 and attains up to
1.5 for 25 mm diameter orifice. CD becomes smaller for larger D and for higher fV The
larger Co in the region of x a « 0 is considered to be caused by steam generation delay
and the discharge characteristics is rather similar to that for single-phase Waier flow.

(4) The results shown in Fig. 49 justifies the Co values determined with trial-and-error
method by using RELAP-3 code.

(5) The results shown in Fig. 49 have a wide applicability and is applicable if only the break
is considered as a sharp-edged orifice, because it is not affected by facility characteristics
of ROSA-I.
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7. Frictional Energy Dissipation of Vertical Gas-Liquid

Two-Phase Flow without Phase Change'46'

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5 of Part I, concept of perfectly settled one-dimensional two-phase flow was
introduced. The perfectly settled one-dimensional two-phase flow is a special flow from the
view point of basic equation set because an additional condition is applied. However, there
are actually many one-dimensional two-phase flows which can be considered as perfectly
settled. In addition, one can simplify his analysis or can evaluate some quantities which are
not measured in his experiment by assuming the perfectly settled situation. Therefore, the
perfectly settled assumption is practically very convinient and useful.

In this chapter, as such example, evaluation results on total, interfacial and wall frictional
energy dissipations of two-component vertical two-phase flow under the perfectly settled
assumption wiil be introduced.

7.2 Theory

As known from Eqs. (47), (48) or (49), (50) of Part I,

d£JP*g Fci Fcw-0 (86)

f f ' P,g FLc- FLK 0 (87)

hold good for vertical, upward, steady, two-component two-phase flow without acceleration.
By multiplying Eqs. (86) and (87) by Qel A and Q//A, respectively, and summing up

the results, mechanical energy balance equation of two-phase flow per unit volume of channel
per unit time can be obtained, i.e.,

Qg+Qi dP pgQs+piQi FCLQ^FICQI FGWQetFLKQ, _
A dz A 8" A A l 0 0 J

Here, the third and fourth terms of Eq. (88) arc mechanical work done overcoming interfacial
and wall frictional forces, respectively, and are the energy dissipations due to these frictions.
Representing energy dissipation per unit volume of channel per unit time by £T

F FCLQg+FlcQ, FCwQe + FLWQ,
fir A A

Therefore, from Eqs. (88) and (89)

Er= .QM+9L«_>,Q£»Q>g (90)

On the other hand, in the perfectly settled, vertical upward two-phase flow, interfacial
frictional forces FaL and FiG are given, from Eqs. (107) and (108) of Part I, as:

(91)
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F^aipi pi)g (92)

Therefore, interfacial frictional energy dissipation E, per unit volume of channel per unit
time is obtained by multiplying Eqs. (91) and (92) by aug and (1 ct)ui, respectively, as:

E, ail a)(pi pg){ug ui)g

> 1 «>(„ p , ) ( S . _«!_) , ( 9 3 )

Wall frictional energy dissipation Ew per unit volume of channel per unit time is, there-
fore, derived by subtracting Eq. (93) from Eq. (90), as:

Qg'Qi dP
A dz

Qj_Qld_P ^ , „ „ , . , a)pi]g ( 94 )

With Eqs. (90), (93) and (94), total, interfacial and wall frictional energy dissipations can
be evaluated, respectively.

7.3 Application

With using Eqs. (90), (93) and (94), let us examine the frictional energy dissipation
characteristics of vertical upward, two components two-phase flow based on the experiment
by Shiba, et al.(24)i(47). The experiment is for air-water two-phase flow at the atmospheric
pressure and was performed with a 24.i mm diameter and 1,3SO mm long pipe. The average
void fraction in the test section was measured by shutting air in the test section with two
linked shut-off valves. Flow regime was also judged by observation.

Since this experiment was performed at tha atmospheric pressure, the effect of expansion
of air due to pressure drop cannot be neglected. The increase in specific volume of air is about
14% in the maximum. Estimation error of interfacial frictional energy dissipation due to
this is very small but wall and total frictional energy dissipation would be over-estimated
because of accelerational pressure drop. This effect may be more significant when both air and
water flow rates are large.

Shown in Fig. 53 is relationship between total frictional energy dissipation £ r and average
velocity « (Qg* Q/^'A. This result is almost same as Sekoguchi's result*48'. From this figure,
it is known that the smaller water velocity the larger total frictional energy dissipation when
average velocity is less than 1.5 m/s but the relation is opposite when average velocity is more
than 3 m/s. In addition, the curves show convex characteristics when water flow rate is less
than 0.166 kg-m/s (355 kg-m/m2s) and average velocity is less than 1.0 m/s.

Erin Fig. 53 is divided into E, and Ew as shown in Fig. 54. Symbols B, S, A and Tare
for flow regime identification and B is bubble flow, S is slug flow, A is annular flow and T
is turbulent flow*, respectively. E, increases with Ew when water flow rate is more than
0.^16 kg-m/s (1,905 kg-m/m2s) but shows a concave characteristic with the maximum point
whe.i water flow rate is less than 0.166 kg-m/s (355 kg-m/m2s). Row regime in these two cases
changes from bubble flow to turbulent flow in the former and from slag flow t-: annular

* This naming is by the authors of Ref. (48). Maybe it is corresponding to froth or churn flow.
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Fig. S3 Relationship between superficial velocity and
total frictional energy dissipation in a vertical
circular pipe with water flow rate as parameter.
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Fig. 54 Relationship between wall and interfacial
energy dissipation in a vertical circular pipe
with water flow rate as parameter.
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flow in the latter. When water flow rate is 0.458 kg-m/s (979kg-m/m''s), relationship between
£;and Ew shows intermediate of the two and the flow regime changes from slug flow to
turbulent flow.

Next, when both air and water flow rates are small in slug flow region, £, is often larger
than Ew But when air flow rate is large such as in annular flow or turbulent flow, E, is usually
much smaller than Ew. Interfacial friction is basically controled by the gravity force and,
therefore, in the higher velocity of two-phase flow the ratio of interfacial friction to wall
friction is smaller. This is one of the bases of neglecting the effect of gravity and interfacial
frictional forces in the previous chapters of Part II.

Shown in Fig. 55 with linear coordinate is the similar result for low air flow rate region.
There are many negative Ew data (not plotted in Fig. 54) in slug flow region, indicating
negative wall friction. Since each data point is averaged value of seven raw data, this fact is
sufficiently reliable. That is, water flow near the wall is often downward in slug flow.

Shown in Fig. 56 is Ew with respect to the water linear velocity u, Q,/(l a)A. In
this case, also the data for water flow rate less than 0.166 kg-m/s (355 kg-m/m3s) show different
characteristics from others.

Dashed line in this figure show the estimated Ew for the same water linear velocity with
Blasius'(20) equation. Since work done by steam flow is much larger than that by water flow
for the same wall frictional force, wall frictional energy dissipation of about 15 times that
for single-phase water flow with the same water linear velocity is realized.

500 1000 1500 2000

."all energy dissipation Ew {kg_tm/m3s)

Fig. 55 Energy dissipation characteristics in low air
How rate region for a vertical circular pipe.
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Fig. 56 Relationship between wall frictional energy dissipa-
tion and water linear velocity in a vertical circular
pipe with water flow rate as parameter.

7.4 Conclusions

Interfacial and wall frictional energy dissipations for vertical upward, air-water two-phase
flow were evaluated by applying the concept of perfectly settled two-phase flow proposed
in Part 1. The major conclusions are as follows.
(1) In the flow (larger than 1,950 kg-m/mJs) of which flow regime changes from bubble

flow to turbulent flow with increase of air flow rate at constant water flow rate, inter-
facial frictional energy dissipation increases with increase of wall frictional energy
dissipation. On the other hand, in the flow (less than 355 kg-m/mIs) of which flow
regiome changes from slug flow to annular flow, interfacial frictional energy dissipation
shows convex characteristics with the maximum point with respect to wall frictional
energy dissipation. When flow regime changes from slug flow to turbulent flow (979
kg-m/m2s), the characteristic is intermediate of the two.

(2) When both air and water flow rates are small in slug flow region, interfacial frictional
energy dissipation is often larger than wall frictional energy dissipation. However, in
annular or turbulent flow with high flow velocity the former is much smaller than the
latter. From this fact, interfacial friction is less important in a high speed two-phase flow.

(3) Two-phase flow shows much larger wall frictional energy dissipation than single-phase
water flow with the same water linear velocity and the ratio reached up to 15 times.
This is because work done overcoming wall frictional force by air with higher linear
velocity is larger than that by water with lower linear velocity.
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8. Concluding Remarks

In Part II of this report, the validity of the author's hydrodynamic basic equations for
one-dimensional separated two-phase flow (two-fluid model) was verified by applying them to
various two-phase flows.

Two-phase critical discharge flow was selected as the object of verification because the
special uniqueness of the author's basic equations lies on the phase change inertial force terms
of equations of motion.

Analytical method of two-phase critical flow based on the author's basic equations can
predict well the difference in flow characteristics between two-phase critical discharge flow
accelerated by axial change of flow area and that accelerated under wall friction. Furthermore,
it can also predict well the difference between one-component two-phase critical flow and
two-component two-phase critical flow.

In addition, after performing a two-phase critical discharge flow experiment with a
converging-diverging nozzle, new kind of thermal non-equilibrium was pointed out through
the comparison of data with the author's analysis. On the other hand, two-phase discharge
coefficient for large sharp-edged orifice was experimentally determined based on the author's
theory. This discharge coefficient is given for instantaneous pressure and quality in the high
pressure reservoir and the latter was estimated by using the depressurization rate method
developed by the author. This value of discharge coefficient is considered to be applicable
to any sharp-edged orifice regardless of facility characteristics.

Furthermore, concept of the perfectly settled two-phase flow proposed in Part I was
applied to vertical upward, air-water two-phase flow and the interfacial and wall frictional
energy dissipations were analized. The characteristics were clarified with relation to flow
regime.

Through these various analyses, the validity and the consequent wide applicability of
the author's basic equations for one-dimensional two-phase flow were demonstrated. This
result suggests the large possibility of the anthers basic equations tc describe various two-phase
flow of wider fields in the future.
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9. Nomenclature

Simbols used in Part II of the present report are listed below. The same simbols are
commonly used also in Appendices 1 and 2.

A = flow area
B = normalized steam generation rate in pressure vessel
CD = discharge coefficient
c = acoustic velocity (Appendix 1)
D = channel diameter
E = energy dissipation rate per unit volume of channel
F = factional force per unit volume of fluid
G = mass velocity
g = gravitational acceleration
h = specific enthalpy
/, = channel length; collapsed water level above discharge nozzle
M = normalized steam accumulation rate in pressure vessel
P = pressure
Q = heat transfer rate per unit volume of channel; volumetric flow rate
q = sensible heat per unit mass of fluid
R = slip ratio
i = specific entropy
T = temperature
t =time
u = velocity
V = pressure vessel volume
v = specific volume
W = mass flow rate
w = phase change rate per unit volume of channel; residual fluid mass in pressure vessel
x = gas mass flow rate fraction (quality)
z = position
a = gas volume fraction (void fraction)
/J = gas mass fraction
r = integrated pressure drop (= J & dp)
J = characteristic matrix (Appendix 1)
T, = conversion coefficient o f phase change inertial force in momentum equation

(Appendix 2)
C = distribution fraction to gas phase
>• = frictional loss coefficient of channel
f = viscosity
f = fraction of pressure drop due to energy dissipation to total pressure drop
p = density

Subscripts:
g : flowing gas phase
/ : flowing liquid phase
PC '• phase change part of fluid
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9. Nomenclitun

: residual gas phase
: residual liquid phase
: to gas phase from liquid phase
: to liquid phase from gas phase
: to gas phase from wall
: to liquid phase from wall
: wall
: to interface from gas phase
: to interface from liquid phase
: interface
: external
: saturation
: total energy dissipation
: two-phase friction
:high pressure reservoir («« = «< =0); single-phase liqu
velocity

: critical flow
: acceleration
: friction
: variation of p (Appendix 2)
: variation of x (Appendix 2)
: total two-phase flow (Appendix 2)
: local (with respect to P); with respect to P (Appendix 1)
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Appendix 1 Local Condition for Single-Phase Critical Flow

It is very useful for analysing two-phase critical flow to examine the basic characteristic
of single-phase critical flow.

In a one-dimensional steady single-phase flow, the following three basic equations hold
bood on balance of mass, momentum and energy, respectively.

1 dp dP i du
p dP dz u dz

dP du -
dz~ pUdz F»

1 dA
A dz

I dh 1
"KdP p

dP
dz Q

(Al-l)

(AI-2)

(AI-3)

Out of these three equations, Eq. (A 1-3) is necessary to follow the change of state values
of the fluid and in this appendix, it is used only for determining dp dP in Eq. (Al-l). There-
fore, one can investigate the characteristics of critical flow without any over-looking of the
essence by treating dp dP as a known variable.

From Eqs. (Al-l)and (Al-2),

Here,

dP Aj
dz A

]_dp

p dP

pu I

dp j_
dP u

A dz

Fw

1
u

pu

pu dA
~A ~dz

(AM)

(Al-5)

(Al-6)

In subcritical flow, A is generally negative and increases with progress of depressurization-
acceleration. On the other hand, Ap respresents the hydrohynamical characteristics of the
channel and can be positive or negative depending on flow situation. Since wall friction acts
on fluid in opposite direction to velocity u, the second term of Eq. (Al-6) is always positive.
Therefore, At should be positive ifdA/dz^O. However, if dAidz becomes large enough,
the first term of Eq. (Al-6) becomes large negative number exceding the second term and
consequently Ap becomes negative. When Ap =0,

1 dA
A dz

(Al-7)

That is, Ap=0 is possible in diverging channel only.
In the case of subcritical flow of 4<0, Eq. (Al-7) is realized on a certain position of,

e.g., downstream of the throat of converging-diverging nozzle. In the upstream of the position
dP/dz is negative and in the downstream positive. That is, Eq. (Al-7) gives the minimum
pressure point for subcritical flow.
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Next, let us examine the approaching process of A to zero by depressurization-accelera-
tion of a subcritical flow. If ip approaches zero simultaneously, then,

Iim -j- — —Q -•• -(undeterminate) (Al-8)

Here, undeterminate dP/dz means that dp idz is not determined uniquely with only the local
conditions at 4 = 0 but is determined as a limiting value from the upstream side.

Equation (Al-8) represents the critical flow occurred at downstream side of the throat
of a converging-diverging nozzle. And if J and 4P are continuous functions, j>0, J^O and
dP/dz <0 hold good in the downstream of the critical flow point. This is no other then
supercritical flow. Especially if Fw=0, the critical flow occurs at dA'dz =0, i.e., at the
throat. •>

When the critical flow occurs at the place o f i= Jp=O, dp dz at the critical flow point
is a certain negative finite value, although it is very large. In such case, as known from Eq.
(Al-3),forQ^0

dh d— dq (finite) (Al-9)

That is, state change of fluid is generally not adiabatic.
Next, let us investigate the case of positive A,, at 4=0. In such case,

lim f iSmsL ,. (Al-10)
i-o dz 0

Equation (Al-10) represents the critical flow occurred at, e.g., exit of regular pipe (con-
stant-flow-area channel) or converging nozzle. The reason why this type of critical flow occurs
at the channel exit only is that the flow cannot change continuously from the situation of
4 = - 0 , J,>0and dPIdz = - » to the situation of J = +O, ip>Q and dPIdz -» °°.

When the critical flow is realized at the place represented by Eq. (Al-10), one can obtain
the following equation from Eq. (Al-3), regardless of Q value:

dh —=-~d<iO (AMI)
p

That is, even if there are frictional heating and/or external heating, state change of fluid is
adiabatic at the critical flow point.

When 4=0 , i.e., at the critical flow point, one can obtain from Eq. (Al-5),

On the other hand, dp,' dp in adiabatic state change gives acoustic velocity c, i.e.,

Therefore, critical velocity in a converging-diverging nozzle corresponding to Eq. (Al-8)
is generally not equal to acoustic velocity and that at the exit of constant-flow-area channel,
etc. corresponding to Eq. (Al-10) is equal to acoustic velocity.

Characteristics of local conditions of single-phase critical flow described above are con-
sidered quite similar to those for two-phase critical flow. It was already discussed in detail
in Chapters 2 and 3 of this report.
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Appendix 2 An Example of C** and Related Parameters

As discussed in detail in Chapter 4 of Part I, fraction of phase change inertial force term
to be added to gas phase {, to the total phase change inertial force term for existing iwo-phase
fluid is given, for the steady term (See Section 4.4 of Part I), as:

4(1 0) (1 Xifx~d

' djdz <A2- ')
( r i l <t) ,U\ x)) f ,

dx dz

Similarly, fraction of phase change inertial force term to be added to gas phase Ct lo the
total phase change inertial force term for flowing two-phase fluid is:

x(\ /)') 0 ( 1 * ) <A2-2)

In momentum equations, steady terms of inertial forces for existing two-phase fluid are
evaluated based on momentum balance of flowing two-phase fluid. That is, there is a kind of
mixing mode in expression of momentum balance. Resultantly, coefficients of

UK

'•' ug - ' ( A 2 ~ 3 )

T,I "M"d ;.» (A2-4)

should be multiplied to W(ue u,)(dx dz) to evaluate the steady phase change inertial forces
for gas and liquid phases, respectively, for existing two-phase fluid in unit length of channel
(See Section 4.S of Part I.).

For the existing total two-phase fluid, the coefficient to be multiplied is:

r . « , W-r,, -,.,, — (1 , , ) ( A 2 . 5 )

Here, in Eqs. (A2-3) through (A2-5),

u PC "-^ (A2-6)

In this appendix, characteristics of O, {,, ijs, i?;and rjve, are studied with referring as
an example of the analytical results on two-phase critical flow without friction and thermal
non-equilibrium between two phases.

Examples of calculated O , Cr, ru , Tl, and rjn,, are shown in Figs. (A2-1) through (A2-6),
with respect to pressure change in the channel. Reservoir pressure in the examples is fixed
at 1.0 MPa and reservoir quality is changed as a parameter.

When reservoir quality is 0.0S, o decreases monotonously, from about -0.3 to -«>
with decrease in pressure except just beginning of acceleration depressurization process.
And then it suddenly jumps to +°° and decreases monotonously again, to about 1.2 except
for the last half of acceleration-depressurization process. Here, the negative region of Z? is
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shown with the reversed axis in this figure.
As the crossing point of ,'.< from °° to +°°. d.1 dz changes from negative via zero

to positive. Therefore, phase change inertial force term added to gas phase is always positive
and continuously varies along the flow axis.

,',»in this example does not get in the range between 0.0 and 1.0. This means that the
direction of phase change inertial force added to liquid phase is opposite to that for gas phase.
Because, the fraction of phase change inertial force for existing liquid phase is I ,'.,. There-
fore, if -".» is negative, I ,',, should be positive number larger than 1.0 snd if "a is possitive
number larger than 1.0, I '< should be negative.

On the other hand, ', monotonously decreases with decrease in pressure from very large
positive number to slightly larger than 1.0. Since dx dz is always positive, this result indicates
the positive continuous change in phase change inertial force term added to gas phase and
negative continuous change in phase change inertial force term added to liquid phase.

The fact described above is shown more clearly in Fig. A2-2. That is. r,t is always positive
and ',/ is always negative. Since positive i« decreases the incrtial force on main flow gas phase
and negative r,, increases the incrtial force on main flow liquid phase under given external
forces, phase change incrtial force decelerates the gas phase and accelerates the liquid phase.
That is, phase change affects the flow so as to reduce the increase rate of slip ratio. And, this
effect is specially significant in the beginning stage of acceleration-depressuriza'ion process
with very high increasing rate of slip ratio.

10*

101

I 10°

Po* 1-0 MPa
xo-0.05(dx/dz>0)

Author's theory

Conventional theory

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

pressure (MPe)

1.0 0.4 0.6

pressure (MPe)

F19. A2-1 and C.at /), = 1.0MPi, *.=0.05. Fig. A2-2 it, v, and n,,, «t P, - 1.0 MPa, *« = 0.05.
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Net coefficient r,,c, is negative in the beginning stage of acceleration-depressurization
process. Since dx dz is positive in this quality range, this means that the existing two-phase
fluid is totally accelerated by phase change inertial force. This fact seems strange but actually
very reasonable. Because, gas phase is decelerated and liquid phase is accelerated by phase
change inertial force and liquid fraction 1 j based on existing two-phase fluid is much larger
than 1 x based on flowing two-phase fluid. In other words, deceleration effect and accelera-
tion effect of phase change inertial forces per unit length of channel are not perfectly but
imbalancedly accounted in the equations of motion based on existing two-phase fluid (See
the subsection 4.2.3 of Part I.).

In conventional momentum equations, T,t = 1, r,, = 0 and r,KI, = l are usually assumed for
evaporation process and ij« = 0, >w=l and i;»n = l are for condensation process. As shown
with dashed line in Fig. A2-2, differences from the author's theory are quite large.

When reservoir quality is 0.3, s".» changes complicatedly in the negative range as shown
in Fig. A2-3. Behavior ol\", is not so different qualitatively from the previous case, ',«changes
monotonously with deerease in pressure, except for the last stage of acceleration-deprcssuriza-
tion process, from very large positive number to about 0.7 as shown in Fig. A2-4. ^/increases
from very large negative number to ubout I also monotonously, except for Ihe lust stage.
i,,:,, behaves a little bit higher than T,, . Gas phase is always decelerated and liquid phase is
always accelerated and resultantly, increase in slip ratio is always supressed also by phase
change inertial force in this case. Negative r,,,cl also indicates that the existing two-phase fluid
is totally accelerated by the phase change inertial forces.

In the case of reservoir quality of 0.7, both C.< and Ci inclease monotonously with
decrease in pressure from negative large number to positive small number less than 1.0 as
shown in Fig. A2-5. ^ changes monotonously from very large negative number to small
positive number less than 1.0 and ',i decreases monotonously from large positive number to
small positive number larger than 1.0 as shown in Fig. A2-6. Since dx dz is negative in this
case, gas phase is also decelerated and liquid phase is accelerated in most acceleration-depres-
surization process. After C,« and ,"i become positive, both phases are accelerated. Positive
r,nn under negative dx dz also indicates the total acceleration of existing two-phase fluid
throughout the process.

Based on the above discussions, the following conclusions are obtained.
(1) ,",»and C* are generally not limited within the range between 0.0 and 1.0.
(2) w is generally not equal to 1.0.
(3) Except very special cases (such as the region where pressure is lower than about 0.2 MPa

in Figs. A2-5 and A2-6), gas phase of two-phase critical discharge flow is decelerated
and liquid phase is accelerated and resultantly, increase in slip ratio is supressed by phase
change inertial forces, regardless of evaporation or condensation. This effect is specially
significant in the beginning stage of acceleration-depressurization process where increase
rate of slip ratio is very large.

(4) Except a certain cases (such as the region where pressure is lower than about 0.88 MPa
in Fig. A2-2), existing two-phase fluid of the critical discharge flow is totally accelerated
by phase change inertial forces, regardless of evaporation or condensation.

(5) In the typical conventional momentum equations for two-phase flow, >;« = 1.0, i?/=0.0
and Vr<ti = 1.0 are assumed for evaporation process and rm =0.0, ?/= 1.0 and ?»»«= 1.0
for condensation process. Such artificially assumed phase change inertial force terms are
kineticly unreasonable and very important characteristics of the terms such as described
in the above items (3) and (4) are completely ignored.
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10MPa
xo=O.3O(dx/dz>O)
— Author's theory

Conventional theory

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

pressure (MPa)

Fig. A2-3 .*, and „-, at /',. = 1.0 MPa, x,, = 0.30.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
pressure (MPa)

Fig. A2-4 ^ , ^ a n d w a t /'„ = 1.0MPa, x,-0.30.

10'

: io°

io-'

10~ 2

xo =

1.0 MPa
0.70

/

/
\i/< /

\

-

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

pressure (MPa) pressure (MPa)

Fig. A2-5 O and Cat P, = 1.0MPa, io=O.7O. Fig. A2-6 ?„, s.and "in,,at / \ = l.OMPa, io=0.70.
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Concluding Remarks

In Part I of the present report, hydrodynamical basic equations for one-dimensional
two-phase flow was discussed generally and several new ideas were given especially on the
fundamental form of equations of motion. The author's equations of motion have remarkable
uniqueness in features specially in evaluation of phase change inertial force and its distribution
to each phase. Therefore, in Part II, the author's basic equation set was applied to high speed
two-phase flow (two-phase critical discharge) in which phase change inertial force cannot be
ignored and air-water critical discharge flow without phase change to verify the validity of
the author's theory. Also the wide applicability was demonstrated through the analyses on
various critical discharge flows and regular velocity two-phase flows. Those analyses gave
reasonable results and indicated the essential validity of the author's basic equation set.

Of course, reasonable two-phase flow analysis cannot be guaranteed by valid basic
equation set only. It depends on the validity of constitutive equations used and also on the
numerices. However, correct describing of the balances in mass, force (momentum) and
energy is considered che basis for a successful two-phase flow analysis. Especially, importance
of the form of basic equations is invaluably large in accident analyses for light water cooled
nuclear reactors in which very wide changes in pressure, steam quality, phase velocities and
temperatures should be consistently predicted. Furthermore, right basic equations determine
necessary number of constitutive equations and their physical contents. Therefore, they will
support the development of constitutive equations. The author's basic equations will contribute
in such area from now on.
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